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Abstract
Tashlhiyt Berber (Afro-Asiatic, Berber) and Moroccan Arabic (Afro-Asiatic, Semitic),
two languages spoken in Morocco, have been in contact for over 1200 years. The
influence of Berber languages on the lexicon and the segmental-phonological structure
of Moroccan Arabic is well-documented, whereas possible similarities in the prosodic-
phonological domain have not yet been addressed in detail.
This thesis brings together evidence from production and perception to bear on the
question whether Tashlhiyt Berber and Moroccan Arabic also exhibit convergence in
the domain of phonological prominence. Experimental results are interpreted as show-
ing that neither language has lexical prominence asymmetries in the form of lexical
stress. This lack of stress in Moroccan Arabic is unlike the undisputed presence of lex-
ical stress in most other varieties of Arabic, which in turn suggests that this aspect of
the phonology of Moroccan Arabic has resulted from contact with (Tashlhiyt) Berber.
A further, theoretical contribution is made with respect to the possible correspond-
ence between lexical and postlexical prominence structure from a typological point of
view. One of the tenets of the Autosegmental Metrical approach to intonation analysis
holds that prominence-marking intonational events (pitch accents) associate with lexic-
ally stressed syllables. Exactly how prominence marking is achieved in languages that
lack lexical stress is little-understood, and this thesis’ discussion of postlexical promin-
ence in Tashlhiyt Berber and Moroccan Arabic provides new insights that bear on this
topic.
A first set of production experiments investigates, for both languages, if there are
acoustic correlates to what some researchers have considered to be lexically stressed
syllables. It is shown that neither language exhibits consistent acoustic enhancement
of presumed stressed syllables relative to unstressed syllables.
The second set of production experiments reports on the prosodic characteristics of
question word interrogatives in both languages. It is shown that question words are the
locus of postlexical prominence-marking events that however do not exhibit association
to a sub-lexical phonological unit.
A final perception experiment serves the goal of showing how native speakers of
Tashlhiyt Berber and Moroccan Arabic deal with the encoding of a postlexical prom-
inence contrast that is parasitic on a lexical prominence contrast. This is achieved by
means of a ‘stress deafness’ experiment, the results of which show that speakers of
neither language can reliably encode a lexically-specified prominence difference.
Results from all three types of experiment thus converge in suggesting that lexical
prominence asymmetries are not specified in the phonology of either language.
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Part I
Introduction
1

1 General introduction
1.1 Aims and goals of thesis
This thesis investigates and compares aspects of lexical and postlexical prominence
structure in two Afro-Asiatic languages of Morocco, Tashlhiyt Berber (TB) and Mo-
roccan Arabic (MA). The main goal is to find out how prominence structure in these
languages should be characterised.
In doing so, two secondary goals can be identified. Firstly, this thesis serves as a
detailed comparison of aspects of phonological prominence structure in two distantly
related languages on different branches within the same language family. These lan-
guages have nevertheless been in contact for around 1200 years and are known to
exhibit convergence in many aspects of linguistic structure. One of the additional
goals therefore involves identifying similarities in these languages in the prosodic-
phonological domain. Secondly, the present thesis will provide a contribution to the
theoretical discussion about the mapping between lexical and postlexical prominence
structure. In brief, prominence is conceived of as a phonological phenomenon with
an abstract representation in the grammar, rather than a more surface-oriented un-
derstanding of prominence as acoustic-perceptual salience. A detailed discussion and a
precise definition of ‘prominence’ as used in this thesis will be given in the next chapter.
At the heart of the phonological definition of prominence is the question what struc-
tural linguistic elements are specified as such. This thesis will contribute insights into
the specification of prominence at the lexical level, and will discuss how the realisation
and distribution of postlexical prominences relates to these lexical prominence specific-
ations.
Our current understanding of postlexical prominence structure in languages that lack
lexical prominence is limited, mainly because there are only few languages that are
convincingly argued to lack it. The best-known languages lacking any kind of lexical
prominence are French and Korean, which are often considered to lack ‘stress’ (note
that they also lack lexical tone and lexical pitch accent). Terminology is crucial here:
Plenty of languages are considered to lack ‘stress’, such as Tokyo Japanese, but such
languages may still have another type of lexical prominence specification (in the case
of Japanese this is lexical pitch accent). Again, a detailed discussion of the terminology
can be found in Chapter 2.
The two languages discussed in this thesis, TB and MA, form particularly interest-
ing case studies for claims about prominence at both lexical and postlexical levels of
phonological structure.
At the time of writing there appears to be consensus on the lack of lexical prominence
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in Tashlhiyt Berber (Stumme 1899; Dell & Elmedlaoui 2002; Kossmann 2012; Ridouane
2014; Roettger, Bruggeman & Grice 2015), although it has previously also been claimed
that lexical stress is present (e.g. Sadiqi 1997; Gordon & Nafi 2012; Laoust 2012). For
Moroccan Arabic, the details of lexical prominence are a matter of disagreement and
remain as of yet unresolved (e.g Mitchell 1993; Benkirane 1998; Boudlal 2001; Watson
2011).1
While it is generally acknowledged that some languages lack lexical prominence struc-
ture, the question as to whether all languages have phonological prominence specific-
ations at the postlexical level has been addressed to a lesser extent. At this point lan-
guages do seem to exist in which postlexical structural prominence does not exist or
is unspecified, notably Ambonese Malay (Maskikit-Essed & Gussenhoven 2016) and
Korean (Jun 1993, 2005a). Most of the literature however focuses on the apparent ma-
jority of languages that exhibit structural prominence at both levels. In languages with
lexical stress, these levels are characterised by a clear correspondence, where postlex-
ical prominence in the form of pitch accents co-occurs with lexically stressed syllables.
In light of this, acknowledging the existence of languages lacking either or both levels
of structural prominence is important, not only for purposes of prosodic typology, but
also for our understanding of intonational structure in general, as most models have
attempted to link lexical prominence structure to postlexical prominence. For present
purposes, it should be noted that not much is known about the postlexical prominence
structure in TB and MA, beyond general observations that suggest it is rather variable
(Mitchell 1993 for MA, Dell & Elmedlaoui 2008 for TB). The investigation of the prin-
ciples guiding the placement of postlexical prominence in these languages is therefore
interesting in its own right already, but even more so by virtue of its being tradition-
ally linked to lexical stress. In this thesis, therefore, the theoretical implications of a
potential absence of a correspondence between the two levels of prominence structure
will also be addressed.
The general claim that I will make in this thesis, based on the results from five exper-
iments, is that lexical prominence asymmetries (in the form of lexical stress) are absent
in both languages. In the context of the aforementioned goals (describing lexical and
postlexical structure as well as any possible correspondences), the specific contributions
of the different experimental chapters can be categorised as follows:
• Language-specific description of prosodic-phonological structure;
– Lexical–phonological structure: Acoustic correlates of lexical stress (Chapter
3 for TB and Chapter 4 for MA)
– Postlexical–phonological structure: Prosodic correlates of question word in-
terrogative intonation (wh-questions) (Chapter 6 for TB and Chapter 7 for
MA)
1As this thesis is officially published in 2020, it should be clarified that Chapter 3 is a more elaborate
analysis of the same experiment that has previously been published as Roettger, Bruggeman & Grice
(2015) and Roettger (2017). Similarly, the claim that stress is absent in Moroccan Arabic has in the
meantime been published in Bruggeman et al. (in press) (based on Chapter 4).
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• The influence of native phonology on the perception of prosodic prominence
(Chapter 8 for both languages)
The specific questions and theoretical background motivating each of the experi-
ments will be discussed in more detail in the next chapter (Chapter 2: Approaches
to lexical and postlexical prominence).
1.2 The linguistic landscape of Morocco
Morocco is a highly multilingual country, with many of its inhabitants (total as of 2017:
ca. 36 million) fluent in both Moroccan Arabic (Darija) and some variety of Berber. The
number of individual speakers of Moroccan Arabic for 2014 is estimated at around 25
million. The number of speakers of Tashlhiyt Berber speakers was 3.9 million in 2004
(Simons & Fennig 2017). Many native speakers of Berber have at least some competence
in Moroccan Arabic and many are fluent bilinguals, especially those who have received
at least secondary education. The reverse, with first-language speakers of Moroccan
Arabic being fluent in Berber, is rather uncommon.
The institutional languages of Morocco complicate the picture further as these include
neither Moroccan Arabic nor any variety of Berber that is actually spoken. The official
languages of Morocco are Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) (since 1961) and Standard
Berber (since 2011). MSA is the supranational variety of Arabic that is used throughout
the Arabic-speaking world but is never acquired as a mother tongue. In Morocco it is
taught in schools to children from around the age of 6, and Moroccans have exposure
to it on international radio and TV, as well as in all formal written communication.
Some 14.5 million Moroccans are reported to be competent in Modern Standard Arabic
(Simons & Fennig 2017). Standard Berber, or Standard Tamazight Berber, is a stand-
ardised variety of Berber rather close to the variety of Berber spoken in the Central
Atlas, but like MSA it is not acquired as a first language. As of 2011 it is being taught
in (primary) schools.
While Moroccan Arabic is not an official language, it does function as the “[d]e facto
national working language” (Simons & Fennig 2017). Additionally, among the ‘foreign’
languages, French has had a privileged status ever since the start of French (and Span-
ish) protectorates in the early 20th century. After Morocco’s independence (1956), the
use of French has been in decline. Still, as of today it remains a semi-official language
used in administration, commerce and the like, and it is the first go-to foreign language
(Maas & Procházka 2012a). Spanish as a foreign language does not quite enjoy the
same status, although it is still relatively popular in the north.
Despite the recent institutionalisation of Berber, not only in Morocco but also in
other parts of North Africa, Berber is still rather marginalised. The socio-historical
reasons that have led to Berber being in this position have their roots in the religious
expansion of Islam, whose spread from its origin in the Arabian Peninsula from the 7th
century onwards entailed the reach of the Arabic language and culture as far west as
Morocco. More detailed overviews of the expansion of Arabic can be found in Holes
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(2004: Ch. 1) and Versteegh (2014). For specific reference to the Moroccan context see
Maas & Procházka (2012b: Sec. 3), Mitchell (1993) and El Aissati (2005).
In the following section, I will review claims about convergence between Moroccan
Arabic and Tashlhiyt Berber in light of the wider context of variation in Arabic and
Berber.
1.3 Tashlhiyt Berber and Moroccan Arabic
The linguistic classification of Berber has been subject to some debate, but most re-
searchers now agree that it is a branch of the Afro-Asiatic phylum, sister to Semitic and
Cushitic, among others (Simons & Fennig 2017). Moroccan varieties within the Berber
branch are subclassified as Northern. Arabic on the other hand belongs to the Semitic
languages. Within Arabic, Moroccan Arabic is subclassified as Western (Colloquial).
Currently, Berber languages are spoken in North Africa from its easternmost point
in Egypt to its westernmost point in Morocco, while Arabic is natively spoken as far
east as Oman, to the north in Iraq and to the south in Sudan. Unsurprisingly, both
languages are subject to an enormous amount of regional variability, to the extent that
regional varieties of neither Arabic nor Berber are typically mutually intelligible with
other varieties of Arabic or Berber.
Of the three main Berber languages spoken in Morocco (Tarifit, Tamazight and Tashl-
hiyt), Tashlhiyt Berber is the most well-researched (e.g. Stumme 1899; Aspinion 1953;
Applegate 1958; Sadiqi 1997; Van den Boogert 1997; Laoust 2012).2 Some smaller Mo-
roccan Berber varieties have also been studied, including Figuig (Kossmann 1996) and
Ghomara (Mourigh 2015). The three main varieties spoken in Morocco are character-
ised by some mutual intelligibility between Tamazight and Tashlhiyt, and very limited
comprehensibility between these and Tarifit. Despite considerable regional variation,
goodmutual comprehensibility exists within a single variety (Dell & Elmedlaoui 2002).3
Outside of Morocco, several other varieties of Berber have been subject to research, in-
cluding Tamasheq ((Sub-)Saharan, Heath 2005; Lux 2014), Kabyle (Algeria, Mettouchi
2008), Zwara (Libya, Gussenhoven 2017) and Siwi (Egypt, Vycichl 2005; Naumann
2012).
Among Berber varieties, the segmental–phonological structure of Tashlhiyt especially
has been subject to considerable interest from the linguistic community by reason of its
crosslinguistically unusual tolerance of long consonantal sequences (Dell & Elmedlaoui
1985; Coleman 1999, 2001; Dell & Elmedlaoui 2002, 2008; Ridouane 2008, 2014).
2For the uninitiated reader, it is not always clear which variety of Berber is being discussed in a given
source due to confusing terminology. Tashlhiyt is known by various alternative spellings and names,
including Tachelhit(e), Shilha, Soussiya, or Tasoussit. The term Tamazight, in turn, has multiple uses,
as it may refer to the variety of Berber spoken in the Atlas as well as to the standardised version
of Berber taught in schools. Tamazight might also be used synonymous with Berber and denote the
language family in general.
3Maas & Procházka (2012b: 330) go as far as to suggest that different varieties of Berber within a village
are spoken by individual families.
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There has been a long-standing debate about how these sequences should be best rep-
resented, with notable disagreement about the status of the central vocoids that are
observed to break up long clusters, as either having phonological status or being phon-
etic transitions.
More recently, experimental work on Tashlhiyt intonation has been conducted, focus-
ing on yes–no question intonation and phrase-final focus (Grice, Ridouane & Roettger
2015; Roettger 2017). Some more impressionistic reference to topic and focus struc-
tures in Tashlhiyt can be found in Lafkioui (2010). This thesis adds to existing work on
Tashlhiyt intonation by discussing intonation in wh-questions, hitherto undiscussed, in
Chapter 6.
While there is thus some past work on Berber, existing research on Arabic has vast
dimensions (Classical) Arabic has a long research tradition, but this has been supple-
mented over the last century or two by work following from specific interest in the vari-
ability between synchronic, spoken varieties. The following resources, and references
therein, form a good starting point into the literature: Bateson (1967), Holes (2004),
Owens (2013) and Versteegh (2014). Contemporary general descriptions of Moroccan
Arabic can be found in Harrell (1962) and Maas (n.d.) and Maas & Procházka (2012b).
Aspects of MA phonology are addressed in Mitchell (1993) and Heath (1997) and Dell
& Elmedlaoui (2002). Comparatively recently, some work has been done on intona-
tion, with a general description in Benkirane (1998), and experimental studies by Yeou
(2005), Yeou et al. (2007), Yeou, Embarki & Al-Maqtari (2007), Burdin et al. (2015)
and Hellmuth et al. (2015). See Chapter 7 for more a detailed discussion of the existing
literature on MA intonation.
It has been suggested that there is no common standard Moroccan Arabic yet, at
least not in terms of phonology, although if anything there is a trend towards a local
standard variety in the metropolitan areas of Casablanca and Rabat (Dell & Elmedlaoui
2002: 239). Nevertheless, is well known that in general, the segmental phonology of
MA has been heavily influenced by contact with Berber (Mitchell 1993; Heath 1997;
Maas & Procházka 2012b; Maas n.d., see also Zellou 2010). In fact, MA and (Tashlhiyt)
Berber have been said to exhibit similar “surface phonologies” (Dell & Elmedlaoui 2002:
227). For example, the vowel inventory of most contemporary Arabic varieties typically
consists of the phonological vowels /i, a, u/ with contrastive use of length (Watson
2011), whereas MA lacks a phonological vowel length distinction (see also Chapter
4). Similarly, MA displays many complex consonantal clusters that are not observed in
other varieties of Arabic. Maas & Procházka (2012b) discuss several more phonological
properties that are shared between MA and Berber, including prosodic aspects such as
what they call “accent” (lexical stress).
Especially this reference to similarities in lexical prominence structure is of interest to
this thesis. As previously mentioned, the existence of lexical prominence specifications
in the form of stress has been denied for Tashlhiyt, and is subject to debate for Moroccan
Arabic. Additionally, the location of postlexical prominence in both languages is highly
elusive, along the lines of the following statement about Moroccan Arabic: “Prominence
among syllables in MA words is at present imponderable and seemingly lacks any close
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relationship with prominence in sentences” (Mitchell 1993: 199).
Although in recent years, several studies on intonation and postlexical prominence
structure have been carried out for both languages, no direct comparison has so far been
attempted of TB andMA in terms of prominence at either the lexical or postlexical levels.
This thesis will fill this gap by means of five experiments that test similarities between
the languages in terms of (prosodic–)phonological prominence at both the lexical level
(stress) and the postlexical level (intonation).
1.4 Overview of thesis
The next chapter, Chapter 2 (part of Part I: Introduction), lays out the theoretical pre-
liminaries for the investigation of lexical and postlexical prominence. It also lays out
the research questions of this thesis. The subsequent chapters are dedicated to five
experiments that serve to analyse the prominence structure of both languages.
The first experimental part, Part II: Lexical prominence production, is concerned with
the acoustic correlates of (presumed) lexical prominence in the form of lexical stress.
Individual experiments were conducted for Tashlhiyt Berber (Chapter 3) and Moroccan
Arabic (Chapter 4). It will be concluded that the experimental results are compatible
with the interpretation that stress is lacking in both languages.
The second experimental part, Part III: Postlexical prominence production, starts off
with an introductory chapter that serves to motivate the choice to look at question word
interrogatives in order to research postlexical prominence (Chapter 5). The experiments
in this part serve to identify the prosodic realisation of postlexical prominence as ob-
served in question word questions (Chapter 6 for Tashlhiyt Berber and Chapter 7 for
Moroccan Arabic). Again, both chapters show that postlexical prominence in the form
of a prominent pitch event exhibits a type and degree of variability in realisation that
is compatible with the absence of lexical anchors in the form of stress.
Part IV: Prominence perception, the final experimental section, contains the last ex-
periment (Chapter 8). This chapter investigates the perception of prosodic prominence
by speakers of both languages by means of a short term memory task often referred
to as testing ‘stress deafness’. The results of this experiment highlight that speakers of
both languages show insensitivity to prominence asymmetries at the postlexical level.
This is interpreted again as following from a lack of prominence asymmetries specified
at the lexical level, and is taken to further support the idea that lexical prominence
specifications are absent in both Tashlhiyt Berber and Moroccan Arabic.
Finally, Part V: Conclusion, contains the final chapter of this thesis (Chapter 9) which
consists of a summary and general discussion.
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prominence
2.1 Introduction
This chapter serves to lay out the theoretical groundwork relating to prominence, lexical
and postlexical phonological structure, and the assumptions that underlie the questions
asked in this thesis.
Section 2.2 will begin with a few basic definitions, namely those of lexical and postlex-
ical prominence, as used throughout the rest of this thesis. In subsequent sections, the
literature on each of these will be discussed in further detail. Section 2.3, entitled ‘Lex-
ical prominence: Word stress’, will look at phonological prominence at the word level
and will review uses of the term ‘stress’. The next section, 2.4, entitled ‘Postlexical
prominence and intonation’ continues the discussion of prominence asymmetries at a
higher level of linguistic structure (i.e. above the word). This section will involve an
overview of the place of postlexical prominence in various models used for the analysis
of intonation. It includes an overview of what is currently the most standard theory
used in the modelling of intonational structure; AM phonology.
In Section 2.5, I will bring together the discussions of lexical and postlexical promin-
ence and highlight severak topics related to their interaction that are especially relevant
to this thesis.
Section 2.6 serves to link the discussion of the current linguistic landscape of Morocco
in the previous chapter with the theoretical issues highlighted in the present one. This
section will motivate the overarching research questions of this thesis as well as the
individual research questions for each experimental chapter. I will also briefly sketch
how hypothesised findings may fit in with various typological approaches. This topic
is taken up again in Chapter 9.
2.2 Defining prosody/intonation, lexical and postlexical
prominence
Prosody will be defined here as all suprasegmental aspects of speech, including the
acoustic properties of intensity (perceptual correlate being relative loudness), F0 (pitch),
duration (length) and various other acoustic–phonetic properties of speech that can
vary, to a large extent, independently of the segmental material with which they co-
occur (e.g. Lehiste 1970; Cruttenden 1986). Prosody simply refers to acoustically meas-
urable suprasegmental properties of speech, and the use of the term therefore does not
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presuppose anything about their contribution to categorical or linguistic structure. The
approach taken in this thesis, however, is that prosodic aspects of speech can (and
should) be considered in any categorical description of intonation.
The term intonation is closely related to prosody but often contains reference to
categorical analysis. I am adopting one of the most common definitions here: “The use
of suprasegmental phonetic features to convey ‘postlexical’ or sentence-level pragmatic
meanings in a linguistically structured way” (Ladd 2008: 4). Sometimes a distinction is
made between intonation in a narrow sense, referring to pitch/F0 only, and intonation
in a broad sense, referring to all thinkable prosodic–phonetic dimensions, as in the
above definition. While I accept the broader definition, I will nevertheless be concerned
mainly with pitch/F0. This is motivated by the primary role that F0 plays in signalling
postlexical prominence, rather than any preconceived notions about what does or does
not constitute intonation.
The term prominence is used differently in various domains of linguistics. On the one
hand, speech elements as small as a single segment may be considered prominent by
virtue of acoustic enhancement. On the other end of the scale, linguistic units consist-
ing of several words may be considered prominent within the global discourse context
(notably, focused constituents). In the context of this thesis, prominence will be used
to designate elements that are phonologically prominent either at the level of the lex-
ical word, i.e. lexical prominence, or at the next higher structural level of description,
i.e. phrasal or postlexical prominence. The most crucial aspect of its definition here
is that it is used mainly to refer to a categorical, paradigmatically or syntagmatically
contrastive property. For the notion of ‘standing out’ without theoretical connotations,
different terms will be used, as will be detailed in the following sections.
2.3 Lexical prominence: Word stress
2.3.1 Defining stress
There are various kinds of lexical phonological structure that have been studied, in-
cluding segmental, suprasegmental (prosodic), and prominence structure. With respect
to prominence structure, a common distinction is made between those languages that
have lexical stress, those that have lexical tone and those that have lexical pitch ac-
cent (Beckman 1986). These properties may moreover occur in various combinations
in single languages, or may be absent altogether (Jun 2005b). In this thesis I will be
concerned with lexical stress and the absence thereof in TB and MA, as previous de-
scriptions have made clear that neither language has lexical tone and/or lexical pitch
accent. The question of lexical stress in these languages on the other hand is rather
more controversial (see Chapter 1).
I define stress as lexical stress or word stress, and more specifically as the abstract
phonological property that makes one syllable (or mora) different from the other ones
in that word: It is ‘culminative’, and as such syntagmatically contrastive. Stress is
moreover obligatory: It applies to each polysyllabic word in a given language that has
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lexical stress (or to none of the words if the language in question lacks stress). Finally,
the position of stress in a given word is fixed and invariant, something which would
be reflected in the dictionary entry of a word (cf. Abercrombie 1976 in van der Hulst
2014a).
So far, the present definition of stress would cover both lexical stress and lexical
pitch accent systems.1 In this context, a relevant distinction is often made between
‘stress–accent’ and ‘non-stress–accent’ (cf. Hyman 1977; Beckman 1986). This distinc-
tion refers to the observation that lexical stress asymmetries result from acoustic en-
hancement in terms of multiple phonetic parameters (‘stress–accent’), whereas lexical
pitch accent asymmetries result from pitch only.2 Based on the available evidence
about correlates of stress, however, there seem to be languages that have stress but
nevertheless exhibit little or no acoustic enhancement of stressed syllables (see Section
2.3.3). It is desirable therefore to define lexical stress without reference to the acoustic
properties that may mark it, and instead define it to the exclusion of lexical prominence
asymmetries that solely involve lexical pitch accent. This way, languages like Tokyo Ja-
panese can be considered to have lexical prominence in the form of pitch accent but not
stress, and languages like Swedish and Norwegian have lexical prominence asymmet-
ries in the form of stress as well as in the form of pitch accent. In essence, then, lexical
stress is taken to refer to the property of lexically specified prominence asymmetries
that does not exclusively involve the lexical marking of pitch.
The present view of stress is similar to the definitions found in Ladd (2008: 50f.):
“an abstract phonological property of a syllable within a prosodic structure”) and in
Hyman (2014: 56): “the phonological marking of one most prominent position in a
word” (note that Hyman uses the term ‘accent’ to denote this property).3 This definition
is also compatible with the one given on WALS (Goedemans & van der Hulst 2013).
The present definition however contrasts with two other commonly used definitions.
The first one is the understanding of stress in the literature on Metrical Stress Theory, as
in Hayes (1995: 8): “stress is the linguistic manifestation of rhythmic structure”. This
definition of stress overlaps to a large extent with the present one in the sense that it usu-
ally identifies the same syllable as stressed, and uses some of the same diagnostics (see
Section 2.3.2). The present definition crucially differs from it in renouncing the idea
1In fact, evidence from stress deafness experiments (e.g. Rahmani, Rietveld & Gussenhoven 2015)
suggests that it is indeed appropriate to group these systems together for the purpose of lexical–
phonological representation.
2Even many of those who use the term ‘stress–accent’ would not go as far as to suggest that the only
way of identifying stress is through its acoustic enhancement. However, since acoustic enhancement
is so often misanalysed, and there are plenty of alternative ways to identify stress, it seems safer not
to use it as part of a definition. If one does want to define a class of languages based on the presence
of ‘stress–accent’, as in Jun (2005b: 440): “A language is categorized to have a ‘stress–accent’ feature
if a certain syllable in a word is more prominent than other syllables by duration and/or amplitude”,
several languages that are normally thought to have stress but do not exhibit such enhancement would
have to be reconsidered.
3The main reason why I use the term ‘lexical stress’ rather than ‘lexical accent’ is to avoid confusion
with the term ‘accent’ as used in intonational research, where it denotes concrete, measurable, pitch
protrusions.
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that stress can be identified conclusively by appealing to non-native speaker linguists’
perception of prominence. Why this particular way of identifying stress (by means of a
non-native ear) is highly problematic will be discussed in more detail below. Moreover,
‘stress’ in Metrical Phonology is sometimes used to refer to levels of (perceived) prom-
inence above the word, with the term being used for whichever culminating node at
a given level of the metrical tree or grid (Liberman & Prince 1977; Hayes 1995). This
results in the use of the word stress in collocations such as ‘phrasal stress’, which are
ruled out under the definition adopted in this thesis. A concrete problem with this kind
of terminology is seen in the case of French, which is sometimes described as involving
‘final stress’. While this might be correct depending on one’s definition of stress, such
claims are likely to cause confusion as they miss to specify the crucial point that instead
of the final syllable of the word, it is the final syllable of a small phrase (an Accentual
Phrase, or AP, or a Phonological Phrase, or PP) which is phonologically specified as
prominent (Post 2000; Jun & Fougeron 2002). French has inherent prominence asym-
metries at the postlexical, not the lexical level, and therefore lacks (lexical) stress. The
present definition reserves the term stress for lexical–structural prominence only and
would classify French as a language lacking (lexical) stress.
A second alternative definition of stress is one that takes it to mean ‘perceptually
prominent’ or ‘acoustically prominent’. This understanding was mentioned previously
in the discussion of ‘stress–accent’ and ‘non-stress– accent’. This particular use of the
term is rather common, especially in earlier work (e.g. Abercrombie 1976 in van der
Hulst 2014a).4 One often finds it used in the collocation ‘sentence stress’ where it refers
to what is perceptually the most prominent word or syllable in a phrase. For the pur-
poses of this thesis, wherever the distinction between acoustic-perceptual prominence
and lexical stress as a more abstract notion is important (i.e. repeatedly) I will refer to
the former as ‘pitch prominent’, ‘durationally enhanced’ or similar, as appropriate.
2.3.2 Identifying stress
The identification of stressed syllables is a complex undertaking, with as of yet no
agreed standard on what counts as a reliable diagnostic of stress. In many works, no
clear definition is given, making it unclear whether ‘stress’ refers to phonological lexical
stress, (postlexical) pitch accent, or general acoustic enhancement. Criteria for the
identification of stress in a given source are also rarely given, especially in work within
the Metrical Phonology tradition.5
Nevertheless, a number of diagnostics have made repeated appearances in the liter-
ature on stress description and typology:
4It is an independent question if these authors believe in the existence of a more abstract level of lexical
prominence; Abercrombie for example did, and called it ‘accent’.
5It can often be deduced that stress position is determined based on perceived prominence (by non-native
speaker linguists). This seems to be the case even in Hayes (1995), which despite featuring a list of
possible diagnostics to stress, cites many sources for which the process involved in identifying stress is
unclear.
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1. The attraction of postlexical intonational events (Bolinger 1958; Lehiste 1970;
Bolinger 1986; Hayes 1995; Hyman 2014). This diagnostic identifies a syllable of
a word as stressed when it attracts postlexical prominence in the form of a (nuc-
lear) pitch accent when it is spoken in isolation (see also Section 2.4). As a result,
the pitch accented syllable is auditorily the most prominent in the word. This dia-
gnostic is in all likelihood responsible for most claims about stress in languages
investigated by non-native speaker linguists, at least prior to the widespread avail-
ability of recording equipment.6
2. Segmental-phonological properties and phonological processes (or ‘rules’) (Hayes
1995; Hyman 2014). This diagnostic holds that stressed syllables are special by
virtue of their interaction with other aspects of phonology. For example, in many
languages only specific syllables may exhibit the full vowel set contrast or the full
set of allophones for a given phonemic category. Similarly, some phonological
processes apply differently to different syllables, contrasting syllables in terms
their phonological activation and/or resistance to changes in form. A well known
example would be the intervocalic flapping of stops in American English, which
applies at the onset of unstressed syllables only. This differential behaviour of-
ten allows for the identification of one syllable that is ‘strong’ and subsequently
classified as stressed.
3. Relative acoustic enhancement of stressed syllables. This well known diagnostic
of stress has resulted in many acoustic investigations of word stress (unfortunately
not always of equally sound methodology). Some confusion still persists surround-
ing the interpretation of F0 as an exponent of stress rather than of postlexical
pitch accent, with the latter, rather than the former, often turning out to be the
actual cause of enhancement (notably: Fry 1955, 1958, see also Gordon & Ro-
ettger 2017). There are further issues with the identification of stress based on
acoustic enhancement that have to do both with terminology (when ‘stress’ is ori-
ginally intended to refer to surface enhancement but is reinterpreted as inherent
prominence specifications) and with methodology (when words in isolation are
investigated acoustically, and phrase-level prominence is misconstrued as a correl-
ate of word-level prominence). Nevertheless, some languages do display acoustic
correlates of stress in the absence of confounds, and this will be discussed in more
detail in Section 2.3.3.
4. A further diagnostic for stress is one that considers native speaker judgments. This
might involve metalinguistic questions about what is considered the most prom-
inent position in the word, or non-linguistic exercises involving tapping on the
‘beat’ in parallel to a stretch of speech. Interestingly, this diagnostic is sometimes
6In fact, some recent studies still base the identification of stress solely on perceived prominence by non-
native speaker linguists, including Zuraw, Yu & Orfitelli (2014). While it is true that the coincidence
of pitch accents with stressed syllables is robust in some languages, and therefore that perceived prom-
inence on a specific syllable might be a reflection of stress in that position, it is by no means clear that
this is a reliable diagnostic crosslinguistically.
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considered problematic or its results are simply ignored on the grounds that nat-
ive speakers disagree on the position of prominence or do not know what is meant
by it (see e.g. the discussion of native speaker judgments in Moroccan Arabic in
Chapter 4, and discussions of stress in Indonesian, cf. Goedemans & Van Zanten
2007; Maskikit-Essed & Gussenhoven 2016). In fact, it can be argued that the
very existence of non-converging or difficult-to-elicit native speaker judgments is
highly informative, since such findings suggest either that lexically-determined
prominence asymmetries do not exist in the language, or if they do, that they
represent a rather different phenomenon from what are comparatively straightfor-
ward types of stress characterised by more consistent judgments (as in Germanic).
5. Finally, I would like to suggest that there is a diagnostic which may serve to
clarify whether a language has lexically specified prominence asymmetries in the
first place. It is based on the results of two decades’ worth of ‘stress deafness’
experiments, culminating in findings by Rahmani, Rietveld & Gussenhoven (2015)
and Hellmuth, Muradás-Taylor & Karrinton (to appear). These stress deafness
experiments have yielded the insight that a specific kind of memory task (a so-
called Sequence Recall Task, or SRT) reliably distinguishes between participants
who are native speakers of a language with lexical prominence (showing good
performance) and participants who are native speakers of languages that lack
lexical prominence (exhibiting relatively poor performance).
In the above, I showed that there are at least four diagnostics (1. to 4.) that may
serve to identify stressed syllables (or moras), and one additional, general diagnostic
(5.) for the very existence of lexical prominence asymmetries in a language. At this
point it is not clear to what extent any of these diagnostics are necessary or sufficient
criteria on their own. It is clear, however, that the more diagnostics converge, the
stronger any claims about stress are, keeping in mind that not all languages exhibit all
of the above diagnostics. There are languages that are considered to have lexical stress
but postlexical pitch accent apparently does not dock on these syllables (including Kuot,
Wolof and Chickasaw, see Section 2.5 for more detail). There are languages that exhibit
little if any acoustic enhancement of stressed syllables, like Hungarian (Varga 2002;
Szalontai et al. 2016, and see also Figure 2.1 in Section 2.3.3). Such languages might
still be characterised by consistent native speaker intuitions about stress and the co-
occurrence of pitch accents with stressed syllables. There are also languages that exhibit
most or all of these five diagnostics, such as Germanic languages. In these languages,
stressed syllables can receive postlexical pitch accents, but even in the absence of pitch
accents, stressed syllables are acoustically enhanced in terms of duration. Stressed
syllables are also those syllables that display the full set of contrastive vowels in the
language, as opposed to unstressed syllables. Finally, speakers of such languages agree
on what stressed syllables are, and they do not exhibit stress deafness on SRTs (Rahmani,
Rietveld & Gussenhoven 2015).
The observation that stress might be identified by possibly any combination of the
aforementioned diagnostics makes it difficult to convincingly argue that a given lan-
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guage lacks lexical stress. Firstly, negative results for any single one of the diagnostics
cannot be taken as conclusive evidence that a given language lacks lexical prominence
asymmetries. Secondly, the discussion of negative results brings me to the inherent
problem of trying to prove a null hypothesis; If a diagnostic or test is negative, it is
not logically possible to conclude that the answer to the question asked with that dia-
gnostic or test is indeed negative. Not being to able answer with ‘yes’ might simply
mean one has looked wrong; Negative results can always be due to flawed design. The
solution for the purposes of this thesis (where I will argue in favour of the absence of
lexical stress in languages), is the following: If multiple diagnostics converge, in the
sense that not one is able to provide evidence supporting the existence of lexical stress,
it should be possible to conclude the opposite: That stress does not exist. Or: “If […] a
language makes it so hard to find the stress, one naturally has to ask whether stress is
phonologically activated at all” (Hyman 2014: 78).
2.3.3 Acoustic correlates of stress
Here I will briefly review one of the most widely used diagnostics of stress, namely that
stressed syllables are the ones that are enhanced acoustically relative to other syllables
in the same word.
Among the possible acoustic correlates of stress are differences in duration, vowel
quality, intensity or spectral balance or tilt, and F0. The differences between stressed
and unstressed syllables are typically manifested as enhancement on the part of the
stressed syllable. Stressed syllables have longer duration, more peripheral vowel qual-
ity, more dispersed spectral quality, and enhanced intensity and F0.7 It is well known
that stress in different languages may be signalled by means of different combinations
of the above correlates, if they signal stress through enhancement in the first place.
Among the possible correlates, F0 and intensity appear to be the trickiest to interpret.
Doubt can be raised about the general reliability of intensity and F0 as single correlates.
Intensity is problematic by virtue of its high correlations with pitch prominence and
duration, and by virtue of its doubtful perceptual status as a retrievable single correlate
(Sluijter, van Heuven & Pacilly 1997). F0 on the other hand is well known to be a
treacherous correlate of stress due to its employment in signalling postlexical promin-
ence. Several studies that mention increased F0 as a correlate of stressed syllables in
fact reported on F0 differences that were later interpreted as correlates of postlexical
prominence rather than of lexical stress proper (notably Fry 1955, 1958 for English).
If, in a given language, postlexical prominence in the form of a pitch accent seeks out
a specific syllable, this fact in itself would be an indication that the relevant syllable is
stressed (see diagnostics of stress in Section 2.3.2). It would nevertheless be incorrect
in those cases to interpret enhanced F0 as a direct correlate of stress. A more important
7Here, the correlate of vowel quality is intended to refer to differences in what are phonologically the
same vowels as a function of stress, rather than to phonological differences that distinguish between
sets of potentially stressable and unstressable vowels. Also, it is worth noting that languages seem to
exist that reserve peripheral vowel quality realisation for unstressed rather than stressed vowels. For
a more elaborate version of this argument see Crosswhite (2001).
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consideration in this context is that not all enhanced F0 should be interpreted as pitch
accentuation or prominence marking, since enhanced F0 might result from a host of
factors, many of which have little to do with lexical stress. The most well known al-
ternative cause of pitch prominence includes phrasing-related pitch movements. This
is especially relevant for languages that exhibit no acoustic correlates of stress (or other
diagnostics for that matter) but do exhibit F0 movements on most lexical words, such
as Korean. Normally considered to lack lexical stress, Korean has been misconstrued
as having lexical stress on the basis of F0 movement alone (cf. Jun 2005a). The same
will be shown to have happened for both Tashlhiyt Berber in Chapter 3 and Moroccan
Arabic in Chapter 4.
Some correlates of stress are generally held to be robust, or reliable. In a review of
more than 100 studies investigating correlates of stress in over 75 languages, Gordon &
Roettger (2017) show that duration is reported to be a common cue to stress, followed,
in order of importance, by F0, intensity and spectral measurements. Extending these
findings to all known languages or interpreting them as standardly held assumptions
(which to some extent they already are) about the crosslinguistic manifestation of cor-
relates of stress is dangerous. In addition even to the aforementioned inherent issues
with F0 and intensity, several other things should be kept in mind. Firstly, the meta
study reviews published works, and thus possibly reflects a bias towards publishing sig-
nificant results (indeed, the majority of studies found at least some effect). Secondly,
some further doubt is cast on the reliability of the original results by the authors’ dis-
cussion of the methodologies employed in data elicitation. For example, around half
of the studies reviewed were not clear on the exact context in which target words were
placed. Thirdly, many studies exhibited experimental flaws, ranging from very small
numbers of speakers to employing elicitation contexts in which postlexical prominence
as opposed to lexical prominence was investigated. In sum, while the results of the
individual studies are highly valuable in their own right, these observations cast doubt
not only on the reliability of some of the results on their own (as reflecting lexical
stress proper rather than enhancement due to postlexical prominence) but also on the
extendability of some correlates of stress as crosslinguistically common or reliable.
At this point, it can only safely be said that stress in a given language may but does
not have to be signalled by acoustic enhancement of the relevant syllable or mora. In
addition, it is by no means clear that when stressed positions are acoustically enhanced,
some correlates are generally preferred over others.
In order to illustrate different ways in which stress may or may not be cued acous-
tically, consider Dutch and Hungarian. Dutch is a typical Germanic language in the
sense that it has variable stress location and displays most of the known diagnostics of
stress, including rather robust acoustic correlates: Stressed syllables are longer, have
more peripheral vowel quality and are spectrally enhanced in the absence of postlex-
ical prominence (Sluijter & van Heuven 1996; Rietveld, Kerkhoff & Gussenhoven 2004).
Hungarian is also uncontroversially considered to have lexical stress, which is fixed in
word-initial position. Native speakers agree that stress is word-initial, and word-initial
syllables consistently attract pitch accents in sentence context. Its acoustic correlates
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in the absence of postlexical prominence however are minimal: Stressed syllables are
not longer and they do not have different vowel quality. Szalontai et al. (2016) show
that only intensity is a reliable marker of word-initial syllables, which supports earlier
observations that this might in fact be the only acoustic correlate of stress in Hungarian
(Varga 2002). Based on the previous discussion, it remains an open question whether
this is a perceptually retrievable correlate of stress.
Figure 2.1: Dutch and Hungarian words (Agatha and fekete, highlighted) embedded in
sentence context. Target words carry postlexical prominence in the form of
a pitch accent in the top panels. In the bottom panels target words do not
carry postlexical prominence. Data recordings are author’s own.
Figure 2.1 illustrates the acoustic realisation of a word in each language: [aːˈxaːtaː]
‘(the proper name) Agatha’ for Dutch and [ˈfɛkɛtɛ] ‘black’ for Hungarian.8 The top
panel gives a sentence in which the target word is focused and receives a postlexical
pitch accent that associates with its stressed syllable (in Dutch on the second syllable
ˈxaː and in Hungarian on the first syllable ˈfɛ). The bottom panel gives a context in
which the target words do not carry postlexical prominence. For Hungarian it is clear
that there is no durational asymmetry between the initial stressed syllable in and the
other ones in the same word. These are the same phonological vowels and therefore
directly comparable. For Dutch, the vowels are phonologically comparable too, but
phonetically the non-stressed vowels are much reduced (the first vowel, for example,
could be transcribed as [ɐ] in a narrow phonetic transcription). In addition, the stressed
vowel is longer even in the absence of pitch prominence. Finally, especially in the case
of Dutch with segmentally identical sentences, it can be seen that the highlighted target
words in the top panels are longer overall than the target words in the bottom panels.
This shows that the simple presence of a pitch accent also results in lengthening (of
the entire word, although it will usually target the stressed syllable disproportionately).
Pitch-accent related lengthening in part explains the ubiquitous finding in the literature
that stress results in lengthening, at least when ‘stress’ is investigated by means words
8It is difficult to find Dutch native words that have full vowels in all syllables, hence the use of a proper
name.
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that have a pitch accent.
2.3.4 Languages lacking lexical stress
As previously discussed, the existence of multiple diagnostics for stress and the difficulty
with null results makes it problematic to argue for the absence of lexical stress in a
given language. There are nevertheless a number of (non-tonal) languages that are
generally thought to lack it. These include French (Post 2000; Jun & Fougeron 2002),
Korean (Jun 2005a), Mongolian (Karlsson & Svantesson 2004; Karlsson 2014), West
Greenlandic (Jacobsen 2000; Arnhold 2014), and at least some varieties of Indonesian
and Malay (Goedemans & Van Zanten 2007; Van Heuven & Faust 2009; Maskikit-Essed
& Gussenhoven 2016).
There is an additional class of languages in which the existence of stress is somewhat
unclear, with the likely possibility that prominence asymmetries in these languages
are in fact assigned at a structural level above the word, as in French. For example,
Tamil has been mentioned to lack stress (Nolan & Jeon 2014; Gordon & Roettger 2017)
but experimental results leading to this claim are somewhat ambiguous (Keane 2003,
2006b). For Bengali, the terminology used to describe prominence is rather confusing
and its intonational system appears dissimilar to languages with clear lexical stress and
postlexical pitch accent, suggesting that lexical stress is not a straightforward notion
(Hayes & Lahiri 1991; Khan 2014). Other languages that belong to this group are
Turkish (Kabak & Vogel 2001; Levi 2005) and Farsi (Mahjani 2003; Sadeghi 2011).
Finally, it should be observed that some lexical tone languages are considered to
lack stress, including Vietnamese (Athanasopoulou & Vogel 2016; Brunelle 2017) and
many sub-Saharan African languages. Other tone languages including Mandarin are
said to have stress (Yip 2002). In most of these cases, stress refers to surface acoustic
enhancement, which as argued here does not necessarily constitute evidence for the
existence of lexically specified, phonological prominence asymmetries. Very little is
known about actual lexical stress in tonal languages, but it is possible that (some) tonal
languages have syntagmatic, culminate prominence in addition to paradigmatic lexical
tone, see for example Hyman (2014) and Gussenhoven (2004).
For (non-tonal) languages that clearly lack stress, the arguments that are brought
forward to support the relevant analysis usually refer to some combination of the afore-
mentioned set of diagnostics. In most of languages that (are thought to) lack stress, nat-
ive speakers struggle with the concept of a single syllable that is supposed to stand out.
On the phonetic level, these languages also exhibit a lack of consistent enhancement
of specific syllables, and on the phonological level there are no known phonological
processes that distinguish between strong and non-strong positions. Farsi, French and
Indonesian speakers, moreover, have been shown to be stress deaf (Rahmani, Rietveld
& Gussenhoven 2015).
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2.3.5 Summary: Lexical prominence
Stress was defined here as the abstract property of one syllable (or mora) within a word
that marks it as different from the others. In reviewing the literature I showed that there
are at least four diagnostics that might serve the identification of stressed positions:
• Stressed positions attract postlexical prominence-marking pitch events
• Stressed positions are distinct in terms of segmental phonology
• Stressed positions are subject to acoustic-prosodic enhancement (in the absence
of postlexical prominence)
• Stressed positions are easily identified by native speakers
Additionally, native speakers’ performance on a memory task (such as an SRT) in-
volving a postlexical prominence contrast might serve the general purpose of determ-
ining whether lexical prominence asymmetries exist in a language in the first place.
While any one single or any combination of diagnostics might confirm the location
and/or very existence of lexical stress, the second diagnostic, referring to the acoustic
enhancement of stressed positions, was shown to be tricky and should ideally not be
used on its own: On the one hand stress might exist in the absence of acoustic enhance-
ment, and on the other hand syllables may be acoustically enhanced for reasons that
have nothing to do with lexical stress.
2.4 Postlexical prominence and intonation
2.4.1 Defining postlexical prominence
Intonation is often considered to have two main functions: The grouping of speech
into units, and the marking of prominence relations within these units. It is this latter,
postlexical prominence-marking function of intonation which this section will review.
The relationship between postlexical prominence and its correlates is somewhat dif-
ferent from the relationship between lexical stress and its correlates: It was argued
in Section 2.3.2 that lexical stress is, or should be, identifiable even in the absence of
acoustic correlates. Postlexical prominence is less abstract, since something can only be
postlexically prominent by virtue of surface prosodic enhancement. In its prototypical
form, postlexical prominence is brought about by a localised pitch event (‘pitch accent’)
which marks out an element of speech as more prominent than others: “Sentence-level
prominence amounts to the categorical presence or absence of a pitch accent” (Gussen-
hoven 2015: 11).9 While determining the categorical presence versus absence of a
pitch accent is typically unproblematic, it is much more difficult to reach agreement on
the phonological categorisation of a given pitch accent type, see e.g. Grice et al. (2017).
9There is some debate, and by no means consensus, whether postlexical prominence exists that does
not take the form of pitch accentuation. It has been suggested that Italian, for example, has postfocal
prominence cued by spectral enhancement but not F0 (e.g. Bocci & Avesani 2011).
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The question as to how prosody and intonation in general, and postlexical prom-
inence in particular, can be described categorically will be discussed in the follow-
ing. The current standard model of intonational structure is couched in Autosegmental
Metrical (AM) phonology (for AM see Goldsmith 1976; for AM analysis of intonation
see Pierrehumbert 1980; Beckman & Pierrehumbert 1986; Pierrehumbert & Beckman
1988; Gussenhoven 2004; Ladd 2008). In Section 2.4.2 I will first briefly review inter-
pretations of prominence in pre- and non-AM phonological approaches to intonational
analysis. In Section 2.4.3 I will then discuss the most important aspects of AM-style
analyses of intonation and prominence ().
At this point I should clarify that I will only be concerned with a subset of models
that deal with the phonological representation of intonation, to the exclusion of models
that are primary phonetic, for example those with the aim of speech synthesis, includ-
ing Paint-E (e.g. Möhler 1998), the Fujisaki model (e.g. Fujisaki & Hirose 1984) and
PENTA (Xu 2004a,b), the discussion of which is beyond the scope of this thesis. A more
comprehensive overview can be found in, for example, Reichel 2010.
2.4.2 Non-AM phonological approaches to postlexical prominence
There are several pre-AM approaches to intonational analysis that refer to phonological,
categorical interpretation. I will start with some observations about intonation that ori-
ginated in a syntactic perspective on sentence prominence distribution, before moving
on to approaches that are more concerned with the study of intonation for its own sake.
One of the first formalisations of the observation that (perceived) prominence asym-
metries exist, and that there seems to be a default prominence location for linguistic
units larger than the word, at least in English, is the Nuclear Stress Rule in Chomsky &
Halle (1968). The ‘nuclear’ part of the name reflects the syntactic embedding of the ele-
ment which typically receives the ‘stress’ (the highest perceived prominence), namely
the finalmost word in the phrase. Much generative work in syntax since then has been
concerned with formalising the location of ‘sentence stress’ or ‘phrasal stress’, thus
making a distinction only between the highest level of perceived prominence versus
everything else within a given multi-word domain.
This approach of trying to identify default or at least rule-based prominence patterns
in a sentence stands in stark contrast to the approach taken by Dwight Bolinger, who
famously called one of his papers “Accent is predictable (if you are a mind reader)”
(Bolinger 1972). Bolinger’s proposal was to appeal instead to information value, in the
form of semantic weight, focus, givenness, and speaker intentions to explain patterns
of sentence accentuation. Note also that he was not exclusively concerned with main
prominence or nuclear pitch accent but with accentuation in general.
Generative approaches to phonology following the appearance of Chomsky & Halle
(1968) started to focus more on the details of accent distribution in general, rather
than focusing on the nuclear accent. On the one hand, Metrical Phonology (Liberman
& Prince 1977) was concerned with how rhythmic structure arises as a function of the
distribution of perceived prominence (called ‘stress’ at all levels), and how levels of
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prominence structure map onto each other as well as onto syntactic structure. On the
other hand, the tradition of Prosodic Phonology (Selkirk 1986; Nespor & Vogel 2007)
is more generally concerned with phonological structure and its interaction with other
domains of linguistic structure, including syntax and morphology. This approach ad-
dresses structural prominence relations as one of several factors involved in determining
the grouping of phonological units. As in Metrical Phonology, prominence is conceived
of as involving the alternation of (perceived) strong and weak elements.
The conception of prominence in approaches that aim to describe intonational phono-
logy is somewhat different. In contrast to both aforementioned phonological traditions,
the Autosegmental-Metrical (AM) approach to intonation is less concerned with the in-
teraction between various domains of linguistics. This approach is also less concerned
with degrees of perceived prominence (although perception has always continued to
play a role) and instead focuses on the phonetic realisation and phonological-categorical
classification of different F0 events.
Before moving on to a more detailed discussion of AM analysis of intonation, two
further approaches that aim(ed) to develop analyses of intonation for its own sake
should be mentioned. These are the British School and IPO (Instituut voor Perceptie-
Onderzoek) approaches.
The British School described phrasal intonation by appealing to the succession of
phonological units, ‘tone units’ (equivalent to Intonation Phrases, or IPs, in AM ana-
lyses), that are defined based on their forming a coherent unit of linguistic meaning
(Crystal 1972; O’Connor & Arnold 1973; Tench 1996). Each of these tone units has
a single locus of main prominence (‘nucleus’) which is associated with the stressed
syllable of the most perceptually prominent word. The distinctive pitch of the nuc-
leus takes the form of a glide, or occasionally a level. Postlexical prominence in this
tradition thus refers to the further enhancement of an already structurally prominent
position through a pitch glide or obtrusion.
The IPO or ‘Dutch School’ approach to intonation, like the British School, considers
‘rises and falls’ to be the basic primitives needed for a model of intonation (Cohen &
’t Hart 1968; ’t Hart & Cohen 1973; ’t Hart & Collier 1975; ’t Hart, Collier & Cohen
1990). Its researchers aimed to provide a rule-system that yields all possible Dutch in-
tonation contours, by specifying the combinations in which basic primitives may occur,
and by restricting how these combinations (‘configurations’) can combine into phrasal
intonation contours. They did not specify exactly how these intonation contours are
mapped onto text, although they do note the consistent co-occurrence of specific config-
urations with specific structural positions such as stressed syllables. The IPO approach
distinguishes between pitch and prominence (the latter conceived of as a purely percep-
tual phenomenon), considering only certain pitch events to have a prominence-lending
function.
The idea of glides or configurations as intonational primitives (be it the contours
from the British School or the contour primitives from the IPO) has since lost ground
to the idea that intonation can be analysed crosslinguistically with a relatively small
set of (level) tonal targets as primitives. This is the Autosegmental-Metrical approach
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to intonation and will be discussed in more detail in the next section.
2.4.3 AM phonological approaches to postlexical prominence
2.4.3.1 Background
Autosegmental-Metrical (AM) phonology derives its name from a combination of re-
search traditions. ‘Autosegmental’ refers to the analysis of languages with lexical tone
in the tradition of autosegmental phonology, in which lexical tone is specified inde-
pendently of the lexical–segmental material with which it co-occurs (Goldsmith 1976).
Transferred onto the analysis of intonation, this meant that intonational tonal targets
could be specified as sequences, or tunes, with tune-to-text alignment being a separ-
ate analytical step following the identification of the targets themselves. The ‘Metrical’
part of the name refers to the fact that intonational tonal events are not just realised
anywhere: Their distribution can be explained by appealing to positions specified by
metrical structure, which may include lexical positions of strength, and edges of phon-
ological constituents.
Research on the phonological structure of intonation, or intonational phonology, as
analysed by means of the AM framework has its roots in Bruce (1977), with subsequent
seminal works including Pierrehumbert (1980) and Beckman & Pierrehumbert (1986)
(see also Ladd 2008 for an overview of work in AM tradition since the 80s). Bruce,
swiftly followed by Pierrehumbert and Beckman, was among the very first to analyse
the continuously varying prosodic features of speech (in Swedish, in his case) as con-
sisting of a small set of discrete subunits that can be combined in multiple ways. Two
of the ideas central to AM phonology, namely that i) intonation can vary independently
of the segmental material with which it co-occurs, and ii) intonation is still sensitive to
certain structural specifications, are also common assumptions underlying other models
of intonation, as discussed in the previous section. The AM phonological approach to
intonation, however, differs in terms of the primitives it uses for phonological classifica-
tion, because it uses level tonal targets: Typically only H(igh) and L(ow) (compare with
the glides used in British School analysis or the dynamic intonational categories used in
the IPO descriptions).10 These tonal targets can in turn be allocated to categories such
as pitch accents and boundary tones to reflect their function as prominence-marking or
edge-marking. This functional distinction is the subject of the next section.
2.4.3.2 Postlexical prominence in AM phonology
As mentioned previously in Section 2.4.1, intonation has two main functions: The
grouping of speech into units and the marking of prominence relationships within these
units. It is important to note that this is not a distinction that is originally due to
10While AM analyses of intonation are primarily concerned with the structure of the F0 contour, it is widely
accepted that other prosodic properties are relevant too. Notational systems have been developed in
which degrees of perceived prominence and various types of perceived juncture can all be transcribed
(cf. Beckman, Hirschberg & Shattuck-Hufnagel 2005).
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AM phonology. Several traditions have made the observation that aspects of speech
melody can be characterised as either prominence-marking (sometimes explicitly ac-
knowledged to be linked to co-occurrence with stressed syllables) or edge marking:
• The Prague school: ‘culminative’ or ‘distinctive’ versus ‘delimitative’ functions
(Trubetzkoy 1969);
• American Structuralism: ‘pitch phonemes’ versus ‘juncture phonemes’ (Trager &
Smith 1951);
• The IPO: ‘prominence-lending’ or ‘accent-lending’ parts of a contour versus ‘non-
prominence-lending’ or ‘terminal’ parts of a contour (’t Hart, Collier & Cohen
1990, and similar observations in ’t Hart & Cohen 1973).
The main point of interest here is how AM phonology deals with the distinction
between intonational events that mark prominence and those that do not. In the context
of this distinction two further notions need defining: Alignment and association.
Alignment “refers to the temporal implementation of fundamental frequency (F0)
movements with respect to the segmental string” (Prieto 2011: 1185). This general
definition of alignment is related to the notion of ‘segmental anchoring’, an observation
about alignment patterns in a number of languages (originally termed the ‘Segmental
Anchoring Hypothesis’ Arvaniti, Ladd & Mennen 1998; Ladd, Mennen & Schepman
2000). Specifically, segmental anchoring refers to a situation in which the points mark-
ing the start and end point of a pitch movement are both found to temporally occur at
locations that can be defined with reference to some segmental landmark (Ladd 2006).
Over the years the term has also been used to describe situations in which individual
tonal targets (i.e. local high and low turning points) are consistently found in some spe-
cific segmental location. Whereas segmental anchoring refers to a type of consistent
alignment behaviour, the term alignment alone refers simply to the phonetic-temporal
location of an intonational event and does not presuppose consistency.
Association, on the other hand, refers to the phonological interpretation of F0 move-
ments as belonging with specific structural phonological positions, which may be do-
main edges, or Tone Bearing Units (TBUs) such as syllables or moras. In many lan-
guages, positions of metrical strength (stressed syllables) are common TBUs.
Both notions, alignment and association, are crucial to an understanding of the role of
prominence within intonational analysis, because whether some intonational primitive
(in the form of a tonal target) is considered to contribute to prominence depends in part
on its alignment and its interpreted association.
In AM phonology, those pitch movements that occur in the vicinity of stressed syl-
lables are considered prominence-marking and are called pitch accents, while move-
ments that are found elsewhere are considered to be edge-marking (edge or boundary
tones): “More or less by definition, a tone that seeks to associate with a lexically stressed
syllable is a pitch accent” (Ladd 2008: 145). The distinction between pitch accents and
boundary tones is in first instance based on differing phonetic alignment, but it is to a
large extent backed by perception, since pitch excursions near stressed syllables result
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in the perceived enhancement of a linguistic element that is already felt to be promin-
ent. Pitch movement in other locations does not typically contribute to the percept of
prominence. Whether edge tones should be interpreted as associating with syllables at
or near the edge (in addition to associating to the edge) is still an open question and
differs from one AM model to the other. Some accounts posit secondary association
to explain the behaviour of edge-marking tones that phonetically align on a specific
syllable close to the edge (e.g. Pierrehumbert & Beckman 1988; Grice, Ladd & Arvaniti
2000). Moreover, what seems to be a robust dichotomy between prominence-marking
and edge-marking has been challenged somewhat by work on a number of well-studied
languages including English and German, which has showed the existence of intona-
tional events that have an intermediate character, so-called ‘phrase accents’. Unlike
pitch accents these are not felt to contribute to prominence, but nevertheless dock on
stressed syllables (Grice, Ladd & Arvaniti 2000).
Even if the dichotomy between prominence-marking and edge-marking intonational
events is generally accepted, the factors governing prominence distribution are some-
what more elusive. On the one hand, it is well known that some languages do not use
postlexical prominence (pitch accentuation) to mark constituents which have semantic-
pragmatic prominence, but phrasing instead. Some further reference will be made to
these languages in Chapter 5, and in the discussion of whether postlexical prominence
is used at all in certain languages, in Section 9.3.2. On the other hand, in languages that
do have prominence-marking pitch accents, not all lexically stressed syllables in a sen-
tence typically receive a pitch accent (although there are language-specific differences
in this respect, see Section 2.5.1). In the following, I will briefly review two contrasting
views on how postlexical prominence in the form of pitch accents is distributed across
phrases or sentences in languages that clearly do have pitch accents.
The first view on sentence prominence or accent distribution is what Ladd (2008)
calls the ‘highlighting’ view, according to which the location of pitch accents stands
in a direct relationship to high information value. Words that are considered import-
ant (or informative, or prominent from the speaker’s point of view) are accented, and
those words that are accented are important. This view has trouble explaining the en-
tire range of accentuation patterns even in languages like English, in which semantic-
pragmatic prominence and accentuation relatively often coincide and can generally
(though not always) be predicted, and makes highly inadequate predictions about in-
formation value based on accentuation patterns and vice versa for many other lan-
guages.
The second view is the ‘Focus-to-Accent’ view (Gussenhoven 1983; Ladd 2008). A
particular version of this view seems capable of capturing several cross-linguistic accen-
tuation patterns. This version, referred to as the ‘structural’ view in the earlier edition
of Ladd’s book, holds that accentuation partly reflects which elements of the sentence
have relatively high information value. The location of accents is, however, also influ-
enced by specific structural requirements in the grammar of the language in question.
In particular, this view incorporates the idea that focus (information value) may pro-
ject from a lower-level constituent up to a higher-level constituent, as a consequence
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of which an accent does not end up on the stressed syllable of each smaller constituent.
This idea of focus projection forms one of the reasons why there is no direct mapping
between semantic-pragmatic prominence and accentuation in most if not all languages.
Thus far, research has shown that in appealing to the combination of information
value paired with language-specific accent assignment rules, several types of crosslin-
guistic patterns of pitch prominence distribution can be accounted for, and I will use
the term prominence-marking (as opposed to prominence-lending) to reflect the relevant
property of pitch accents.
Finally, it should be noted that the Focus-to-Accent view might not be able to account
for every detail of the distribution of accentual prominence in a given language. It
seems possible that in some cases, pitch accents may occur on a constituent for reasons
that have nothing to do with information value (projected or not), with notions like
‘ornamental accents’ (Büring 2007), as well as the phrase accents previously discussed
perhaps being of some explanatory value.
2.4.4 Summary: Postlexical prominence
In the preceding sections I discussed different ways in which the term postlexical prom-
inence has been understood, and of the place of postlexical prominence within various
approaches to the study of linguistic and phonological structure.
For the purposes of this thesis, postlexical prominence was defined as a phonological-
categorical type of prominence, assigned to phonological units larger than the word (al-
though they will still likely occur on a specific word). Postlexical prominence is either
present or absent, and typically takes the form of an intonational pitch accent. Despite
pitch accents being assigned at a postlexical level, based on pragmatic or phonological-
structural factors, pitch accents are interpreted to seek association to a position of met-
rical prominence somewhere within the domain they are assigned to. This is most likely
the stressed syllable of a lexical word. This makes the correspondence between postlex-
ical prominence and lexical prominence in languages that have lexical stress a direct
one (even if not a bi-directional one; A pitch accented syllable will be stressed, but not
all stressed syllables obtain a pitch accent).
Postlexical prominence was also contrasted with (postlexical) edge-marking: Whether
an intonational event is interpreted as serving the purpose of prominence-marking or
of edge-marking depends on both its phonetic alignment (in the vicinity of a stressed
syllable or at the edges of a speech unit) and its perceptual status (contributing to prom-
inence or speech unit delimitation).
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2.5 Interaction between lexical and postlexical prominence
2.5.1 General issues in the correspondence between lexical stress andpostlexical pitch accent
One of the main aims of this thesis is to form a theoretical contribution to the discus-
sion about how prominence specifications at lexical and postlexical levels of linguistic
structure might or might not be interdependent.
For Germanic and other well-studied European languages, the correspondence be-
tween lexical prominence in the form of stress and postlexical prominence in the form
of pitch accent is well established.11 Moreover, many definitions of lexical stress can
be found that refer directly to this correspondence, including:
• “[o]ne possible kind of phonemic stress is potential for pitch accent” (Bolinger
1958: 149)
• “Word-level stress is the capacity of a syllable within a word to receive sentence
stress when the word is realized as part of the sentence” (Lehiste 1970: 237)
• “Lexical stress provides the designated terminal elements for the assignment of
intonational tones (‘pitch accents’)” (Hyman 2014: 58)
While none of the above sources would claim that every stressed syllable will always
be pitch accented, the correspondence can account for the ‘conceptual merger’ (Gussen-
hoven 2015) as a result of which the F0 correlates of pitch accent are attributed to
lexical stress (see also Section 2.3.3).
In general, however, it is well known that the correspondence between lexical stress
and postlexical pitch accent is not one-to-one: Languages differ in the percentage of
lexically stressed syllables that actually receive a pitch accent, from around 30% in
German or English to virtually all lexical stresses (i.e. words) in Egyptian Arabic (Hell-
muth 2006). Even varieties within a single language can differ considerably, with 17%
of stressed syllables accented in Southern European Portuguese, to 74% in Northern
European Portuguese, to almost a 100% in Brazilian Portuguese (Frota & Vigário 2000;
Vigário & Frota 2003).
Additionally, there are specific contexts in which the correspondence between lexical
stress and postlexical pitch accent is not entirely clear. In the following, I present a
number of difficulties relating to this correspondence. The first three points have to do
with interpretative difficulties, while the last two points form (possible) exceptions to
the overall rule that postlexical prominence maps onto lexical prominence.
A main problem is that some prominence-marking intonational events are analysed
as being associated with a stressed syllable, while the phonetic alignment of the relev-
ant turning points in the contour is not synchronised in time with that specific stressed
syllable. This observation has caused considerable debate in the case of bitonal pitch
accents, in which one of the tonal targets is usually considered to be the more essential
11Lindström & Remijsen (2005) even call it a “linguistic universal”.
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one, indicated by a following star ‘*’ and interpreted in terms of greater strength. If
neither of the tonal targets can be defined easily with reference to the phonological
unit it is thought to belong with, such as the edges of a stressed syllable, it is not clear
which of the tonal targets should be starred (detailed discussions and specific experi-
ments addressing this question can be found in Arvaniti, Ladd & Mennen 2000; Beck-
man, Hirschberg & Shattuck-Hufnagel 2005; Dilley, Ladd & Schepman 2005; Prieto,
D’Imperio & Fivela 2005; D’Imperio 2006; Prieto 2011).
Secondly, despite the existence of segmental anchoring (in some cases), pitch accents
differ in their phonetic realisation depending on context, making the uniform analysis
of prominence marking pitch events difficult to sustain even within a single language.
For instance, the same pitch accent category will be aligned differently in different
words, depending on factors such as the segmental structure of the syllable with which
it associates, the relative position of that stressed syllable within the word, and the
length of the phrase or utterance as a whole. Even when the same pitch accent is asso-
ciated with the same syllable in a word, say L*+H with the first syllable in the English
word wonderful, it will align somewhat differently depending on the phrasal position in
which the word occurs, with earlier alignment of the turning points when the word is in
phrase-final position (as in That’s wonderful! as opposed to That’s a wonderful drawing!).
Another factor influencing realisational details is articulation rate, resulting in earlier
alignment in fast speech. There is therefore no one-to-one mapping between the phon-
etic alignment parameters of an intonational event and its phonological interpretation
as pitch accent type A or B. This holds very similarly for edge-marking intonational
events.
A third problem is the discussion surrounding phrase accents, a notion invoked by
Grice, Ladd & Arvaniti (2000) (and cf. Ladd 2008: Ch. 4) to describe the variable
realisation of the right edge marking of yes–no questions in a number of languages (in-
cluding Hungarian and Greek). Phrase accents designate the intonational events that
occur in a phrasal position after the nuclear accent and before the right-edge bound-
ary of the relevant domain. They are not typical pitch accents because in many cases
they do not surface on stressed syllables, but rather occur wherever there is space to
be realised, often adjacent to an edge tone and thus forming a complex boundary tone
sequence. They do not function like typical edge tones either since, when the length
of the metrical-segmental structure allows for it, they do seek out a prominent pos-
ition such as a primary or secondary stressed syllable. Together, these observations
suggests that intonational events exist that are neither solely prominence-lending nor
solely boundary marking, and instead may be both at the same time.
The fourth point, which might be one of the exceptions to the general rule of post-
lexical-lexical prominence correspondence, is so-called ‘stress shift’. Among Hayes’s
(1995) diagnostics to metrical stress is the ‘Rhythm Rule’, which applies in lexical com-
pounds with adjacent stress positions. At least in English, individual words can exhibit
a prominence shift when they occur in a clash context of this kind (compare ‘BAMboo
CHAIR’ with ‘bamBOO’ with final prominence in isolation). For the purposes of the
present definition of stress (stress being an invariant property of a lexical word), this
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phenomenon should be called ‘prominence shift’ rather than ‘stress shift’, since the in-
herent relative prominence of the final syllable of bamboo cannot change by definition.
The shift can instead be interpreted as only concerning a particular surface realisation
of the word. The phenomenon indeed seems to involve a shift of the postlexical prom-
inence, which implies that the shift involves the perception of a pitch accent occurring
on a non-primary (but often secondary) stressed syllable (cf. Shattuck-Hufnagel 1994;
Gussenhoven 2004).
The fifth issue concerns another possible exception, and relates to the suggestion that
there are languages which, despite having lexical stress, in fact have pitch accents that
associate with structural positions other than these stressed syllables. More specifically,
this has been argued to be the case in Kuot (Lindström & Remijsen 2005) and several
native languages of North America (as reviewed in Gordon 2014).12 In the first place,
these statements cause terminological confusion since the standard definition of a pitch
accent presupposes that it is an intonational event that seeks out a stressed syllable.
Setting the definition aside, in none of these cases do there seem to be clear criteria or
robust acoustic evidence in favour of claims about prominence, be it lexical or postlex-
ical. While experimental in nature, the study on Kuot is based on only two speakers
and stress was identified by a non-native speaker linguist. Similar issues apply to the
claims about the Northern Iroquoian language Onondaga (Gordon 2014). Here, the
argument appeals to a different position for ‘pitch accent’ depending on the position of
the word in the phrase: If the word is final, the accent would target the penultimate
syllable, whereas if the word is phrase-medial, the accent would target the final syl-
lable, suggesting that pitch accents do not go to predetermined stressed syllables. Note
however that the term pitch accent in this context is somewhat underdefined, with the
only indication that it involves ‘raised F0’ (Gordon 2014: 89). Such evidence hardly
makes a convincing case for an interpretation along the lines of a prominence-marking
pitch accent, as it is well known that not all F0 protrusions serve structural prominence
marking. Moreover, the issues with interpreting stress location based on perceived pitch
prominence are well known (see Section 2.3) and it should be noted that the original
descriptions of (pitch) accent in the relevant North American languages (e.g. Chafe
1970; Foster 1982) date from before the widespread use of experimental methods with
which claims about perceived prominence can be cross-checked. Finally, the exact same
prominence pattern, involving varying final or penultimate lexical prominence depend-
ing on position of the word in the phrase, is found in at least two other cases in the
literature: Halim (1974) as cited in Maskikit-Essed & Gussenhoven (2016) on Indone-
sian, and Boudlal (2001) describing lexical stress assignment in Moroccan Arabic. For
the former, there is now a consensus that (varieties of) Indonesian lack lexical stress,
suggesting that it was not lexical stress that the original claim referred to. With respect
to the latter, as I will discuss in Chapter 4, this particular interpretation of stress is
12Both these sources cite Rialland & Robert (2001) as another study which makes similar claims, but the
main argument of that study is that the language has stress but no postlexical prominence, which is a
different claim from the one that stress and postlexical prominence both exist, but do not necessarily
coincide.
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mistakenly based on pitch excursions that represent edge-marking, not prominence.
In conclusion, while postlexical prominence in the form of a pitch accent often corres-
ponds in position with that of lexical prominence, i.e. a stressed position, the two levels
of prominence stand in a more complicated relationship to each other than simply ‘pitch
accent-goes-to-stress’. It is also clear that even in languages in which the existence and
position of stressed syllables is uncontroversial, the translation of surface alignment pat-
terns of individual turning points, on the one hand, into phonological representations
of intonational categories on the other, is as of yet not a matter of complete understand-
ing or agreement (Ladd 2006; Prieto 2011). Nevertheless, for languages that have clear
lexical stress and postlexical prominence, the general correspondence seems a rather
reliable one overall.
The next section will approach this discussion from another angle by reviewing in-
sights from postlexical prominence distribution in languages that do not have lexical
stress.
2.5.2 Lexical and postlexical prominence in languages lacking stress
Section 2.3.4 listed a small number of languages which are generally accepted to lack
stress: French, Korean, West Greenlandic, Mongolian, as well as varieties of Indonesian
and Malay. Work on intonation in these languages has highlighted that there might be
varying strategies according to which postlexical prominence is assigned in the absence
of lexical anchors. As stressed syllables are considered pivotal in determining the loc-
ation of postlexical pitch accents in most languages with stress, the mechanisms gov-
erning prominence placement in its absence are of some interest. A binary distinction
between stressless languages has already been made in terms of whether they mark
prominence at the postlexical level at all (Jun 2005b, 2014a).13
On the one hand there is French, which is considered to have a fixed position for
postlexical prominence, namely final at the phrasal level of the AP or PP (Post 2000;
Jun & Fougeron 2002). These phrases are analysed as consisting of a string of tones
(LHiLH* in Jun & Fougeron 2002) which map in a prespecified way onto the syllables in
that phrase. The initial rise (/LHi../) and the final rise (/..LH*/) behave somewhat dif-
ferently, as reflected in the star notation for the latter but not the former. Star notation
typically indicates the relative strength and/or alignment of the tone that is marked
with it, as it does in the present case of French: It reflects both the tone’s interpreted
association to the final syllable in the phrase, which is inherently prominent, and its
phonetic alignment with this syllable. While Jun & Fougeron (2002) interpret the tone
as an edge tone with an additional association to a prominent position, Welby (2006)
calls the pitch event in question a H* pitch accent that ‘does not convey prominence’
(Welby 2006: 368). This use of the term pitch accent seems rather misleading, at least
if one defines a pitch accent as a prominence-marking tonal event that associates with
a lexically stressed syllable (although it is in keeping with the idea that the intonational
13West Greenlandic, as one of the aforementioned stressless languages, is left out of this discussion because
little reference can be found to its prominence structure, e.g. Arnhold (2014).
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event occurring in this position has some link to structural prominence). A potentially
better characterisation would be that of a pitch accent with phrasal-metrical associ-
ation, or ‘phrasal pitch accent’/‘postlexical pitch accent’, which would contrast with
a ‘standard’ pitch accent which seeks lexical-metrical association. A similar analysis
might be appropriate for Mongolian. The existence of prominence asymmetries at the
postlexical level in Mongolian is less clear than in French, but there is some evidence
that the first syllable of an AP is privileged in terms of being the only position that
exhibits a paradigmatic vowel contrast (Karlsson & Svantesson 2004). While the tonal
movement marking the same position (a rising gesture at the left edge of each AP) is
not by definition considered to contribute to prominence, focus may be achieved by
enhancing the initial rising gesture, suggesting that the AP-initial position is indeed a
position of metrical prominence (cf. Karlsson 2014).
On the other hand there are languages like Korean and Ambonese Malay. For these
languages there is no evidence to support the existence even of postlexical promin-
ence. Apparently, in these languages, pitch is used neither in the sense of associating
to phrasal culminative positions (as in French), nor in the sense that edge-aligned pitch
movement can be interpreted as having a prominence-marking function.14. These lan-
guages certainly have intonation, but it can be analysed exclusively in terms of edge-
marking tones without reference to functional prominence-marking.
As an aside, while it seems possible for languages without stress to also lack postlex-
ical prominence, it is unclear at this point whether languages with stress can lack
postlexical prominence. To my knowledge, this has only been suggested to be the
case for Wolof (Rialland & Robert 2001).
The case for Korean as one such language is made by Sun-Ah Jun. Jun (2005a) re-
views a number of studies concerned with the perception of prominence in Korean,
but all these studies involved non-native speakers who seemed to equate high F0 with
prominence. While surface differences in F0 clearly exist, these have nothing to do
with prominence. Firstly, there does not seem to be a role for structural prominence
asymmetries between syllables within an AP, as in French (Jun 2014a). Secondly, in-
formation structure is signalled by means of phrasing, not accentuation of (some part of)
a specific constituent (Jun & Oh 1996; Jun 2014a, although a different, impressionistic,
view can be found in Choe 1995).
In addition to Korean, Ambonese Malay (Maskikit-Essed & Gussenhoven 2016) has
also been argued to be a language of the type that lacks prosodic postlexical prominence
altogether.15 Based on elicited sentences with phrase-final words occurring in different
information structural contexts, the authors conclude that the language simply does
not have postlexical prominence marking: Contrastively focused words in this position
were not realised differently from non-focused words.
14A third, but novel, logical option, namely that prominence marking of a constituent may occur somewhat
more freely on the constituent, i.e. without the constraints of metrical anchoring, will be argued to be
the case for certain intonational patterns in TB and MA, see Chapters 6 and 7)
15A difference between the languages concerns the interpretation of edge tones. In Korean, edge tones
seek association to a specific TBU, whereas Ambonese Malay edge tones do not. This difference has
little bearing on the interpretation of postlexical prominence.
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If we consider that lexical prominence may be present or absent in a language, and
postlexical prominence may be present or absent as well, the following typology can
be suggested:
Lexical stress No lexical stress
Postlexical prominence many, including: French,
most European languages, Mongolian
most varieties of Arabic
No postlexical prominence Wolof? Korean,
Ambonese Malay,
West Greenlandic
Table 2.1: Proposed typology of languages as a function of lexical and postlexical prom-
inence structure.
The idea that languages can be classified based on their prominence structural prop-
erties at lexical and postlexical levels is taken up again in the discussion in Chapter
9, with added insights from findings with respect to Tashlhiyt Berber and Moroccan
Arabic.
2.6 Research questions
The overarching research question asked in this thesis is whether Tashlhiyt Berber and
Moroccan Arabic can convincingly be shown to lack lexical stress.
Specifically, I am asking the following questions, for both languages:
• Part II: Lexical prominence production
Can prominence asymmetries be observed in the form of relative acoustic en-
hancement of presumed stressed syllables? That is, are there acoustic correlates
of (presumed) stress? This will be tested by means of production experiments
that allow for the isolation of correlates of lexical prominence to the exclusion of
postlexical prominence (Chapter 3 and 4).
• Part III: Postlexical prominence production
What is the behaviour of postlexical prominence-marking events? What phon-
ological unit(s) do these associate with? Specifically: What are the properties
of the intonational movements associated with question words? This question
will be answered based on production experiments also, involving question word
questions produced in a scripted dialogue context (Chapter 6 and 7).
• Part IV: Prominence perception
To what extent do native speakers exhibit sensitivity to postlexical prominence
asymmetries that are parasitic on lexical prominence specifications? This ques-
tion refers to participants’ performance on a lexical Sequence Recall Task. Tasks
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of this kind are considered to reveal ‘stress deafness’, and have been shown to
provide a reliable insight into the presence of lexical prominence asymmetries in
the lexical phonology of the native language (Chapter 8).
In addition to an answer to the main research question and the subquestions, a further
contribution is made with respect to language contact. The present experiments allow
for the near-direct comparison of results from Tashlhiyt Berber and Moroccan Arabic
in the case of the production experiments, and for a direct comparison in the case of
the perception experiment. These comparisons have the potential to shed light on the
degree of convergence between the two languages in terms of prosodic-phonological
aspects of linguistic structure.
2.7 Summary
This chapter has given the theoretical background for the five experiments that will be
reported on in the next chapters. The following key definitions were given:
• Lexical prominence is the phonological property of one syllable (or mora) within
a word that marks it as prominent in relation to the others. Stress is a type of
lexical prominence asymmetry that does not (exclusively) involve lexical pitch
accent.
• Postlexical prominence refers to phonological prominence which is assigned
above the structural level of the word. In languages that have lexical stress it
takes the form of a pitch accent.
This chapter’s discussion of lexical and postlexical prominence has moreover high-
lighted the complex interdependence between lexical and postlexical prominence spe-
cifications. On the one hand, many languages whose intonation has been analysed
within the AM phonological framework are characterised by a highly reliable corres-
pondence in the location of postlexical and lexical prominence. In contrast, in lan-
guages in which the question of lexical–postlexical prominence correspondence does
not arise, due to the non-existence of lexical stress, the mechanisms accounting for the
distribution of postlexical prominence are as of yet poorly understood.
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3 Acoustic correlates of word-level stress
in Tashlhiyt Berber
3.1 Introduction
3.1.1 Prior work on the lexical phonology of Tashlhiyt Berber
3.1.1.1 Stress
Prior to 2015, the question whether lexical stress is present in Tashlhiyt Berber had
been addressed in passing in a few grammatical descriptions of the language, and it
had also been addressed in one experiment.1
At the turn of the 20th century, Stumme (1899) observed that lexical prominence
(‘Wortaccent’) is highly variable in sentence context, and with this observation appears
to have been the first to propose that Tashlhiyt lacks lexical stress in the sense of lexical
prominence specified for each individual word. Later, similar observations were made
by Applegate (1958), following a failure to provide a uniform characterisation of word-
level and phrase-level prominence patterns, and by Dell & Elmedlaoui (2002), who
considered prominence asymmetries to exist only at a phrasal level rather than at the
lexical level.
In contrast to the above, the one experimental study that addresses questions about
the existence of stress in TB claims that it is in fact present (Gordon & Nafi 2012). The
design of the materials in this study however leaves some room for (re)interpretation of
the results. Half of the speech material analysed consisted of individual words produced
in isolation, which means these words would have been subject to phrase-level prosody.
Firstly, this phrase-level prosody could have manifested itself in terms of the presence
of phrase-level prominence (such as the nuclear pitch accent which by default occurs on
the final content word in Germanic languages). Secondly, the presence of phrase-level
prosody on the target words will most likely have resulted in the presence of phrase-
level edge marking in the form of continuation intonation. This is a crosslinguistically
common form of intonation used for items produced in lists, and judging from the pitch
tracks provided by Gordon & Nafi (2012). In sum, these words were subject to the entire
range of intonational marking also found on larger phrases, in the present case however
condensed onto a single word. Unsurprisingly then, the authors found considerable
enhancement of word-final syllables: These had longer duration, greater intensity and
higher pitch than their non-final counterparts. While some of these are common, or
1The data reported on in this chapter have previously been published, in slightly different format, in
Roettger, Bruggeman & Grice (2015) and in Roettger (2017: Ch. 4).
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at least possible, correlates of word-level stress (see Section 2.3.3), it is impossible to
know whether the attested enhancement was due to phrasal prosodic enhancement or
due whether they reflected acoustic correlates of stress proper. The other half of the
materials in Gordon & Nafi (2012) consisted of the same words followed by an adverb,
meaning that the words were in prefinal phrasal position. While this design feature
removes the potential issue of list intonation on target words, a remaining confound
concerns the likelihood that target words were inadvertently contrasted in this position,
as they occurred, one after the other, in the same carrier phrase. As a result, target
words might have received some sort of prosodic prominence signalling contrastive
focus, beyond enhancement due to lexical stress proper.
The experiment reported on in this chapter reexamines the question of correlates of
lexical stress in TB experimentally, with materials specifically designed to investigate
acoustic properties of individual syllables in the absence of postlexical enhancement.
3.1.1.2 Aspects of segmental and syllable structure
Segmental structure, syllable structure and syllabification in Tashlhiyt are well researched
due to the interest surrounding its unusual tolerance of long consonantal sequences (as
an aside, it shares this feature with Moroccan Arabic) (e.g. Dell & Elmedlaoui 2002;
Ridouane 2008, 2014). Accordingly, the discussion of syllable structure has primarily
focused on what some consider (phonologically) vowelless syllables. These may in fact
be produced with a vocalic element of short duration, the status of which as either
a transitional vocoid or a phonological vowel has sparked considerable debate (Dell
& Elmedlaoui 1985; Coleman 1999, 2001; Dell & Elmedlaoui 2002; Ridouane 2008).
Setting this vowel aside, Tashlhiyt has three unequivocal phonological vowels: /i, a,
u/ with no length contrast. Consonantal length on the other hand is contrastive, as
is pharyngealisation, which spreads throughout the relevant syllable or word domain
(Ridouane 2014).
For the purpose of the present experiment, words were chosen that consisted of rel-
atively straightforward syllable types (CV and CVC) that moreover have phonological
vowels as nuclei, to avoid difficulties in determining syllabification and to enable reli-
able F0 measurements. Consonants in target words were simpletons (rather than gem-
inates) and lacked pharyngealisation to avoid unintended acoustic changes to other
segments due to spreading.
3.1.2 Research question
The present experiment was designed to see if Gordon & Nafi’s (2012) results could be
replicated, to either confirm or refute their claim that Tashlhiyt has final stress. The
question asked for the purpose of this experiment is thus: ‘Do syllables in Tashlhiyt
exhibit distinctly different patterns of acoustic prominence depending on position in
the word?’. If the answer to this question is affirmative, this would suggest that there
are inherent prominence asymmetries between syllables depending on position. This
in turn could be interpreted in terms of lexical stress targeting a specific position in the
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word. If, on the other hand, results provide a negative answer to this question, this
finding would be in line with the assumption that there is no lexical stress in Tashlhiyt
(or at least no stress-by-position).
3.1.3 Data
The present chapter reports on an experiment that was designed to test acoustic correl-
ates of stress in Tashlhiyt Berber, and specifically to compare the results with findings
by Gordon & Nafi (2012). Recordings were made by the author in November 2014 at
the Université Ibn Zohr in Agadir.
3.1.4 Overview of chapter
The next section will present the methodology of the experiment. Section 3.3 presents
the results and reports on acoustic correlates of stress as a function of position (ini-
tial/final in the word). All results will be considered from both a syllable- and a
speaker-based point of view. Any conclusions that are then drawn are thus based on
the presence or absence of a systematic pattern, that holds across individual words and
across individual speakers. The results section is followed by two separate sections for
the discussion (3.4) and summary and conclusion (3.5).
3.2 Methodology
3.2.1 Participants
The speakers in this experiment were 10 native speakers of Tashlhiyt, all students in
the Département des études amazighes at the Université Ibn Zohr in Agadir. All parti-
cipants were multilingual and spoke fluent Moroccan Arabic as a second language (see
also Section 1.2). Most additionally spoke some French. One speaker’s recording was
excluded from further analysis due to poor recording quality. In the results section,
individual speakers are referred to by the numbers 1–9 followed by the letter “M” for
male speakers, and “F” for female speakers.2
3.2.2 Procedure
Participants were given oral instructions about the task by a native speaker. They
were then seated in front of a laptop screen in slide presentation mode from which
they read out scripted mock dialogues that included the target sentence stimuli (see
details below). Dialogues with target items were interspersed with dialogues with filler
items. The experiment was self-paced was part of a larger session which lasted 40–45
minutes. Participants did the present experiment reading out dialogues twice, with the
full set of dialogues occurring in two random orders, and performed other tasks in the
2These codes match the ones used in Roettger (2017: Ch. 4).
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interim. The experiment was self-paced and the two repetitions took 15–20 minutes
to complete. Recordings were made in a univeristy office using a PreSonus Audiobox
solid-state recorder at a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz, and a head-mounted AKG C420 III
microphone.
3.2.3 Speech materials
The target words in the experiment were designed to yield CV and CVC syllables that
occur as an initial syllable in one target word and as a final syllable in another, such
as /di/ in dima ‘always’ and sidi ‘sir’. In some cases, the target syllable occurred twice
in a single word consisting of a reduplicated syllable, such as /ba/ in baba. All target
syllables and the words in which they occurred are given in Table 3.1.
Syllable Initial position Gloss Final position Gloss
da /dari/ ‘with me’ /juda/ ‘enough’
di /dima/ ‘always’ /sidi/ ‘sir’
ni /nizi/ ‘of the fly’ /ʁuni/ ‘sing’
ta /tama/ ‘next to’ /ʃita/ ‘brush’
ti /tili/ ‘sheep, ewe’ /hati/ ‘here (is)’
Initial & Final
ba /baba/ ‘father’
bi /bibi/ ‘turkey’
kaw /kawkaw/ ‘peanuts’
kif /kifkif/ ‘it’s the same’
tam /tamtam/ ‘drum’
jan /janjan/ ‘one by one’
Table 3.1: Tashlhiyt target syllable pairs in target words
Target words were placed in a carrier sentence which was in turn embedded within
a scripted mock dialogue consisting of three sentences. Sentences were presented on a
laptop screen in speech bubbles coming from smiley faces to represent the two imagin-
ary discourse participants.3
The context of the dialogue served to ensure that the target word in its carrier sen-
tence (1) was i) given and not marked by intonational prominence, because it was
explicitly mentioned in the previous sentence, ii) not marked by any other intonational
events, as it occurred in a yes-no question in which the edge-marking intonational
event occurs on the phrase-final two syllables (Grice, Ridouane & Roettger 2015), and
iii) non-final in the IP so as to avoid phrase-final lengthening effects.
Sentences were presented in Latin script, which is the most common way to write
Tashlhiyt. One mock dialogue with a phonological transcription is given in 1 with the
target word /dari/ ‘with me’:
3I am grateful to Carlos Gussenhoven for sharing this methodology.
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Figure 3.1: Example spectrogram and F0 contour (smoothed) for context sentence 2 and
target sentence, spoken by speaker 7f), with target word dari highlighted.
Context sentence 1
is
q
inːa
say.aor
[baba]
[baba]
ʁakudan
then
‘Did he say [baba] then ?’
Context sentence 2
uhu,
no
inːa
say.aor
[dari]
[dari]
ʁakudan
then
‘no, he said [dari] then’
Target sentence
inːa
say.aor
[dari]
[dari]
ʁakudan
then
‘He said [dari] then ?’
An example spectrogram and waveform are given in Figure 3.1, showing context
sentence 2 and the target sentence. As can be seen, the target word dari in the target
sentence occurs prior to the main pitch event in the sentence (the rise-fall at the right
edge of the phrase), and does not appear to be the locus of some phrasal or edge-marking
pitch event itself.This means that the target words occurred in the intended context to
examine correlates of lexical stress proper.
3.2.4 Analysis
The acoustic parameters investigated were duration, intensity and F0, matching the set
of correlates reported in Gordon & Nafi (2012). Annotation was performed manually.
Target sentences were segmented into words, and target words were further annotated
for the syllable boundary and onset and nucleus of both syllables. This was unproblem-
atic since all words had either the structure /CV.CV/ or /CVC.CVC/.
The theoretical number of target items was N=396 (9 speakers * 2 syllable positions
* 11 target syllables * 2 repetitions). Of these, N=288 were targetlike in the sense of
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the correct target word being produced in a fluent sentence. Out of these, N=279 were
produced without any pausing, and the analysis will use this pause-less set of tokens.
F0 measurements are based on a handcorrected version of the fundamental frequency
contour provided by the standard pitch-tracking algorithm in Praat (Boersma & Ween-
ink 2015). Manual correction was limited to the correction of pitch-tracking errors,
such as octave jumps and the tracking of pitch in cases of phonetically voiceless seg-
ments. There were two F0 measurements: Peak in and mean throughout the vowel.
For duration, measurements of target syllables and vowels were taken. Vowel dura-
tion was determined as the period of time following the initial consonant with strong
periodic energy across the second and third formant. Intervocalic /r/s were mostly
realised as either trill or tap, therefore the onset of the /r/ was determined as the start
of the (first) closure. Intensity was measured in terms of mean energy throughout the
vowel.
To control for variation between speakers, and to facilitate visual comparison, all
measurements were z-scored. These data are shown in the speaker-specific graphs.
The statistical models use the raw measurements, and account for speaker differences
with random intercepts and slopes.
Statistical analysis was performed with linear mixed-effects regression models with
the package lme4 (Bates et al. 2015) in R (R Core Team 2016). Separate models were run
for each of the acoustic parameters under investigation, with the relevant parameter
as a fixed effect. To allow for potentially varying interactions with the fixed effect,
random intercepts for speakers and random slopes for items (syllables) and speakers
were included. Statistical significance was calculated by means of likelihood ratio tests
LRT)s comparing hypothesised models with the corresponding null model that lacked
the relevant fixed effect or interaction term. The R syntax of the models that are used
is given in the footnotes.
3.3 Results
3.3.1 Duration
Figure 3.2 shows the raw durational measurements for the vowels in each syllable.
There are differences between syllables in whether the final or the penultimate position
results in longer duration: For e.g. ba and kaw the final vowel is longer, whereas for
e.g. kif and tam the penultimate vowel is somewhat longer. This indicates that there is
no systematic positional enhancement of syllables: Either the final or the penultimate
vowels would have to be consistently longer for this to be true.
Statistically, none of the durational differences are significant. Vowel duration was
not different as a function of whether it occurred in the final or penultimate syllable
(LRT: χ2(1)=2.45, p=0.12). The same holds for syllable duration (LRT: χ2(1)=0.04,
p=0.85).4
4syllable/vowel duration ∼syllable position + (0+syllable position|speaker) + (0+syllable posi-
tion|syllable) + (1|syllable) + (1|speaker)
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Individual speakers also do not seem to make a position-dependent difference, as
visualised in Figure 3.3. If speakers did make a consistent difference, all connecting
lines should be going in the same direction.
Figure 3.2: Duration (ms.) of vowels as a function of syllable position (penultim-
ate/final in the word). Lines link productions by the same speaker, large
dots represent mean.
Figure 3.3: Z-scored duration of vowels as a function of position (penultimate/final in
the word), per speaker. Lines link productions of the same syllable.
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Figure 3.4: Intensity (dB) throughout the vowel for each syllable as a function of pos-
ition (penultimate/final in the word). Lines link productions by the same
speaker, large dots represent mean.
Figure 3.5: Z-scored vowel intensity as a function of position (penultimate/final in the
word), per speaker. Lines link productions of the same syllable.
3.3.2 Intensity
Figure 3.4 shows the raw intensity measurements for the individual syllables. There are
few apparent differences between syllables in whether the vowel is relatively enhanced
in the final or the penultimate position. There is however a small statistical difference
in the sense that final syllables have somewhat lower vowel intensity overall than pen-
ultimate syllables (LRT: χ2(1)=4.4, p=0.04).5 The estimated difference is 0.56 dB,
which arguably constitutes a marginal difference that lies well below the threshold for
5vowel intensity ∼syllable position + (0+syllable position|speaker) + (0+syllable position|syllable)
+ (1|syllable) + (1|speaker)
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just noticeable differences in intensity of around 1 dB (cf. Lehiste 1970; Beckman 1986
and see also discussion of the relevance of intensity as a cue to stress in Section 2.3.3).
Individual speakers also do not make a consistent distinction between syllables in
penultimate and final position in terms of intensity. As shown in Figure 3.5, there is no
systematic trend here: It is not the case that all final syllables exhibit lower intensity.
3.3.3 F0
As previously mentioned, F0 mean and peak measurements throughout the vowel were
taken. Figure 3.6 shows the mean F0, in semitones relative to 100 Hertz, for penul-
timate and final syllable nuclei. There are no large differences between mean F0 as
a function of syllable position, but the overall data nevertheless suggests a consistent
small difference between final and penultimate syllables. This is corroborated by a
statistical difference for both the mean F0 measurement (LRT: χ2(1)=10.0, p<0.01),
and the peak F0 measurement (LRT: χ2(1)=6.49, p<0.05).6 The predicted mean dif-
ference was 0.83 ST, and the peak difference 0.55 ST, with word-final nuclei having
the lower F0 values. I will return to this finding below.
Figure 3.6: F0 (ST) mean throughout vowel for each syllable as a function of position
(penultimate/final in the word). Lines link productions by the same speaker,
large dots represent mean.
Turning to speaker-specific behaviour, Figure 3.7 shows behaviour that is mostly in
line with these findings. Most individual speakers produce lower F0 in syllables that
are word-final, with the possible exception of speakers 3M, 4F and 9Mwho do not make
a very large or systematic difference.
The aforementioned predicted differences of 0.83 and 0.55 ST are nevertheless small
in absolute size, and may in this respect be irrelevant for the purposes of serving as a
6nucleus mean/peak F0 ∼syllable position + (0+syllable position|speaker) + (0+syllable posi-
tion|syllable) + (1|syllable) + (1|speaker)
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Figure 3.7: Z-scored F0 measurements of syllable nuclei as a function of position (pen-
ultimate/final in the word), per speaker. Lines link productions of the same
syllable.
reliable phonetic exponent of lexical stress. Firstly, in terms of perception, the more
liberal estimates for just noticeable pitch movements in dynamic speech stimuli start at
1 ST (for example, exceptionally good listeners in ’t Hart 1981). Most of the literature
however has suggested that larger pitch movements are required in order for listeners
to reliably identify differences (’t Hart 1976; d’Alessandro & Mertens 1995). Secondly,
stress is typically realised as acoustic enhancement. There is no definitive reason why
low pitch (rather than high pitch) should not be considered enhancement, but given
the known status of high pitch as the prototypical form of enhancement, it would at
the very least be unusual (or perhaps it should be taken to point to the interpretation
that the initial syllables are the enhanced ones). A third observation, which provides
the most likely explanation of the observed differences, concerns the possibility that
lower F0 in final syllables results from declination throughout the phrase: The lower
F0 values are found on the word-final syllable which coincides with a later position
in the phrase. Figure 3.8 shows all F0 contours for the target sentence that contains
the word yanyan ‘one by one’ in which both syllables can be compared directly. These
contours are characterised by a gradually declining slope throughout the utterance, at
least until the starting point of the final rise(-fall) that is typical of yes-no question
modality in TB (Grice, Ridouane & Roettger 2015).
These observations together suggest that the small F0 difference does not reflect en-
hancement of the penultimate syllable as a function of fixed stress in that position.
Rather, it forms a predictable phonetic correlate of postlexical (phrasal) structure, in
this case reflecting general facts of speech production (declination throughout a phrase
is often thought to result from a gradual reduction of pulmonic effort throughout an
utterance, cf. Ladefoged 1972; Ladd 2008).
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Figure 3.8: Time-normalised contours for all speakers’ target sentence inːa janjan ʁak-
udan ‘he said [one by one] then’.
3.4 Discussion
Among the acoustic correlates discussed in this chapter (duration, intensity and F0),
there were no reliable differences between presumed stressed (final) and unstressed
(initial) syllables. The differences that did exist, i.e. slightly enhanced F0 and intensity
for initial syllables, are not compatible with the results and interpretation of final stress
given by Gordon & Nafi (2012). The fact that the enhancement involved both F0 and
intensity, but not duration, as well as the fact that the differences were very slight,
form indications that the relevant differences are unlikely to form exponents of lexical
stress. Firstly, it is well known that both intensity and F0 tend to gradually decline over
the course of an utterance. The fact that higher values of each are seen in word-initial
syllables, which occur in an earlier phrasal position, could therefore be interpreted as
following from this tendency. Secondly, global intensity measures like the present one
(mean across vowel) are highly correlated with F0, meaning that the effect of intensity
might simply follow from the higher F0 values in the same position. This would then
require an explanation for the F0 difference only, as for example above.
A few more observations can be made to discount ‘stress’ as causing a reliable posi-
tional distinction, zooming in on syllables and speakers separately. Not one of the 11
syllables showed consistent differentiation in terms of a combined effect of the three
possible correlates (the closest to a possible exception is the syllable kaw, which is
durationally differentiated — but the other parameters still do not conspire). For all
syllables, lines in Figures 3.2, 3.4 and 3.6 typically cross each other or stay level: For no
individual syllable was there a consistent, directional effect. Similarly, not one of the
9 speakers exhibit consistent differentiation between ‘stressed’ and ‘unstressed’ (final
and initial) syllables, for any of the syllable types. Rephrased: Not one speaker exhib-
ited behaviour that caused all lines (in the speaker-specific figures) to go in the same
direction. In sum, the degree of overlap in the present data distribution prevents the
conclusion that stress, here in the form of a specific lexical position, exhibits reliable
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acoustic enhancement.7
Finally, the possibility should be raised that perhaps the present study failed to find
correlates of stress because stress in Tashlhiyt is not assigned by position, but rather
is assigned by weight, or is variable in position (rule-based and/or lexically specified).
While these scenarios of different stress assignment cannot be dismissed, simply be-
cause they were never explicitly tested, there is currently no reason to believe they are
very likely. On the one hand, specific stress predictions other than the one of fixed final
stress tested in Gordon & Nafi (2012) have not been suggested in the literature (and
Gordon & Nafi (2012) also did not set out with an explicit hypothesis about the position
of word stress). On the other hand, the possibility of the absence of lexical stress in TB,
as suggested in some literature (see 3.1.1.1), is compatible with evidence from inton-
ation suggesting that there is no fixed lexical position to which prominence-marking
intonational events associate (Grice, Ridouane & Roettger 2015). It seems more fruit-
ful therefore to try to find further support for the absence of stress from other angles
(see also Section 2.3.2). This is the purpose of some of the following chapters: Chapter
4 (which tests for stress in MA), Chapter 6 (which looks at the behaviour of another
type of intonational event in TB) and Chapter 8 (investigating perceptual clues to the
existence of lexical stress).
3.5 Summary and conclusion
This chapter investigated correlates of lexical stress in Tashlhiyt Berber by contrasting
syllables in word-final position with syllables in word-initial position, following up on
the earlier claim by Gordon & Nafi (2012)) that syllables in word-final position are
stressed. The results from the present experiment could not provide evidence in favour
of final stress on the basis of acoustic enhancement: Syllables in final position were not
consistently enhanced compared to their word-initial counterparts in terms of duration,
intensity or F0. The present data did in fact exhibit slight enhancement of vowels in
initial position, in terms of F0 and intensity only. These differences were argued not
to be correlates of stress, as they were marginal in terms of size and could straight-
forwardly be explained as reflecting phrase-level prosody. Similarly, the differences
Gordon & Nafi (2012) found, involving the enhancement of syllables in word-final po-
sition, could be argued to follow from phrase-level intonation rather than lexical stress
proper.
The present study therefore provides no evidence to support a stress-by-position inter-
pretation of the lexical phonological structure of TB. These results are compatible with
earlier suggestions that lexical stress is absent in this language, and that prominence
asymmetries may only be specified postlexically.
7Concluding the opposite, namely that stress is absent because there is no consistent enhancement, would
be unwarranted. The impossibility to prove the null hypothesis is also addressed in Section 2.3.2.
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4.1 Introduction
4.1.1 Prior work on the lexical phonology of Moroccan Arabic
4.1.1.1 Stress
The question whether Moroccan Arabic has lexical stress is subject to a long-standing
debate and is not currently resolved.1 Maas (2013), for example, reviews more than
10 sources published between 1894 and 2008 that all differ to some extent in their
views on the existence of word stress in MA. Complicating matters more, the different
authors he cites use varying terminology, including ‘Wortakzent’, ‘Akzent’ and ‘Accent’
(by German authors; Stumme & Socin 1894; Brockelmann 1908; Fischer 1917), ‘accent’
and ‘accent de mot’ (in French works; Cantineau 1960; Benhallam 1989), ‘accento
tonico’ (in Italian; Durand 1994) and finally, ‘stress’ (in English; Aguadé 2008). Some
of these terms may be in fact be interpreted as referring to postlexical pitch prominence
(rather than lexical stress as defined here, see Chapter 2). Others do seem to refer to
inherent word-level prominence, despite what the choice of terminology suggests. In
sum, it is not entirely clear what is meant by these terms other than that they refer to
some sort of word prosody, which could be construed as either lexical or postlexical
prominence. In reviewing the evidence in detail, however, Maas (2013) argues that
the various positions can be allocated to two main groups: One group posits that MA
has word stress, the other that MA lacks word stress. It is this latter viewpoint which
is assumed by the majority of the authors he reviews.
The first group, the advocates of word stress, propose a range of stress rules and
generalisations (for a more comprehenseive overview see Boudlal 2001). For example,
according to Benkirane (1998: 348f.), stress falls on the final syllable if it is heavy (i.e. a
closed syllable such as CVC) and on the penult otherwise. A similar view is found in
Nejmi (1993) as cited in Boudlal (2001). Others believe in a fixed position for stress,
such as simply ‘final prominence’ Watson (2011: 7), or a number of authors cited by
Maas (2013) who predominantly posit penultimate stress. Yet another possibility is
rather more variable stress that may target an initial CV syllable in a trisyllabic word
(Benhallam 1990, as cited in Boudlal 2001).
Finally, a slightly more complicated picture is sketched by Boudlal (2001: 99) who
posits that “the location of stress depends on whether or not the items considered occur
1This chapter has been published, with some adaptations, as Bruggeman et al. (in press).
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in isolation or in context”. Accordingly, stress would be final when words are produced
in context, but can be captured by Benkirane’s generalisation for words produced in
isolation. I will return to some specific issues relating to this idea in the discussion in
Section 4.4. Assuming that the position of word stress is a fixed property, Boudlal’s
(2001) observation about varying stress positions for individual words forms a strong
indication that he was talking about postlexical prominence (since these can be variable
under the present definition). This interpretation is supported by some of the pitch
contours shown in his work. In any case, if word stress is considered an invariable
lexically specified property, the observation that lexical prominence is truly variable
would imply the very lack of word stress.
The incongruent analyses of word stress are matched by equally uncongruous judg-
ments on the position of word stress by native speakers. A number of studies have
investigated stress in terms of where the perceptual prominence of a word lies. These
typically involve a few dozen participants underlining the stressed syllable in written
words presented in a list, and/or listening to isolated words (see Boudlal 2001: 101f.
for an overview). Most of these, including Boudlal’s (2001) own underlining test, find
that speakers disagree with each other on the location of stress in the same word. This
disagreement might in part be due to the fact that written Arabic will automatically
invoke Modern Standard Arabic (even if a task explicitly asks for stress judgments on
Moroccan Arabic), which has stress assignment that differs from (the many proposals
for) Moroccan Arabic. Nevertheless, disagreement among native speakers of the lan-
guage adds to the elusive nature of word stress in MA, suggested in the first place by
disagreement among (native) scholars.
Returning to the stress generalisations that have been proposed so far, Benkirane’s
is the most easily testable and and it has also been adopted in recent work, including
Yeou, Embarki & Al-Maqtari (2007), Burdin et al. (2015) and Hellmuth et al. (2015).
Moreover, in most other varieties of Arabic (in which the existence of stress is un-
controversial) stress assignment is subject to weight and position, with stress typically
targeting the final superheavy syllable (e.g. CVCC), or a penultimate heavy syllable
(e.g. CVː) in its absence (Watson 2011). If one were to assume that MA has lexical
stress, and takes into account prior claims about stress position in this variety as well
as facts about stress in other varieties in Arabic, the weight of the final syllable would
be expected play a role in determining its location.
In this chapter I will test correlates of stress as envisaged by Benkirane (and several
others with him), according to whom stress in MA targets either the penultimate or the
final heavy syllable.
4.1.1.2 Syllable structure
It is well known that languages differ as to which syllables are considered ‘heavy’ and
‘light’. Heavy syllables are those that are closed or have a long vowel, or the ones that
have a long vowel while light syllables would have a short vowel (Hayes 1995). Most
Arabic varieties make the first kind of distinction with the presence of a coda or a long
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nucleus resulting in heavier weight. Given that Moroccan Arabic does not have a vowel
length distinction (see next subsection), it is the number of consonantal slots in the coda
that determines the weight of the syllable as light (none), heavy (one), or, under some
analyses, superheavy (two).
A lot of work has been done on syllable structure in MA, and in various theoretical
traditions, yielding varying claims about its phonological representation (Boudlal 2001;
Dell & Elmedlaoui 2002; and Benkirane 1982 as cited in Benkirane 1998). What is clear
from all sources is that MA allows for more complex consonant clusters than most other
varieties of Arabic, but the representation of these clusters in terms of branching onsets
or codas is disputed. For example, Benkirane (1998) provides an inventory of syllable
types that includes CV, CCV, CCVC, and CCəCC, while Dell & Elmedlaoui (2002) ar-
gue that syllable onsets cannot be branching, and that codas can only be branching if
they consist of geminates. In order to account for what appear to be syllable-initial
clusters, Dell & Elmedlaoui (2002) instead propose a complicated general syllabifica-
tion algorithm that posits onsetless syllables and empty nuclei. Crucially, a distinction
is made in all works between heavy and light syllables, and sometimes superheavy syl-
lables. The degree of consensus is however limited to CV being considered light and
CVC heavy, with the exception of CəC (at least according to Dell & Elmedlaoui 2002).
4.1.1.3 Vowel inventory
Various claims have been made about the vowel system in Moroccan Arabic. By some,
it is thought to have a five-vowel system consisting of /iː ə aː ʊ uː/ (Hamdi 1991 as
cited in Al-Tamimi 2009). On the other hand, many researchers posit only three or
four vowels, namely /i a u/ plus a central vowel. The latter is usually considered non-
phonological (e.g. Dell & Elmedlaoui 2002: 230). In addition to the number of vowels,
the representation of length is also a matter lacking consensus, as can be judged from
the juxtaposition of the phonological categories /iː/ and /i/, /aː/ and /a/, and /uː/
and /u/ by the aforementioned sets of authors. This might be caused by the existence
of a surface (phonetic) contrast in length, with CVC syllables having longer vowels
than CV syllables (Benkirane 1982; Dell & Elmedlaoui 2002; Yeou 2005). Neverthe-
less, it is widely acknowledged that MA lacks a phonological vowel length distinction
for vowels with the same place of articulation, which sets MA apart from most other
varieties of spoken Arabic. This is backed by the absence of minimal pairs of the type
/sin/ ‘tooth’∼/siːn/ ‘the letter S’ (example from Iraqi Arabic, Al-Ani 1970: 75). In any
case, it is of little consequence for present purposes whether vowels are represented as
phonologically long or short. The experiment reported here involves matched pairs of
lexical words in which the target syllable always has the same structure, namely /CV./
in word-initial position. Under no account would such a syllable result in potentially
varying vowel length depending on context. From here on, for transcription purposes, I
will assume that the phonological vowel inventory of MA can be represented as simply
/i a u/, with an additional centroid vowel which may be either phonological /ə/ or
phonetic [ə].
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4.1.2 Research question
The primary aim of this chapter is to present a first systematic investigation of the cues
that mark word stress, as conceived of by Benkirane, in Moroccan Arabic. The main
question therefore is ‘What are the correlates of presumed lexical stress in Moroccan
Arabic?’. In answering this question some further contributions are made with respect
to details of the acoustic realisation of syllables and vowels in MA in general.
4.1.3 Data
The present experiment forms part of the IVAr (Intonational Variation in Arabic) corpus
of speech data (Hellmuth & Almbark 2017).2 It includes comparable data from seven
varieties of Arabic. The corpus recordings of Moroccan Arabic, including the present
experiment which was specifically designed to test correlates of stress, were made in
the spring of 2014 by Sam Hellmuth and Nabila Louriz at the Université Hassan II in
Casablanca.
4.1.4 Overview of chapter
The next section, 4.2 will present the methodology for the experiment. The following
section, 4.3, presents the results and reports on the acoustic characteristics of syllables
as a function of presumed stress status (stress/unstressed). All results will be considered
from both a syllable- and a speaker-based point of view. Any conclusions that are drawn
are thus based on the presence or absence of a systematic pattern across individual
words and across individual speakers. Separate sections then follow for the discussion
(4.4), and summary and conclusion (4.5).
4.2 Methodology
4.2.1 Participants
Two groups of speakers were recorded for the present experiment. The first group
consisted of 12 native speakers of Moroccan Arabic who grew up with Moroccan Arabic
only at home (the ‘monolingual’ group).3 These speakers were aged 21-34. Ten of them
were born in Casablanca and had lived there all their life at the time of the recording,
one speaker moved to Casablanca aged two, and one speaker was born in very nearby
Kenitra. The second group consisted of 12 speakers of Moroccan Arabic who were
also native speakers of Tashlhiyt Berber through one or both parents (the ‘bilingual’
2I am very grateful to Sam Hellmuth and Rana Almbark for their generosity in letting me use some of
their Moroccan data recordings.
3I use quotation marks here because these speakers were not in fact monolingual. All were highly fluent
in multiple other languages, including Modern Standard Arabic and French, see also Chapter 1. For
ease of reference, however, I will use the terms monolingual and bilingual and refer this way to their
first, home language status.
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group). Their ages ranged between 20 and 32. Nine speakers in this group were born
in Casablanca, the other three moved to the city at the respective ages of six, twelve
and fourteen. All speakers in both groups are fluent in Modern Standard Arabic and
French, and had received a number of years English teaching in school.
4.2.2 Procedure
The present experiment was part of a larger recording session for the IVAr corpus which
consisted of a number of tasks, including reading out of a mock dialogue that included
the qword interrogatives discussed in Chapter 7. For the present experiment, parti-
cipants were recorded individually in a quiet university room with a Shure SM-10
headset microphone. Participants were first given oral instructions by a native speaker.
They were then given a print-out of the experimental stimuli, which consisted of mini-
monologues. They read these mini-monologues out loud (with fillers at the top and
bottom of each page), with the third sentence in each dialogue forming a target utter-
ance (see below for details). The experiment was self-paced. There were no practice
items in order to minimise the duration of the session as a whole.
4.2.3 Speech materials
The experiment was based on the design first used in Bouchhioua (2008) and sub-
sequently in Almbark, Bouchhioua & Hellmuth (2014). The same experimental para-
digm was used in the parallel investigation of stress in seven other varieties of Arabic as
part of the IVAr corpus project (Hellmuth & Almbark 2017). The experiment contrasts
what are identical initial syllables in minimal stress pairs, such as mu in ˈmuka ‘owl’
and muˈkat ‘owls’ (stress as predicted by Benkirane). Word pairs were designed so as to
have stress on the initial (=penultimate) syllable in one member of the pair and stress
on the final syllable in the other member.
The full experiment tested the initial syllables of 12 target word pairs (24 words),
chosen based on their comparability in the full range of dialects used in the IVAr data-
base. Among these target word pairs, eight exhibited the MA stress contrast as per
Benkirane’s (1998) generalisation and are shown in Table 4.1. A rough phonetic tran-
scription is given as well because there were considerable auditory differences between
vowels that should theoretically belong to the same phonological category given in Sec-
tion 4.1.1.3.
Target words were placed in a carrier sentence which was in turn embedded within
a short scripted monologue consisting of a total of three sentences, given below with
target word muka ‘owl’ as an example in 1):4
4It is not usual for Moroccan Arabic to be written in Arabic script, which is reserved for Modern Standard
Arabic. The stimuli in this experiment however are written so as to mirror Moroccan Arabic lexical
items and pronunciation. For example, /ʒuʒ mərːat/ ‘twice’ as used in MA translates to /kamaːn
marːə/ in MSA so there was no confusion which variety was being tapped into. Moreover, speakers
were explicitly instructed to speak Moroccan Arabic throughout the experimental session.
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Syllable PU stress Gloss Final stress Gloss
ba /ˈbaʃər/ [baːʃər] ‘he preached’ /baˈʃərt/ [baːʃərt] ‘I preached’
ma /ˈmarːə/ [mɑrːə] ‘one time’ /maˈrːərt/ [mɑrːərt] ‘I passed’
mu(k) /ˈmuka/ [muka] ‘owl’ /muˈkat/ [mukat] ‘owls’
mu(rː) /ˈmurːə/ [murːə] ‘bitter’ /muˈrːin/ [murːiːn] ‘passers-by’
sa /ˈsadə/ [saːdə] ‘plain’ /saˈdat/ [saːdaːt] ‘gentlemen’
si(tː) /ˈsitːə/ [sːtə] ‘six’ /siˈtːat/ [sːtːaːt] ‘sixes’
si /ˈsirə/ [siːrə] ‘path’ /siˈnat/ [siːnaːt] plural of the letter sin
su /ˈsurə/ [suːrə] ‘verse’ /suˈdan/ [suːdaːn] ‘Sudan’
Table 4.1: Target minimal stress pairs Moroccan Arabic
Context sentence 1
ةلهس ةملك ةكوم
[muka]
[owl]
kəlma
word
sahla
nice
‘[owl] is a nice word’
Context sentence 2
تاّرم جو� ةكوم ب�ك
ktəb
write.imp
[muka]
[owl]
ʒuʒ
two
mərːat
times
‘write [owl] twice’
Target sentence
تاّرم جو� ةكوم دواع
ʕawd
say.imp
[muka]
[owl]
ʒuʒ
two
mərːat
times
‘SAY [owl] twice’
The contextual embedding served to minimise the possibility of postlexical promin-
ence associating with target words in several ways: Target words were i) pragmatically
given (mentioned in previous sentences), and ii) postfocal (occurring immediately fol-
lowing contrastively focused ʕawd). Target words were designed to be non-final in the
IP to avoid phrase-final lengthening effects.
An example spectrogram and waveform are given for one mini-context in Figure 4.1.
The left, middle and right phrases show context sentence 1, context sentence 2 and the
target sentence respectively, with the target word muka.
The target word muka in the target sentence occurs after the main pitch event in the
sentence (which occurs on ʕawd), and moreover does not seem to attract any postlexical
prominence itself: It is not phrased separately (judging from pausing or pitch reset) nor
does it receive an apparent pitch target. Pitch simply declines throughout the target
word towards what seems to be a low target at the right sentence edge. This exactly
matches the intended context for examining correlates of stress proper.
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Figure 4.1: Example spectrogram and F0 contour (smoothed) for scripted monologue,
with target word ˈmuka highlighted in the target phrase. IVAr file moca-
slb3-f5.
4.2.4 Analysis
The acoustic parameters investigated for correlates of stress were duration, intensity,
vowel quality and F0. Annotation proceeded as follows: Automatic segmentation of ut-
terances into words and segments was performed by means of the Prosodylab Aligner
algorithm (Gorman, Howell & Wagner 2011). The segmentation of target words was
then manually checked and corrected where needed, and coded for preceding and fol-
lowing pauses. Pauses were defined as periods of silence in the signal and were based
on the auditory impression of a pause supported by visual inspection of speech discon-
tinuity in the spectrogram (the auditory impression of a break caused by e.g. pitch reset
was thus not a sufficient criterion to annotate a pause).
The theoretical number of target items was N=384 (2 speaker groups * 12 speakers
* 2 stress conditions * 8 target syllables). Of these, N=360 were targetlike in the sense
that the correct target word was produced (MA bilinguals N=172, MA monolinguals
N=188). Out of these, N=251 were produced without any pauses, with the most
typical location being right after the target word.
F0 measurements are based on a handcorrected version of the fundamental frequency
contour provided by the standard pitch-tracking algorithm in Praat (Boersma & Ween-
ink 2015). Manual correction was limited to the correction of pitch-tracking errors,
such as octave jumps and the tracking of pitch in cases of phonetically voiceless seg-
ments.
For duration, measurements of target words and target vowels were taken. Vowel
duration was determined as the period of time following the initial consonant with
strong periodic energy across the second and third formant. For the segmentation of
intervocalic /r/, the onset of the /r/ was determined as the start of the (first) closure
(most /r/s were realised as either trill or tap, although there were some approximants
as well). To control for durational differences between speakers, duration was also
normalised by z-scoring target vowel duration per speaker.
Vowel quality was measured by F1 and F2 values taken at the midpoint of the vowel.
Measurements were extracted by means of the Burg method in Praat (Boersma & Ween-
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ink 2015), using a 25 ms. Gaussian window, and a 10 ms. step. All values were verified
manually, corrected where needed, or excluded where reliable formant values could
not be extracted. Results are reported on both the raw F1 and F2 values as well as on
Lobanov-normalised values. The latter were calculated with the NORM vowel normal-
isation suite (Thomas & Kendall 2007) and the R package vowels (Kendall & Thomas
2014).
Two measurements for intensity and F0 each were taken i) mean throughout the
target vowel, ii) maximum (peak) in the target vowel. As for duration, variation in
intensity and F0 between speakers was controlled for by z-scoring per speaker. To allow
for a more holistic analysis of F0 movements, phrasal F0 contours were also extracted.
This was done by means of taking F0 at 20 extraction points spaced equally per word,
with the exception of the target word for which 10 measurements were taken in each
syllable in order to be able to compare syllables directly.
Statistical analysis was performed with linear mixed-effects regression models with
the package lme4 (Bates et al. 2015) in R (R Core Team 2016). Models with the same
structure were run for each of the acoustic parameters under investigation with pre-
sumed stress status as the fixed effect of main interest and an interacting effect of group
(bilingual/monolingual). In the case of duration, pausing (present/absent) is taken into
account as an additional fixed effect. In some cases, mainly for vowel quality, models
are run on subsets of the data after the main model. To allow for potentially vary-
ing interactions with the fixed effect, random intercepts for items (target syllables or
words) and speakers were included (slopes led to overspecification). Statistical signi-
ficance was calculated by means of LRTs comparing main models with corresponding
null models that lacked the relevant fixed effect or interaction term. The R syntax of
the models that are used is given in the footnotes.
4.3 Results
4.3.1 Duration
The total number of targetlike target words was N=360, as mentioned above. Of this
number, 319 tokens actually had an initial vowel. The 41 tokens that did not were
all instances of the words sitta and sittat, which were typically produced as [sːtːə] and
[sːtːaːt]. This left only two tokens of stressed /si(tː)/, which both did have a vowel,
and no matching instances of unstressed /si(tː)/ that had a vowel. This syllable was
therefore also excluded from the statistical analysis (tokens with a vowel are however
included for reference in the figures). The remaining set of N=317 tokens was then
submitted to further analysis.
During annotation, differences appeared to exist between stressed and unstressed
tokens of the syllables si and su, in the sense that the stressed versions of these syllables
had long, dynamic vowels, whereas the unstressed ones had shorter, steady-state only
vowels. An explanation for this observation might be found in the segmental make-up
of the word pairs involved. In the target words in which these syllables are stressed
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(sira and sura), there is a high vowel followed by [r] or [rˤ]. This rhotic considerably
affected the preceding vowel formant structure and resulted in a longer vocalic portion
than in the unstressed counterparts sinat and sudan, which had steady-state only initial
vowels (note that the other target syllables followed by /r/, i.e. mu and ma in murra
[mərːa] and marra [mərˤːa], respectively, are much shorter, but the target vowel in
these cases is central rather than high). This is a known effect: Pre-/r/ lengthening
of high vowels preceding rhotics is also observed in other languages, including Dutch
(Rietveld, Kerkhoff & Gussenhoven 2004). In an attempt to neutralise these segmental
effects, vowel duration was re-extracted using only the steady-state portion of the vowel.
The analysis below is based on this shorter vowel duration.5
Figure 4.2: Absolute duration (ms) of vowels, per syllable, as a function of status
(stressed/unstressed). Lines link productions by the same speaker, large
dots represent mean per syllable.
Figure 4.2 shows the distribution of absolute vowel duration, for each syllable separ-
ately and pooled across the groups. Firstly, there was no main effect of pause (present
or not) on any of the duration measures (for absolute vowel duration, LRT: χ2(1)=1.73,
p=0.18).6 The interaction between stress and group was significant only for z-scored
syllable duration (LRT: χ2(1)=4.46, p=0.03).7 Since none of the other three duration
measures (absolute syllable duration, and absolute/z-scored vowel duration) were sig-
nificant this effect will not be further considered. There was, however, a main effect
of stress on vowel duration (z-scored and absolute), although the predicted difference
involves ‘stressed’ vowels being 3 ms. shorter than ‘unstressed’ ones (LRT: χ2(1)=4.70,
5Analysis was performed on the longer vowel duration measurements too, with the result of a significant
length difference between stressed and unstressed syllables. This effect disappeared entirely when
tokens of si and su were excluded.
6duration (syllable/vowel, absolute/z-scored) ∼pause + stress * group + (1|speaker) + (1|syllable)
7Same models as above, with model comparison of stress + group versus stress * group
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p=0.03).8 This change is not in the expected direction if stress is considered to equal
enhancement, but more importantly a change of 3 ms. on an average vowel duration
of around 77 ms. does not reflect a meaningful change even if statistically significant.
Figure 4.3: Absolute duration (ms) of vowels, per speaker, as a function of status
(stressed/unstressed), tokens of si and su excluded. Lines link productions
of the same vowel, large dots represent mean per speaker.
In short, both the statistics and the above observations suggest that there is no evid-
ence to support an interpretation in terms of stress-induced vowel or syllable length-
ening in MA across the board. To confirm that there are also no individual speakers
who produce consistent durational enhancement of stressed vowels, Figure 4.3 shows
speaker-specific behaviour (tokens of si and su are removed). Unstressed and stressed
tokens of the same syllable are connected by lines (e.g. unstressed mu in mukat and
stressed mu in muka. The varying direction of these lines for almost all speakers, and
the large overlap between the presumed stressed and unstressed categories within each
speaker, indicates that speakers did not systematically differentiate between stressed
and unstressed vowels in terms of duration.
In sum, most syllables do not exhibit durational enhancement under presumed stress,
and speaker-specific results confirm that in addition to an overall distinction, individual
speakers also do not differentiate consistently between stressed and unstressed vowels
in terms of duration.
4.3.2 Vowel quality
Vowel quality was measured by F1 and F2 on the same subset of target words that had
an initial vowel as above, but includes the vowels in sitta for reference in the graphs
(N=319). As with duration, they are excluded from the statistical models. Of these,
8duration (syllable/vowel, absolute/z-scored) ∼pause + stress + group + (1|speaker) + (1|syllable)
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formants could not be retrieved for N=15 items, resulting in N=304 left for further
analysis. Given the aforementioned observations about formant transitions preceding
/r/ in target words sira and sura, formant measurements for these particular words
were taken in the middle of the initial, steady-state part of the vowel (rather than at
the midpoint of the vowel as a whole, as was the case for the other target words).
There was no interaction of speaker group with stress (LRT: χ2(1)=1.18, p=0.27).9
There was also no main effect of group (LRT: χ2(1)=2.4, p=0.11).10
Figure 4.4: Mean formant values (Lobanov-normalised) for N=304 target vowels, el-
lipses indicate 1 SD.
Figure 4.4 shows the stressed and unstressed vowels within a Lobanov-normalised
vowel space. Firstly, there is a high degree of overlap for several matched syllable
pairs: i) sada∼sadat, ii) bashar∼bashart, iii) marra ∼marrart, and iv) muka∼mukat.
On the other hand, there is an obvious separation between stressed/unstressed vow-
els in syllables si and su. This is confirmed statistically with stressed si having higher
F1 (LRT: χ2(1)=5.20, p=0.02) and lower F2 (LRT: χ2(1)=61.19, p<0.001), and su
also having higher F1 and lower F2 when stressed (LRTs: χ2(1)=51.8, p<0.001, and
χ2(1)=30.25, p<0.001, respectively).11 This effect persisted despite the effort to meas-
ure vowel quality in the steady-state portion of the vowel which presumably is less in-
fluenced by coarticulation than the exact midpoint. I will return to this finding below.
More surprising, perhaps, is the degree of overlap between the initial vowel in the
word pair murra∼murrin and with the initial vowel in marra∼marrart. This overlap
indicates that speakers produce a vowel similar to phonological /a/ (which is phonet-
ically close to [ɑ]) in both cases. On the one hand, it is possible that some speakers
indeed produced the same phonological vowel in marra and murra, since there was no
9Lobanov-normalised F1/F2 ∼stress * group + (1|speaker) + (1|syllable)
10Lobanov-normalised F1/F2 ∼stress + group + (1|speaker) + (1|syllable)
11Lobanov-normalised F1/F2 ∼stress + (1|speaker)
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Figure 4.5: All individual tokens of target vowels for the 4 syllables mu(rː), sa, si and
su, with lines linking individual speakers’ stressed/unstressed renditions of
the same vowel. Lobanov-normalised values.
vowel diacritic in the written stimuli, and this is confirmed by auditory impressions.
On the the other hand, irrespective of the phonological or phonetic status of the vowel,
it is clear that stress status does not result in clear differences betweenmembers of either
of these vowel pairs. For murra∼murrin, stress status did have some effect, with lower
F2 when the syllable is stressed (LRT: χ2(1)=12.36, p<0.001).12
Finally, differences were found between stressed and unstressed sa, with stressed
sa having higher F1 (LRT: χ2(1)=12.87, p<0.001) and lower F2 (LRT: χ2(1)=6.0,
p=0.01).13 For none of the other syllable comparisons were there significant differ-
ences between stressed and unstressed vowel F1 and F2.
Figure 4.5 allows for a closer examination of the four vowel pairs that appear to differ
as a function of stress. Individual speakers consistently differentiate the stressed from
unstressed vowels in sira∼sinat and in sura∼sudan, which confirms that this is a robust
effect that needs explanation.
The differences between the non-high vowels /a/ in sada∼sadat and /u/ (realised
as [ɑ]) in murra∼murrin seem to be of a different kind. In murra∼murrin, most of the
effect seems to be carried by a small number of speakers. Additionally, the fact that this
difference concerns a front/backness distinction might be explained away by appealing
to coarticulation with the following vowel. Unstressed /u/ in murrin is followed by a
12Lobanov-normalised F1/F2 ∼stress + (1|speaker)
13Lobanov-normalised F1/F2 ∼stress + (1|speaker)
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high front vowel, which might result in its raised F2 values compared to stressed /u/ in
murra, which is followed by a low or centralised vowel. The great degree of between-
group overlap for the target vowels in sada∼sadat however requires closer scrutiny.
While averages suggest that stressed /a/ had 41 Hz higher F1 values and 40 Hz lower
F2 values than its unstressed counterpart, the variation among speakers is high, with
some speakers producing the reverse pattern from others (i.e. a number of male speakers
producing higher F2 in stressed syllables). Whatever differences there are, they are not
robust across speakers. I take this to mean that any significant differences between
stressed and unstressed sa should not be interpreted as meaningful, as all speakers are
not comparable in their behaviour (compare with speakers’ more uniform behaviour
with respect to si and su).
For these high vowels /i/ and /u/, the pattern of higher F1 and lower F2 for the
unstressed member is reminiscent of the effect of pharyngealisation, which typically
occurs due to a preceding pharyngealised (emphatic) consonant (Al-Tamimi 2017). The
present stimuli did not contain pharyngealised consonants.14 A potential explanation
for the effect on F1 and F2 is anticipatory coarticulation with /r/, which follows both
stressed vowels (in sira and sura) but not the unstressed ones (in sinat and sudan).
In sum, for three out of seven syllable pairs (excluding the eighth syllable si(tː)) there
were no F1 and F2 differences between stressed and unstressed vowels. For the other
four, I argued that any apparent effects of stress on formant values could be explained
by coarticulation effects. These results together do not provide evidence to support the
hypothesis that vowel quality reliably distinguishes between ‘stressed’ and ‘unstressed’
syllables.
4.3.3 Intensity
Again, there was no interaction between stress and group (among the four models,
the one closest to significance was the one for z-scored peak value, LRT: χ2(1)=1.51,
p=0.21).15 In the models with absolute values, there is a main effect of group, with
monolinguals producing higher intensity (e.g. for peak intensity, LRT: χ2(1)=5.65,
p=0.02).16. This difference is not reproduced in the models used z-scored values
(e.g. for peak intensity, LRT: χ2(1)=0.16, p=0.68).17 Even if monolinguals gener-
ally produce speech that results in increased loudness (which is by no means to be
concluded from these findings alone), the lack of an interaction with stress means that
it has little consequence for the present experiment. Group variability (or, at a more
essential level, speaker variability) in intensity patterns is to be expected anyway, and
14While both pharyngealised [sˤuːrə] and non-pharyngealised [suːrə] are real Arabic words, the stimuli
were presented in written Arabic which uses different letters for these sounds so that it was clear that
the intended word was [suːrə] not [sˤuːrə]). [sˤiːrə] moreover is not a real word as opposed to [siːrə].
All in all it is unlikely that pharyngealisation is the real explanation of the identical effect in both word
pairs.
15intensity (mean/peak, absolute/z-scored) ∼group * stress + (1|speaker) + (1|syllable)
16intensity (mean/peak, absolute) ∼group + stress + (1|speaker) + (1|syllable)
17intensity (mean/peak, z-scored) ∼group + stress + (1|speaker) + (1|syllable)
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will simply have to be taken into account in any further models.
Figure 4.6: Peak intensity (dB) of vowels, per speaker, as a function of status
(stressed/unstressed), tokens of si and su excluded. Lines link productions
by the same speaker, large dots represent mean per syllable.
Figure 4.7: Peak intensity (dB) of vowels, per speaker, as a function of status
(stressed/unstressed), tokens of si and su excluded. Lines link productions
of the same vowel, large dots represent mean per speaker.
More interestingly, perhaps, there was also a significant main effect of stress on
the intensity of a vowel in all of the models (e.g. for z-scored peak intensity, LRT:
χ2(1)=29.00, p < 0.001).18 Once the stressed/unstressed members of a given vowel
18intensity (mean/peak, absolute/z-scored) ∼group + stress + (1|speaker) + (1|syllable)
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pair are visualised, however, as in Figure 4.6, it appears that this effect is mainly carried
by the syllables si and su. Without these syllables, the significance disappears (e.g. for
z-scored peak intensity, LRT: χ2(1)=1.69, p=0.19). This particular difference can eas-
ily be interpreted not as a correlate of stress, but rather as a side-effect of the formant
transition to /r/ in sira and sura, which causes an increase in sonority at the end of the
vowel relative to the unstressed member.
A depiction of individual speakers’ behaviour provides further evidence against the
hypothesis that presumed stressed syllables are enhanced. As can be seen in Figure 4.7,
most speakers do not clearly differentiate between stressed and unstressed vowels in
terms of intensity, reflected by the varying directions of the lines that link unstressed
and stressed members of a syllable pair. While there are a few speakers that do seem
to mark stressed syllables more consistently with higher intensity (bilinguals f6 and
m6), there is no overall trend towards a separation between stressed and unstressed
syllables.
One final aspect of the possible link between stress and (enhanced) intensity was
considered, by comparing the peak intensity in the target (initial) vowel compared to
that of the second vowel in the word. The possibility exists that any intensity asymmetry
between the initial and final syllable is augmented in cases where the first syllable is
stressed. Accordingly, the intensity differential between the target and second vowel
was calculated for the three word pairs bashar∼bashart, marra∼marrart and muka∼
mukat. These word pairs each have an initial and final vowel that stays constant across
stress conditions (i.e. only the coda changes in the second syllable). Figure 4.8 shows
the peak energy differential (first minus second vowel) as a function of the status of the
first vowel (stressed versus unstressed).
Figure 4.8: Intensity differential between initial and second syllable as a function of
initial syllable status (stressed/unstressed). Data subset consisting of the
three syllables ba, ma and mu(k).
Differences can observed here between the word pairs but not as a function of stress,
i.e.within word pairs. For example, for ba in bashar∼bashart, the initial vowel almost
always has higher intensity than the second, reflected by positive values for the differ-
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ence in both the stressed and unstressed conditions. The reverse is true for mu in muka
∼mukat.
The absence of a consistent effect as a function of stress in these cases lends further
credibility to the above results that also failed to reveal consistent stress-related differ-
ences in intensity between syllables.
4.3.4 F0
In this section I will first report on the global F0 contours characterising the utterances
in which target words were embedded. After this I will take a look at static scaling
properties of the F0 contours in terms of mean and peak measurements in target vowels.
As described in Section 4.2.4, global contours were normalised for syllable duration.
The syllable boundary is taken to be the onset of the second consonant, which occurred
in intervocalic position, the exceptions being sitta∼sittat, which, as mentioned previ-
ously, were typically realised as [sːtːə]∼[sːtːaːt]. In order to facilitate the comparison,
the onset of the geminate /tː/ was taken to be the syllable boundary in these words.
Figure 4.9: Phrasal intonation contours (averaged and normalised for duration) across
N=251 target utterances without pauses, male contours (bottom white and
black lines) and female contours (top black and white lines) separated.
Figure 4.9 shows time-normalised mean contours for all utterances in which target
words were not followed (or preceded) by a pause (N=251, as described above). A first
observation is that the part of the contour that occurs on the target word is similar in
all contexts, suggesting that there is no obvious effect of stress on the F0 characteristics
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of target words. It is at least expected that the words in this dataset are not subject
to postlexical prominence marking, as they occurred in postfocal position, and at first
sight this is confirmed here. Nevertheless, there is one unexpected visual difference
between female and male speaker behaviour, for at least one syllable pair: The male-
speaker contour for unstressed mu in mukat (white) is realised at a higher level than
stressed mu in muka (black), while the female contour shows the opposite pattern. This
observation led to the inclusion of random slopes for the interaction of stress with
participant sex in the statistical models discussed below.
It can also be observed that target words exhibit a small rise at their right edge, or
somewhere on the second syllable in general, and there are several possible explana-
tions for this. One theoretical possibility, namely that the pitch movement represents
postlexical prominence, is unlikely given the focus structure of the phrase as just men-
tioned. Another is that the higher pitch on word-final syllables is in fact a marker of
word-final stress. I will return to this possibility below. A more likely possibility is that
the rise represents an edge-marking tonal event, rather than a prominence-marking
event, given that they occurrence in a context where the target words are postfocal and
given. In this case, the observed patterns would highlight the difficulty in obtaining
pitch-neutral stimuli despite careful experimental design.
In the present experiment target syllables are word-initial and thus do not themselves
carry this rise. It would have been problematic, however, if some target syllables had
been word-final and others occurred in non-final position (as in fact in the stress exper-
iment conducted for TB in Chapter 3), as this would have implied that final syllables
are distinct from initial ones by virtue of the rise in the form of a positional effect. This
brings me to some of Boudlal’s (2001) results. As mentioned in Section 4.1.1.1, Boud-
lal proposes that stress targets the final syllable in cases where a word is produced in
isolation, while stress may be elsewhere in sentence context. Given that his words in
isolation were produced in a list, it is not surprising that these words were produced
with what looks like a continuation rise, see Figure 4.10, so that all target words were
characterised by high pitch in the final syllable. Therefore, what Boudlal (2001) con-
siders an effect of stress rather seems to be a positional difference, and high final pitch
in this context should not be interpreted as a correlate of stress.
Figure 4.10: Example F0 contour on word in isolation, from Boudlal (2001: 346).
In the present case, it cannot be concluded for certain that the pitch event is edge-
marking rather than serving the purpose of (lexical stress) prominence marking. For
the purpose of this experiment, the presence of a consistent prosodic event on the final
syllable, irrespective of its actual nature, cannot be considered evidence in favour of the
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view that stress is weight-sensitive and variable between penultimate and final position.
Returning to the experimental question about correlates of stress in MA as conceived
of by Benkirane: The most important aspect for present purposes is that these target
(initial) syllables are comparable in terms of their pitch properties, and they seem to
be.
Several static measures of target vowels were taken (N=315), in the form of peak
and mean F0 (in ST), and as before models were run on both absolute and z-scored
values. Pausing is included in these models as a fixed effect. Firstly, there was no
interaction between pausing and stress (e.g. for absolute peak values, LRT: χ2(1)=1.54,
p=0.21).19 There was also no main effect of the presence of a pause on the F0 values
of target vowels (LRT: χ2(1)=0.68, p=0.17).20
There was however an interaction between group and stress status. In bilingual speak-
ers, stressed vowels had F0 values that were around 1 ST higher than unstressed syl-
lables, whereas the effect was less pronounced in monolingual speakers, who exhibited
a difference of 0.6 ST (the ‘least’ significant was z-scored mean F0, LRT: χ2(1)=3.86,
p=0.05).21 The general effect therefore is one of slightly increased F0 on the stressed
syllables. Figure 4.11 shows the mean F0 values for the N=315 target vowels for which
pitch was correctly retrieved.
Figure 4.11: Mean F0 (ST) of vowels, per syllable, as a function of status
(stressed/unstressed). Lines link productions by the same speaker, large
dots represent mean per syllable.
Similarly to the F0 differences in the case of the experiment on Tashlhiyt (Chapter 3),
predicted differences of the above-mentioned magnitude might not represent perceptu-
ally ‘robust’ enhancement, as differences of 1 ST to be an absolute minimum in order
for listeners to distinguish dynamic pitch movements. Nevertheless, a difference exists,
19F0 (mean/peak, absolute/z-scored) ∼pause * stress + stress * group + (1|speaker) + (1|syllable)
20F0 (mean/peak, absolute/z-scored) ∼pause + stress * group + (1|speaker) + (1|syllable)
21F0 (mean/peak, absolute/z-scored) ∼pause + stress * group + (1|speaker) + (1|syllable)
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and it might be enlightening to investigate speaker-specific behaviour with respect to
F0 as a possible correlate of stress in MA.
Figure 4.12: Mean F0 (ST) of vowels, per speaker, as a function of status
(stressed/unstressed). Lines link productions of the same vowel, large dots
represent mean per speaker.
Figure 4.12 shows that about half of the speakers consistently produce higher peaks
F0 on ‘stressed’ syllables, including almost all bilingual female speakers, as well as
monolingual f2 and perhaps several others. These bilingual speakers thus appear to
carry much of the effect for the bilingual group according to which stressed syllables
are produced with increased F0. The remaining speakers display the otherwise familiar
pattern of making no consistent distinction between stressed and unstressed vowels.
It follows that, while there is a statistical effect of enhanced F0 on stressed syllables
in MA, this effect is not a very robust acoustic correlate, neither in terms of the scale
of the difference (involving no more than 1 ST) nor in terms of being observed reliably
across the speaker population.
4.4 Discussion
For none of the acoustic correlates discussed in this chapter (duration, vowel quality,
intensity and F0) were there convincing differences between presumed stressed and
unstressed syllables. In order to conclude that stressed syllables stand out acoustic-
ally, there would have to be consistent differences across the board. More concretely:
A lexicon-wide effect with acoustic enhancement of stressed positions would require
stressed syllable members to stand out from unstressed ones in most if not all words.
In the present experiment, the only (marginally) consistent differences were found for
the stressed and unstressed counterparts of the syllables si and su. The differences
in duration and intensity however could be attributed to segmental-contextual effects.
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Vowel quality in these syllable pairs was also different between stressed and unstressed
members, but not in the expected direction, requiring an explanation in terms of coar-
ticulation rather than stress status. In short, any acoustic differences in general are best
interpreted as parasitic on this vowel difference.
Across the board, it is crucial to note that no acoustic parameter was used consistently
across syllable pairs to mark the distinction between stressed and unstressed syllables,
and no syllable was consistently enhanced by multiple acoustic parameters. Addition-
ally, for the differentiation of stressed and unstressed syllables to be robust, individual
speakers would be expected to systematically cue this distinction. In this experiment,
no speaker made a consistent distinction (either using multiple cues to enhance stressed
syllables, or using a single cue consistently), which suggests that speakers do not pro-
duce two acoustically distinct phonological categories ‘stressed’ and ‘unstressed’.
While the present findings can thus not be considered to provide evidence in favour
of the existence of lexical stress, they also cannot be taken to provide evidence against
it. This is a problem inherent to null results, but it is augmented further by the fact that
even if MA lacks lexical stress as envisaged by Benkirane (1998), lexical stress could
still, potentially, be captured by appealing to another stress rule. One other testable
prediction about stress that has been brought forward is the one that considers stress
to be final, irrespective of syllable weight (see Section 4.1.1.1). In order to test this
prediction, a different experimental set-up would be needed, where the stimuli should
contain identical syllables contrasted in a presumed stressed position and in a presumed
unstressed position. This could for example involve stimuli such as the following non-
words /daˈba/∼/baˈka/, in which the target syllable ba could be compared in final
(stressed) and in non-final (unstressed) position. Whether this stress rule is correct,
however, is somewhat doubtful: To my knowledge there is no concrete evidence that
suggests that MA has a stress-by-position system.
Returning to the present null results, in the context of past and present work these
appear to be best interpreted as accurately reflecting a situation in which MA lacks lex-
ical stress, as they are in fact compatible with multiple additional observations. Firstly,
native speakers have shown varied judgments on stress position in MA and there is
a century-long disagreement among scholars on the proper representation of stress.
Clearly, the concept of stress in MA is an elusive notion, which is already a good indica-
tion that it might not play much of a role in the phonology of the language. The second
observation has to do with the intonational phonology of MA and the generally held
assumption that stressed syllables serve as docking sites for postlexical pitch accents.
In an experiment conducted by Yeou, Embarki & Al-Maqtari (2007), in which specific
words in read sentences were contrastively focused, MA displayed somewhat different
patterns from Kuwaiti and Yemeni Arabic (varieties that uncontroversially have stress).
Specifically, the intonational movement accompanying the relevant words was not as
closely tied to the presumed stressed syllable in MA as it was in the other varieties.22
22The authors do not indicate how they decided on the position of stress, but it seems that they took
syllables with long vowels to be stressed. Vowels that were long according to their transcription
occurred in penultimate position (/CVː.CV/) or in closed syllables in final position (/CV.CVːC/), so
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Typically, intonational movements that have a prominence-lending function (e.g. pitch
accents used to signal contrastive focus) tend to be localised movements closely aligned
with stressed syllables, as also seems to be the case in Kuwaiti and Yemeni. It is inter-
esting that the same is not true for Moroccan Arabic, as this behaviour is very much
compatible with the idea that stress really is absent. Chapter 7 will address the inter-
pretation of intonational movements in MA in more detail.
In sum, the present findings, reflecting an absence of consistent acoustic enhancement
of presumed stressed syllables, seem valid null results.
4.5 Summary and conclusion
This chapter investigated correlates of lexical stress in Moroccan Arabic by contrast-
ing presumed stressed syllables with unstressed ones, according to a dominant view on
word stress in Moroccan Arabic (Benkirane 1998). According to this view, the penultim-
ate syllable of a word is stressed, unless the final syllable is heavy, in which case stress
is final. The results from the experiment reported here could not provide evidence in
favour of acoustic enhancement of ‘stressed’ syllables according to this rule: Except-
ing a few differences that could be explained by other factors, acoustic properties of
stressed syllables did not consistently differ from those found in unstressed counter-
parts, in terms of either duration, vowel quality, intensity or F0. This lack of consistent
enhancement was observed across the board. Specifically, effects were absent for most
syllable comparisons (indicating that the effect does not hold across the lexicon), and
systematic effects were also absent for individual speakers (indicating that speakers do
not have separate realisational categories for stressed/unstressed syllables).
While the present null findings cannot be directly interpreted as providing evidence
in favour of the opposite claim, namely that Moroccan Arabic lacks lexical stress, the
synthesis of the present results with evidence from other sources points strongly to-
wards an interpretation in which lexical stress does not play a large role, if any, in
the phonology of the language. In conclusion, the results in the present chapter are
compatible with an absence of lexical stress in Moroccan Arabic.
that their understanding of stress for these words at least matches Benkirane’s (1998) predictions.
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Part III
Postlexical prominence production
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5 Prominence in question word
interrogatives
5.1 Introduction
5.1.1 Preliminaries
One of the aims of this thesis is to characterise the nature of prosodic prominence at the
postlexical level in Tashlhiyt Berber and Moroccan Arabic. This question is addressed
experimentally for the intonational marking of question words (qwords) in the follow-
ing two chapters. The present chapter serves to motivate why specifically question
words (or wh-words) form a good testing ground for the investigation of postlexical
prosodic prominence.
The intonation of questions in general has a long research history, but most of this
work has been concerned with one aspect of question intonation only, namely the right-
edge-marking of yes/no questions. As I will go on to show, qword questions have
received comparatively little attention. In particular, a detailed review of the prosodic
prominence of qwords is so far noticeably absent, a situation that the second part of
this chapter seeks to remedy (Section 5.3).
In stark contrast to the situation for intonation is the amount of work dedicated to
the syntactic and semantic properties of qword questions, which have been investig-
ated in great detail both crosslinguistically and for many individual languages. One
particularly interesting discussion concerns the structural or inherent prominence of
qwords, which is sometimes referred to directly in terms of focus (see Section 5.2.2.2).
Syntactically, the prominence of qwords comes about through syntactic movement (at
least in approaches that stipulate movement), with qwords often considered to move
to (or occur in) a specific position that allows for their intended interpretation. Se-
mantically, the prominence of qwords follows from their contribution to interrogative
meaning. Finally, some aspects of qwords’ (morpho-)syntactic behaviour also suggest
that qwords are similar to focused constituents.
In reviewing the various aspects of qword interrogative structure, I will also discuss
one of the more puzzling observations about the correspondence between the structural
(non-prosodic) and prosodic prominence of qwords. Specifically, the observation has
been made that the two types of prominence do not coincide in English, as qwords
are not typically the words with the highest degree of phrasal prosodic prominence
(i.e. they do not tend to get the nuclear accent). In many other languages, however,
qwords in interrogatives are consistently the most prominent words in the phrase. Un-
fortunately, the facts of English have for a long time confused researchers. In the next
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sections, I will show that this presumed mismatch between structural and prosodic
prominence is not very pervasive crosslinguistically.
5.1.2 Overview of chapter
In this chapter I make a distinction between aspects of qword interrogatives that can be
allocated to non-phonological linguistic structure (syntax, semantics and pragmatics),
and those that are prosodic–phonological. The non-phonological aspects will be dis-
cussed in the next section, 5.2, where I give a brief overview of insights from syntactic,
semantic and pragmatic literature. The prosodic-phonological aspects of structure will
be discussed in the subsequent section, 5.3. This section is divided into two parts match-
ing the division found in past research (which incidentally is also a distinction that lies
at the heart of AM analyses of intonation), namely between edge-marking (Section
5.3.1) and prominence-marking (Section 5.3.2). The discussion of the prosodic- and
prominence-marking of qwords crosslinguistically (Section 5.3.2) is based on all the
sources known to me at the time of writing. The sources can be subdivided into exper-
imental and descriptive studies:
• Experimental studies (Section 5.3.2.1): This set includes the few works that ex-
plicitly investigate prosodic properties of qwords with some quantitative aspect
beyond mere listing or description of intonation patterns. Claims in these works
are based on well-described datasets involving data from multiple speakers.
• Descriptive studies (Section 5.3.2.2): This set contains all other resources, includ-
ing i) general descriptions of intonational systems with a few single examples
of qword contours (most contributions in Jun’s Prosodic Typology volumes (Jun
2005c, 2014b), and in Hirst & Di Cristo’s (1998) Intonation Systems), ii) more
elaborate descriptions of qword interrogatives in specific languages that do not
provide detailed information about the actual data (e.g. Varga 2002) or make
little attempt to quantify patterns (e.g. Frota 2002).
Following a discussion of the inventory of prosodic patterns that may be used cross-
linguistically in the marking of qwords, I will finish this chapter by raising some general
questions about qword prominence that will be answered for Tashlhiyt Berber and Mo-
roccan Arabic in the following chapters.
5.2 Syntax, semantics and pragmatics
Syntactic, semantic and pragmatic aspects of qword interrogatives are closely inter-
twined. In discussing them as separate aspects of linguistic structure I do not wish to
suggest that a clear division of labour between these linguistic domains is always jus-
tified, especially when it comes to focus. In the next few sections I will nevertheless
separately review a few insights from the different fields before moving on to what
links them all together in Section 5.2.2.2 on focus.
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5.2.1 Syntax
A large amount of work in syntax has been concerned with characterising the phrasal
positions in which qwords may occur in different languages. There seems to be a con-
sensus on the types of patterns that exist crosslinguistically, which can be allocated to
roughly two types of structural behaviour (Chomsky 1995: 68; Dik 1997b) (but see
discussion below on whether there might in fact be three groups):
Type 1 Languages in which qwords in interrogatives are found at (or close to) the left
edge of the phrase;
Type 2 Languages in which qwords are found in the same position as corresponding
non-qword constituents (‘in-situ’ in frameworks that presuppose syntactic move-
ment)
Type 1 covers many languages, some 70% of the world’s languages according to Dik
(1997b: 283) (although no details are given to substantiate this claim).1 Depending
on the definition, this group of languages may include those that front all qwords in
multiple qword questions, as in Slavic, as well as languages like English, in which one
qword only is fronted.
Considering only questions with a single qword, the Type 1 group includes most Indo-
European languages as well as varieties of Berber and Arabic. An example illustrating
the canonical phrase-initial position for qwords in Tashlhiyt is given in (1). A typical
declarative, as in (2), has the object(s) corresponding to the qword ‘what’ in post-verbal
position2
(1) ma
what
rad
fut
za
then
n-skr
1pl-do.aor
ɣila
now
?
?
‘What are we going to do now?’
(2) rad
fut
n-skr
1pl-do.aor
tizːwa
bees
aɣjul
donkey
tagant
forest
‘We’ll do the bees, the donkey, (and then) the forest.’
Type 2 covers languages such as Mongolian, Japanese, Chinese and Korean, where
the qword occurs in the same position as the matching constituent in the corresponding
declarative. Compare (3) and (4), based on Cheng 2003: 103):
(3) Hufei
Hufei
mai-le
buy-pfv
shenme
what
‘What did Hufei buy?’
1In fact, the 70% represents those languages that are ‘Q-focus’ in his definition, a category which also
includes discourse-configurational languages that may have a focus position that is not phrase-initial.
2Examples are taken frommap task interactions available online as part of the CoTaSS corpus (Bruggeman
& Roettger 2017).
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(4) Hufei
Hufei
mai-le
buy-pfv
shu
book
‘Hufei bought a book.’
Finally, there are languages not subsumed in either one of these categories because
they seem to allow qwords in multiple positions, such as Maltese (Vella 2007), and
Zulu, Malagasy, and French, which have also been called ‘optional in-situ’ languages
(Sabel & Zeller 2006). Whether these languages should be given their own category is
beyond the scope of this discussion. For present purposes it is important to note that
most languages of the Type 1 group in fact also allow qwords to occur in non-initial
position, and specifically in a position that is typical of qwords in Type 2 languages, so
that the English counterpart of (3) is also permissible, as in (5):
(5) Hufei bought what?
This utterance can still be interpreted as a direct interrogative in English, but it has a
somewhat different interpretation from a canonical question with an initial qword. In
syntactic work such questions are often relegated to the echo question category but per-
haps the better characterisation would be that non-canonical qword placement cannot
be used for out-of-the-blue questions (as isolated written examples tend to be). Corpus
studies or studies on interactional data often reveal that non-initial qwords in (what
are assumed to be) Type 1 languages occur not only as echo questions but also in other
contexts. For example, Germanic languages such as English are sometimes considered
to have a category called reference questions, as exemplified in (6) from Bartels (1997:
4):
(6) A: I just talked to him last night.
B: You talked to WHO last night?
Additionally, languages more closely related to Berber and Arabic, such as Hausa (Afro-
Asiatic, Chadic), clearly allow qwords to occur in non-initial default position (Jaggar
2006). In fact, Tashlhiyt Berber and Moroccan Arabic also allow for some variation,
based on my own observations of qword questions in daily interaction as well as in
the CoTaSS corpus (Bruggeman & Roettger 2017) and the IVAr corpus (Hellmuth &
Almbark 2017), respectively. The context in (7) exemplifies the usage of a non-initial
non-echo question in a Moroccan Arabic map task:3
(7) A: I’ve passed Bilal mosque, right?
B: You’ve passed Bilal mosque.
A: You told me to go left. Turn around and what do you see?
dur
turn
ʕlih
around
ʁajban
will
lik
see
ʃnu
what
?
‘Turn around and what do you see?’
3IVAr filename: mobi-mp2-m5m6
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B: Now, the municipal palace.
In the example above, the target question does not serve to express any of the mean-
ings that are associated with echo questions, such as surprise, disbelief or a request for
repetition of earlier-mentioned information. The question moreover elicits a simple re-
sponse that provides the information requested, which is a further indication that this
is a felicitous question at this point in the conversation.
The distinction between questions with non-initial qwords that are echo questions
and those that are not echo questions, therefore, is a fine but crucial one. Nevertheless,
the occurrence of non-initial qwords in Type 1 languages is rather uncommon, and
probably highly dependent on discourse context and pragmatics. It is further possible
that the occurrence of non-initial qwords may also depend on a range of other factors
including speech register, style, and individual speaker preferences. These are factors
that have been invoked to explain patterns of qword placement in French by Baunaz &
Patin (2009), one of the aforementioned ‘optional in-situ’ languages.
There are, in sum, two main points of interest here. Firstly, languages differ in the
syntactic slots qwords typically occupy. Secondly, within a single language, variation
in the location of qwords may be expected. Even languages with a default position
for qwords may allow for qwords occurring elsewhere in specific contexts, without
necessarily causing an echo interpretation.
5.2.2 Semantics and pragmatics
5.2.2.1 Lexical and phrase-level meaning
The semantics and pragmatics of qwords are intricately linked to discourse and phrase-
level context. The lexical meaning of qwords and their contribution to phrase-level
meaning will be discussed here, while discourse-level influence on the interpretation
of qwords will be discussed in the next section on focus.
Qwords as interrogative pronouns are often considered to be a type of indefinite
quantifier with an additional aspect of meaning (i.e. contributing to interrogativity)
which they derive as a function of their prosody and/or syntax (Krifka 2011). The
quantifier interpretation is supported by the observation that qwords in many languages
have homonyms that function as indefinite quantifiers (such as English ‘which’, which
may be either an interrogative pronoun or a relative pronoun, as in this sentence). Other
languages use homonyms of interrogative pronouns as conjunctions, such as Italian,
where a word like perché can be translated as either ‘why’, or ‘because’.
On a phrasal level, qwords may occur in direct interrogatives and in embedded ques-
tions. They can also occur in non-interrogative contexts, but on some accounts qwords
would not be considered qwords anymore when they do not contribute to interrogative
meaning. Typically, a qword that occurs in a direct interrogative helps to performs a
speech act with illocutionary force, as in (8). The meaning of direct interrogatives is
often construed as the set of answer propositions (possible or true answers) (Hagstrom
2003).
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When a qword appears in an indirect or embedded question, as in (9), the utterance
does not invite an answer, and its semantic meaning is simply that of the proposition
it denotes by itself. The semantic-pragmatic properties of qwords in such contexts
are, by consequence, rather different from those in direct interrogatives. Particularly,
they are not typically considered focused, in contrast to qwords in direct interrogatives
(cf. Krifka 2011; Song 2017).
(8) What languages do they speak in Morocco?
(9) I wonder what languages they speak in Morocco.
5.2.2.2 Discourse-level meaning: Focus
Where syntactic, semantic and pragmatic aspects of qwords come together is with re-
spect to focus. For present purposes, I adopt the definition of focus given by Lambrecht
(1994: 208), who considers focus to be “that portion of a proposition which cannot
be taken for granted at the time of speech. It is the unpredictable or pragmatically
non-recoverable element.”4 Qwords under this definition can be considered foci, as
they are typically a new element in the discourse and almost always a new element in
the phrase (cf. van der Wal 2016). Clearly, focus has much in common with notions
of (non-prosodic) prominence, since it refers to information that stands out relative to
information which is known, given, or presupposed. In order to investigate prosodic
prominence status, then, it is highly relevant whether qwords are inherently prominent
(in the non-prosodic sense), and specifically whether they should be considered focused.
I will address exactly this question in the remainder of this section.
There are multiple arguments from pragmatics and (morpho-)syntax that indicate
similarities between focused constituents and qwords, with the typical conclusion that
qwords in direct interrogatives are in fact focused constituents.
For one, the response to a qword question is widely assumed to have focus on the
constituent that provides an answer to the qword constituent (Culicover & Rochemont
1983; Rooth 1992). This correspondence between qwords and focus in the answer
is generally interpreted as meaning that qwords themselves are focused too (for an
alternative view see Erteschik-Shir 1986).
Perhaps amore convincing argument comes from discourse-configurational languages,
in which qwords are often required to occupy what is considered the structural focus
position. These are preverbal positions in Turkish (Dik 1997b), Basque (Elordieta &
Hualde 2003) and Hungarian (É. Kiss 1995), and other fixed positions in Korean (Choe
1995), Finnish (Vilkuna 1995), and various other languages (É. Kiss 1995). Further
4Another commonly used definition of focus, based on Rooth’s Alternative Semantics (Rooth 1985, 1992),
considers focus to be about alternatives: If a constituent is focused this indicates the relevance of
multiple (contrasting) alternatives to the referent of that constituent in that particular context. This
definition also lends itself less easily to accounting for the focal status of qwords.
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observations that qwords syntactically behave like foci have been made for other types
of languages, such as Type 2 languages in which qwords are like foci in terms of their
(in-)sensitivity to so-called island constraints (Hagstrom 2003: 192, Krifka 2011).
A third argument has to do with the morphological marking of qwords. Some lan-
guages that have morphological markers that attach to focused constituents use this
same marker with qwords, such as Wambon (Dik 1997a), Akan (Genzel 2013), Gungbe
(Aboh 2007), and Lɛtɛ (Akrofi Ansah 2010).
A fourth similarity between qwords and foci is that qword interrogatives often re-
semble cleft constructions (clefted constituents being focused by definition). In the
generative tradition in particular, clefts and interrogatives with an initial qword are of-
ten analysed as involving movement that is motivated by a focus feature. The structural
similarity is nevertheless also observed by functionalists (Dik 1997b: Chapter 13). Par-
ticularly relevant to this thesis is that the syntactic parallel has been observed to hold in
Moroccan Arabic (Ouhalla 1999), and in Berber varieties such as Tarifit and Tamazight
(Stoyanova 2004, and Penchoen 1973 as cited in Dik 1997b: 328f). Relevant details
will be discussed in Chapters 6 and 7.
5.2.2.3 The qword/focus correspondence
Two main views on the qword/focus correspondence can be found in the literature.
The first holds that qwords (in interrogatives) act as foci across the board, an idea that
has been called “generally assumed” (É. Kiss 1995) (see also Erteschik-Shir 1986; Dik
1997b). In a few cases it has even been explicitly stated as a universal (Horvath 1986;
Song 2017). The ‘qword=focus’ idea has however also been challenged, for example
by Büring (2012) and Erteschik-Shir (1986, 2007). It seems no accident, however, that
both authors’ counterarguments are informed primarily by English. English typically
marks focused constituents by means of intonational prominence and specifically by
means of a nuclear pitch accent. However, qwords in English do not typically receive
this nuclear accent. Qwords do however often receive some sort of postlexical promin-
ence, in the form of a prenuclear rather than a nuclear pitch accent. Both authors try
to resolve this ‘puzzle’ by stipulating that qwords therefore are not focused in English,
but this reasoning risks being circular. While it is true that foci in English can generally
be identified by intonational prominence, this is simply not always the case. This in-
validates the idea that the absence of the main prosodic prominence on qwords should
preclude a focus interpretation. Several examples can be given of contexts in which no
consistent one-to-one mapping between intonational prominence and focus is found in
English (for a full overview see Zimmermann & Onea 2011). On the hand there are
cases of ‘focus without accent’ in which focused constituents do not receive an accent
(or do not receive the main prominence-marking accent), such as:
• ‘focus ambiguity’ of phrase-final nuclear accents. This kind of accent may indicate
all-new broad focus, as well as various kinds of narrow focus including on the
single word that carries the accent;
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• second occurrence focus, where a focused constituent which has been previously
mentioned is not marked by the main pitch prominence.
Additionally, English also has non-prosodic focus strategies, such clefts and pseudo-
clefts. This can be considered another kind of focus without accent.5
On the other hand there are cases of ‘accent without focus’ in which pitch accents oc-
cur on constituents that are not necessarily focused themselves. Such accent placement
may be due to (metrical) phonological considerations or so-called focus projection (see
also Section 2.4.3.2 for a discussion of patterns of accent distribution).
The above set of arguments strongly suggests that the absence of intonational promin-
ence on a given constituent cannot alone serve as conclusive evidence against its being
focused. An alternative explanation of the typical absence of intonational prominence
on English qwords is that qwords function as non-prosodically marked foci. This op-
tion is not entertained by either of the aforementioned authors, but there is no obvious
reason why this possibility should be discarded. Firstly, qwords are a morphologic-
ally distinct group of words, which means that they could be identified as foci even
in the absence of intonational prominence (unlike, say, a random noun like ‘apple’).
Secondly, qwords are all the more distinct due to their occurrence in a specific syn-
tactic slot near the left phrasal edge, which also distinguishes them from homologous
relative pronouns.
In conclusion, it seems precipitous to require qwords to be prosodically the most
prominent in the phrase in order to qualify as foci, even in languages that usually
mark focus by means of intonational prominence.6 Ideally, there should be pragmatic
diagnostics to the focus status of a constituent, which then may or may not be supported
by intonational prominence or other grammatical markers of focus (see also Lambrecht
1994; Zimmermann & Onea 2011: 208).
In sum, the absence of prosodic prominence on a qword alone should not constitute
evidence against it being focused (in English or crosslinguistically) Taking this further,
concluding that qwords are focused by definition, might not be warranted either. The
next section will address the issues relating to generalisations about the focal status of
qwords in some more detail.
5.2.3 Crosslinguistic generalisations?
The above discussion highlights that a unified treatment of qwords crosslinguistically
is difficult at the very least. Even if there are ostensible similarities between qwords
and focused constituents in many languages, it is not clear that such patterns should
be interpreted as reflecting a universal that attributes focal status to all qwords all
languages, or even a generalisation that qwords in interrogatives always function as
5Clefted constituents often, but do not necessarily, attract intonational prominence (Bolinger 1986).
6It is moreover well-known that the presence of intonational prominence is not a crosslinguistic marker
of focus, cf. Erteschik-Shir (2007: 40): “not all languages use stress to mark the focus”.
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foci in a given language.7
An additional difficulty is that there are counterexamples to most of the previously
mentioned diagnostics to qword focus. A first one concerns the optionality of the use
of focus markers with qwords. While there are languages that consistently use the
same morphological markers for qwords and foci, as mentioned above, there are also
languages that only optionally use a focus particle with a qword, such as Hausa (Jag-
gar 2006) and Lele, Amharic and Gungbe (Aboh 2007). Aboh (2007) explicitly pro-
poses that languages may distinguish between focused and non-focused qwords, and
attributes variation to discourse context and phrasal position. A second observation
that challenges a conception of qwords as always focused is that there are discourse-
configurational languages in which the qword does not occur in the designated focus
position (at least under some analyses), such as Bulgarian and Catalan (É. Kiss 1995).
A third difficulty is that some languages allow for the clefting of qwords, including
English:
(10) What is it that they bought?
The clefting structure in (10) indicates that in this particular case, the qword is most
definitely focused, but this raises questions about non-clefted qwords in English: Are
these also focused, and if so, should this lead us to posit different kinds of qword focus?
Does it follow that there is a difference in the focal status of qwords in languages that
treat all qwords like clefts, and the status of qwords in languages that may but need not
be clefted? Concrete answers to such questions have not been proposed in the literature,
but a good explanation would likely appeal to different focus types. Zimmermann &
Onea (2011) for example suggest that the difference between in-situ and ex-situ focus
in West African languages reflects the difference between contrastive and information
focus.
5.2.4 Summary
There are many arguments from (morpho-)syntax, semantics and pragmatics that sup-
port an interpretation of qwords as inherently focused in many individual languages.
It is one step further to assume that qwords in interrogatives are by definition focused
crosslinguistically, although this is in fact a very common view. If a uniform character-
isation of qwords in terms of focus is possible at all, semantic and pragmatic arguments
are likely to be needed: A mere glance at the possible crosslinguistic patterns for the
syntactic and prosodic marking of qwords is enough to abandon hopes for a uniform
characterisation from these corners.
At this point, it has to be concluded that qwords in interrogatives cannot be con-
sidered focused by definition. Instead, qwords’ potential status as foci must be determ-
ined on a language-specific basis, and likely even on a discourse-specific basis. Given
7This question is further complicated by the variety of focus categories that have been proposed (e.g. in-
formation focus and contrastive focus), the discussion of which is beyond the scope of this chapter.
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the well-documented crosslinguistic tendency to treat interrogative qwords as foci, it
seems nevertheless reasonable to assume that qwords in any language are likely to be
focused at least some if not all of the time.
5.3 Prosodic marking of question word interrogatives
5.3.1 Right-edge marking
I take right-edge marking of interrogatives here to refer to phrasal boundary marking,
with the specific aim of reviewing the intonational marking that serves the function
of demarcation rather than prominence.8 Prominence marking will be discussed sep-
arately in the next section. For a more in-depth discussion of the distinction between
these types of prosodic marking see Section 2.4.3.2.
The abundance of literature on the prosodic marking of interrogatives has led to the
insight that yes–no questions in many languages are marked by some sort of high pitch.
This can take the form either of a localised high pitch excursion, for example a final
rise or final rise-fall near the right phrasal edge, or of more global characteristics, for
example in terms of an overall higher register for questions than for statements, or in
the form of the suspension of declination (Ultan 1978; Cruttenden 1986).9 The pros-
odic marking of yes–no questions as different from statements can in some languages be
attributed to the fact that yes–no questions are segmentally identical to statements: In
these languages there are no morpho-syntactic cues to questionhood and the burden is
on prosody to distinguish the two sentence modalities (e.g. in Italian and Greek). Most
languages however (additionally) have morpho-syntactic strategies to signal yes–no
questionhood, including the use of question particles and word order changes. Lan-
guages that use such strategies often still allow for phrases with declarative word order
to function as yes–no interrogatives by virtue of intonation only. These are sometimes
called ‘declarative questions’ to distinguish them from morpho-syntactically cued yes–
no questions.
The prosodic marking of qword questions, on the other hand, has not been subject
to the same amount of crosslinguistic scrutiny, although some general observations
have been made in the literature. For example, qword questions, in contrast to yes–no
questions, seem often to be marked by some kind of low pitch at their right phrasal edge
(Bolinger 1978; Ultan 1978 as cited in Cruttenden 1986). This observation has been
confirmed by several experimental studies: Sosa (2003), Willis (2007) and Henriksen
(2014) for in total six different varieties of Spanish; Varga (2002) for Hungarian; Frota
(2002) for Portuguese; Hirschberg (2000) for American English; and Grice, Baumann &
8Admittedly, this is a somewhat simplified approach: Right edge marking in the literature often refers
to ‘nuclear contours’, which consist of the nuclear pitch accent followed by boundary tones at the
right edge of the phrase, in which case at least part of this right-edge marking could be considered
prominence marking.
9Even if some form of ‘high pitch’ is commonly attested in yes–no questions crosslinguistically, it is by no
means claimed to be the only pattern. For more detailed discussion of right-edge marking in different
contexts and in different languages, see e.g. Michalsky (2017: Ch.2.1.1) and Haan (2002).
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Benzmülller (2005) for German. Most of these languages also have qword questions in
which the right edge is high or rising, although this is less commonly attested than low
pitch. High pitch additionally seems more restricted in its occurrence than final low
pitch, being pragmatically or socially conditioned by specific interactional contexts or
speech style, or even phonologically conditioned by segmental structure (Bartels 1997;
Frota 2002).
An explanation for the different amount of attention yes–no and qword questions
have received might take into account the structural differences between the two types
of questions. In contrast to yes–no questions, qword questions are by definition lexically
and/or morphologically differentiated from statements. This follows from the use of an
interrogative pronoun, which moreover often occurs in phrase-initial position, which
leaves little uncertainty about the modality of the phrase.10 There is therefore no real
need for prosody in qword interrogatives to mark sentence modality the way it does
in yes–no interrogatives. Accordingly, it is perhaps the prominence marking, rather
than the edge marking within qword questions, which is more interesting to compare
crosslinguistically. So far prominence marking of questions has received little mention
in the literature, and I will therefore use the next section to provide an overview of
crosslinguistic patterns of qword intonational prominence.
5.3.2 Question word marking
In Chapter 2 it was argued that postlexical prominence could be conceived of as the
categorical presence or absence of a pitch accent (which by definition associates with
a lexically stressed syllable). In the next few sections, I will describe the crosslinguistic
prosodic marking of qwords as neutrally as possible, in terms of surface pitch promin-
ence patterns rather than in terms of analytical concepts such as pitch accents. This also
serves to facilitate the comparison between languages, as some of the languages that
are discussed (Tamil, Korean, Mongolian) lack lexical stress and their pitch patterns are
not analysed in terms of pitch accents in the original sources.
Section 5.3.2.1 deals with experimental studies, whereas Section 5.3.2.2 deals with
the more descriptive studies of qword interrogative marking.
5.3.2.1 Experimental studies
The criteria for the inclusion of a study in this section were the following: The work
needs to investigate qword prosody by means of an analysis that involves some quant-
itative element, and should be based on data from at least two speakers. Using these
basic criteria, experimental studies investigating the intonation of qword interrogatives
are nevertheless surprisingly rare. Collapsing across varieties of a single language, they
cover six languages only: Spanish, Maltese, Greek, Dutch, Tamil and Korean. The or-
der in which I will present the results from these studies is regionally informed, with
10Korean forms an exception, as interrogative pronouns in this language are homologous to indefinite
pronouns, and interrogative pronouns in qword questions occur in the same position as indefinite
pronouns in declaratives.
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first the discussion of European languages, then Tamil and finally Korean. The studies
involve varying numbers of speakers, ranging from 2 to 10. Most studies had a similar
set-up, with speakers reading out scripted questions following a prompting context.
In the experiments on European languages, qwords occurred in phrase-initial pos-
ition, with only Maltese also allowing for qwords in other positions. The qword in
all these languages is typically marked with the highest pitch or the most extreme
pitch excursion (rising towards a peak) in the phrase: This holds for Manchego Spanish
and Peninsular Spanish (Henriksen 2014 and Prieto 2004, respectively); Maltese (Vella
2007; Grice, Vella & Bruggeman 2019); Greek (Arvaniti & Ladd 2009); and Dutch (Haan
2002). Among these, Dutch exhibited the most variable patterns: In 15% of qword in-
terrogatives (28 of 185 cases), the qword did not receive the main pitch prominence
in the phrase. This means that even for the least consistent language, the qword was
in fact the most prominent in the vast majority of cases (85%). For all languages, the
intonation contour typically dropped right after the qword-related maximum and lacks
further prominence-marking pitch events. In some cases (the Dutch study and both
studies on Spanish) contour variants are observed where the high pitch in the vicinity
of the qword has the form of a plateau that extends beyond the right edge of the qword.
In Tamil, a comparable pattern for qword prominence is observed (Keane 2006a).
Qwords in this language may occur in various phrasal positions. They are marked by
rising pitch movement which is more pronounced than that on the corresponding word
in a declarative. As most content morphemes in Tamil generally carry a rising contour,
qwords do not necessarily get the highest phrasal peak, especially when they occur in
non-initial position (presumably due in part to declination effects). However, qwords
are enhanced compared to their non-qword constituent counterparts.
Korean, finally, does not quite conform to the same pattern of qword enhancement.
Korean is analysed as lacking pitch accents and its intonation is instead analysed in
terms of sequences of boundary tones (Jun 2005a, cf. Section 2.5.2). In Jun & Oh
(1996), various sentence modalities are contrasted with each other, including qword
interrogatives (qwords occur in-situ in Korean). Words that are semantically ambigu-
ous between an interrogative pronoun (qword) and an indefinite pronoun were found to
be phrased differently depending on the function they performed. Specifically, qwords
formed an AP with the following verb, whereas indefinite pronouns were phrased as
a single-word AP. This phrasing resulted in the consistent occurrence of a pitch peak
around the second syllable of the qword, whereas the indefinite pronoun would get
a final peak. It is not clear what this means for an interpretation in terms of qword
prominence. Although Jun (2005a, 2014a) assumes that Korean lacks phonological,
postlexical prominence, other authors have mentioned the percept of enhanced prom-
inence of qwords in Korean, such as Choe (1995) (further references in Jun & Oh 1996).
Even if Korean qwords are not readily interpreted as being prosodically prominent, at
least in terms of surface pitch patterns they are not dissimilar to the aforementioned
languages in which the main phrasal prominence co-occurs with the qword.
Something to keep in mind about the intonational patterns described in this section
is that the findings of experimental studies might well differ from other types of studies
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including other speech styles. For example, for Dutch, qualitative results from a cor-
pus study involving mostly spontaneous interactions (Chen 2012) yielded somewhat
different results from Haan’s (2002). In the corpus study, about three quarters of the
90 qwords produced in interrogatives were reported to receive some kind of accentu-
ation (although not necessarily the most prominent phrasal accent). In Haan’s (2002)
work, almost all qwords carried the most prominent accent in the phrase. It seems
likely therefore that speech style will have an effect not only on the type of right edge
marking of interrogatives (as mentioned in Section 5.3.1) but also on the intonational
prominence of the qword.
5.3.2.2 Descriptions and inventories
This section reports on studies that involved mainly qualitative descriptions of qword
interrogatives. In a few cases that did have an element of quantitative analysis, it con-
cerned aspects other than qwords (e.g. Sosa 2003). As a result, most of the descriptions
of qword intonation mentioned in this section are supported by only one or two single
examples, although there are some sources which are more elaborate (such as Vigário
& Frota 2003 and Sosa 2003).
The three aforementioned volumes that contain collections of language-specific de-
scriptions of intonation (i.e. Hirst & Di Cristo 1998; Jun 2005c, 2014b) together yield
some two dozen language varieties about which some observations relating to qwords is
made.11 A few additional languages will be discussed here based on available resources
outside these volumes.
In line with the observations in the previous section, most of the languages reviewed
here have qword questions in which the qword gets the main intonational prominence
in the phrase (sometimes called ‘focal’ prominence, which can, for present purposes, be
interpreted as main prominence), and always involve some aspect of high pitch. The
following languages conform to this common pattern: Four varieties of Latin American
Spanish (Sosa 2003), Brazilian Portuguese (Antônio de Moraes 1998); Standard and
Northern European Portuguese (Frota 2002; Vigário & Frota 2003); three varieties of
Basque (Elordieta 1998; Elordieta & Hualde 2014); Catalan (Prieto 2014), Italian (Chap-
allaz 1972); Bulgarian (Misheva & Nikov 1998); Romanian (Dascalu-Jinga 1998); Geor-
gian (Vicenik & Jun 2014); Russian (Svetozarova 1998); Mongolian (Karlsson 2014);
Bengali (Khan 2014), Bininj Gun-Wok (Bishop & Fletcher 2005); Egyptian and Lebanese
Arabic (Chahal & Hellmuth 2014); and Moroccan Arabic (Benkirane 1998).
Based on the examples and descriptions, the high pitch associated with the qword was
variably realised as rising, high, or high-falling. Comparison between these descriptions
is complicated by the fact that qwords are often short words occurring in phrase-initial
position. This can obscure certain intonational movements like the presence of initial
rises, which may or may not be realised depending on factors such as the number of
11For some of the languages in these volumes, qword questions are not mentioned at all (e.g. Italian and
Swedish in Hirst & Di Cristo (1998)). Tamil and Spanish are also left out of this count as more detailed
studies were discussed in the previous section.
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syllables preceding the stressed syllable, or the number of voiced segments preceding
the peak. With this proviso in mind, a small number of languages nevertheless seems
to characterise qword prominence by means of a rise (with a peak and/or fall occurring
after the qword): Egyptian and Lebanese Arabic, Georgian, Bengali and Mongolian.
The remaining languages seem to have high pitch on the qword which is followed by a
fall which is also (in part) realised on the qword.
The fact that there are apparent differences in the phonetic realisation of ‘high F0
on the qword’ does not invalidate the observation that qword intonation is highly sim-
ilar crosslinguistically (at least based on the languages reviewed here). Firstly, align-
ment differences are not necessarily indicative of meaningful differences in the type
of pitch event used to mark qwords as prominent. Alignment may differ predictably
as a function of many factors, some of which reflect differences in phonological struc-
ture between qwords (such as length in syllables, segmental make-up, position of the
stressed syllable), rather than meaningful differences in the nature of prosodic promin-
ence marking. Moreover, even differences in the phonological labels used to describe
pitch events in different languages do not necessarily entail fundamental differences,
which is why I have refrained from referring to AM pitch accent categories as found in
the original sources.12
Secondly, irrespective of the precise details of the high region, most languages exhibit
similarities in the part of the intonation contour that follows the qword, which typic-
ally consists of a low-level flat stretch of F0 until the phrase end. In some cases this is
explicitly described as deaccentuation (e.g. for the Basque varieties, and for Greek). In
reviewing all the above resources, the phonetic resemblance between example F0 con-
tours from different languages was in fact striking. Two examples of similar contours
are given in Figure 5.1 for Northern Bizkaian Basque13 and Hungarian. The schematic
representation given in Figure 5.2 (from Haan 2002: 116) for a set of Dutch questions
is also highly similar to these examples.
Interestingly, in some languages a very similar contour is also used for statements
with (initial) focus. In those cases, the intonation contour is typically analysed as in-
volving a focal pitch accent on the focused constituent, followed by deaccentuation
and/or postfocal compression accounting for the flat F0 stretch (e.g. Elordieta & Hualde
2014 for Basque; Vanrell & Fernández Soriano 2013 for Spanish). These observations
form further support for an interpretation of qwords in interrogatives as foci.
Finally, in contrast to the aforementioned languages that have prosodically promin-
ent qwords, there are a number of languages that do not seem to associate the main
phrasal prominence with the qword. These include Jamaican Creole (Gooden 2014),
Chickasaw (Gordon 2005), Dalabon (Fletcher 2014), Japanese (Igarashi 2014) and Cur-
12Differences between languages in the choice of pitch accent are nevertheless suggestive of some general
differences: The use of e.g. H*L for qwords in Northern Bizkaian Basque versus L*+H for Lebanese
Arabic suggests that it is the fall from a high point which is crucial in the former and the rise to a
high point which is crucial in the latter (even though both contours might share a global rising-falling
movement)
13This variety of Basque contrasts words that have lexical pitch with words that lack lexical pitch accent.
Words with lexical accent are identifiable by an acute accent on the relevant syllable.
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Figure 5.1: F0 contours for Basque and Hungarian qword questions, both with initial
qword. Northern Bizkaian Basque reproduced from Elordieta & Hualde
(2014: 435) based on original sound file, Hungarian recording author’s own.
Figure 5.2: Schematised F0 contour for Dutch qword questions with initial qword. Re-
printed from Haan (2002: 116). Solid line represents most of the contours
in the sample (71%, N=186) the dotted lines illustrate alternative realisa-
tions with further accents or optional final rise.
açao Papiamentu (Remijsen, Martis & Severing 2014). Interestingly, no experimental
work could be found that explicitly investigates prosodic properties of qwords in Eng-
lish (or any other Germanic language, excepting Dutch).14 Nevertheless, the general im-
pression is that qwords in Germanic languages (again, excepting Dutch) are not marked
with the main phrasal prominence.
5.3.2.3 Summary and discussion
The above overview suggests that there two main crosslinguistic patterns in prosodic
prominence marking of qwords (cf. Ladd 2008: 227 for a division with a slightly differ-
ent focus):
• Languages that typically mark the qword with the main phrasal pitch promin-
ence: European and Brazilian Portuguese, many if not all varieties of Spanish
and Basque, Catalan, Dutch, Italian, Greek, Maltese, Egyptian Arabic, Lebanese
Arabic, Moroccan Arabic, Romanian, Bulgarian, Hungarian, Russian, Georgian,
Bengali, Tamil, Bininj Gun-Wok;
14There are many resources that deal with yes–no question intonation, including Michalsky (2017) for
German, but these tend to make little mention of qword questions.
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• Languages that either do not typically mark the qword with the main phrasal pitch
prominence or variably do so: English, German, Jamaican Creole, Chickasaw,
Dalabon, Japanese, Curaçao Papiamentu.
The overall pattern, even if based on limited evidence only, is clear. Some Germanic
languages, including English and an English-based creole, and a handful of other lan-
guages form the exception in matters of qword interrogative intonation. Most other
languages require the main phrasal pitch prominence in the form of some sort of high
pitch to coincide with the qword.
As stated before, I have avoided to frame descriptions in terms of pitch accentuation.
Consequently, qword pitch prominence patterns could be observed to look very similar
across a range of languages. This theory-neutral way of describing qword intonation
is less helpful when the aim is to analyse the prosodic properties as either serving
prominence marking purposes or edge marking. For this latter purpose, the role of
stressed syllables and phrasal edges in determining the location of the pitch movement
should prove insightful, and steers right into the domain of intonational phonology.
In AM approaches to intonation, pitch events that co-occur with stressed syllables are
considered to be prominence marking, whereas pitch events that occur at the edges of
phonological domains are considered edge marking. In the case of qwords, determining
whether its pitch properties are prominence marking or edge marking is somewhat
complicated by the fact that most languages require qwords to appear at the left edge
of some prosodic phrase. This makes it potentially difficult to distinguish phonetically
between pitch movement that is to be interpreted as edge marking and pitch movement
that serves to mark the prominence of the qword (see also Section 2.4.3.2). Helpfully,
most of the previously discussed studies mention that there is a role for stressed syllables
in determining the location of specific F0 turning points, and accordingly analyse the
pitch events as pitch accents rather than boundary tones. Additionally, in languages
where qwords can occur in initial as well as non-initial positions, the high pitch co-
occurs with the qword irrespective of its position. This is the case for Romanian and
Maltese (and also for Tashlhiyt Berber and Moroccan Arabic, as will be shown in the
next chapters).
In conclusion, phonetically and phonologically, it seems that the pitch properties
of qwords in many languages reflect intonational prominence marking, rather than edge
marking. This interpretation is moreover supported by the qword’s semantic-pragmatic
salience as discussed in previous sections.
5.4 Further points of interest
This chapter has highlighted that the intonational properties of qword questions are
highly similar across a range of languages, with the main insight that many languages
associate the main phrasal prominence-marking event with the qword.
No experimental work has so far been conducted on qword interrogatives in Tashlhiyt
Berber, and little is known about qword interrogatives in Moroccan Arabic beyondmere
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observation. In light of the previous discussion, a number of concrete questions can be
asked with respect to qword interrogative marking in both languages:
1. What are the phrasal prosodic characteristics of question word interrogatives in
general and the prosodic properties of qwords in particular?
2. What is the prosodic prominence status of question words? How should any pros-
odic marking be analysed phonologically?
The following two chapters (6 and 7) will address these questions for Tashlhiyt Berber
and Moroccan Arabic, respectively.
There is a third question, which will not be addressed directly, but is relevant never-
theless: To what extent do Tashlhiyt Berber and Moroccan Arabic exhibit similarities
in question word interrogative marking? This question bears on the language contact
situation that characterises these languages (see Section 1.3). At this point, very little
is known about qword interrogatives in other varieties of Berber, making it difficult
to determine how any characteristics of Tashlhiyt compare to those of other varieties.
More information is available about qword interrogatives in other varieties of Arabic
(e.g. Chahal & Hellmuth 2014), but, to my knowledge, there are no controlled experi-
ments on the topic. A very promising possibility for future work in this direction lies
in the IVAr corpus (Hellmuth & Almbark 2017), which contains comparable data from
seven varieties of Arabic, including recordings of the same experiment that yielded the
MA qword interrogatives that will be discussed in Chapter 7. Any similarities between
TB and MA qword marking could be compared against qword marking in other Arabic
varieties in order to find out where the greater similarities lie.
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6 Question word interrogative intonation
in Tashlhiyt Berber
6.1 Introduction
6.1.1 Prior work on the intonation of Tashlhiyt Berber
Prior to 2011, no work had ever directly addressed Tashlhiyt Berber intonation. Passing
remarks had been made in Stumme (1899) and Dell & Elmedlaoui (2002), and a hand-
ful of examples were given in Lafkioui (2010). Work on the intonation of Tashlhiyt
since then has focused on the tonal events occurring near the right edge of Intonation
Phrases (IPs) (cf. proceedings papers Grice et al. 2011; Roettger, Ridouane & Grice
2012), articles Grice, Ridouane & Roettger 2015; Roettger & Grice 2015, and the PhD
thesis Roettger 2017, which is based on some of the earlier publications).1
A finding shared by all of these past studies is that Tashlhiyt exhibits a great deal of
variability in tonal placement in IP-final position. Grice, Ridouane & Roettger (2015)
investigate two types of sentences produced in an experimental setting: Yes-no ques-
tions (marked with a question particle), and statements with a contrastively focused
word in IP-final position. Both are characterised by a rising-falling F0 movement close
to the right edge of the phrase and both these movements are analysed phonologically
as involving an H tone. Despite their presumed different functions as edge-marking (in
the case of the yes-no questions) and prominence-marking (in the case of the declarat-
ives with a contrastively focused word), H tones in both phrase types exhibit similar
behaviour in the sense that they can both dock onto either the penultimate or the fi-
nal syllable of the final word in the phrase. These patterns of variable realisation are
moreover very similar to the realisational variants Roettger & Grice (2015) report for
declarative questions (yes-no questions not marked by a question particle).
Grice, Ridouane & Roettger (2015) analyse the H tones at the right edge of questions
and contrastive statements as having primary association with the phrase edge, and
secondary association to a specific syllable. This explanation fits in well with the as-
sumption that the language does not have lexical stress, since this type of association
presupposes that there are no predetermined lexical anchors in the form of stressed
syllables to which postlexical tones would associate. This is not to say that tonal asso-
ciation was entirely unconstrained: Instead of structural prominence factors, syllable
weight and nucleus sonority as other lexical–phonological metrical factors, were in-
voked to explain the distribution of the H tones.
1The present chapter has been published in a slightly different format as Bruggeman, Roettger & Grice
(2017).
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The present chapter looks at the intonational events that co-occur with question
words (qwords) and will provide a detailed investigation of tonal alignment and as-
sociation in phrase-initial position.
6.1.2 Question word interrogative structure in Tashlhiyt Berber
In Tashlhiyt Berber, most morphologically simple qwords consist of one or two syllables
starting with ‘ma’, e.g. ma/mad ‘what’ and mani ‘where’. Complex question constitu-
ents (henceforth, complex qwords) consist of man ‘which’ followed by a noun, e.g.man
aͬuli ‘which sheep’). The canonical position for qwords in Tashlhiyt is phrase-initial, as
it is in Berber in general (Stumme 1899; Kossmann 2012). Many authors have drawn
parallels between initial qwords and cleft constructions, with clefts in Berber being
defined as phrase-initial focal constructions (Van den Boogert 1997; Stoyanova 2004;
Kossmann 2012). Specifically, clefted constituents are followed by the marker a(d)
‘which, that’, from which the /a/ following /m/ in most qwords might stem (Koss-
mann 2012). While it is implicit in most of the aforementioned work that qwords are
not licensed in any other phrasal position than the phrase-initial one also reserved for
clefts, this view is made explicit in Stoyanova (2004) for Tamazight and Tarifit Berber.
However, a quick glance at qword questions in a corpus of semi-spontaneous speech
in Tashlhiyt (Bruggeman & Roettger 2017) reveals that, at least in this type of speech,
question words also frequently occur in phrase-final position (see also Section 5.2.1).
6.1.3 Research questions
In Section 5.4 I listed a few questions that are of general interest when looking at
qword interrogative intonation crosslinguistically. They are repeated here and will be
addressed for Tashlhiyt Berber in this chapter:
1. What are the phrasal prosodic characteristics of question word interrogatives in
general and the prosodic properties of qwords in particular?
2. What is the prosodic prominence status of question words? How should any pros-
odic marking be analysed phonologically?
Because very little is known about qword interrogative intonation in Berber in gen-
eral, and nothing about Tashlhiyt, a subquestion to the first main question is whether
and in what contexts qwords in Tashlhiyt are characterised by prosodic prominence
marking. Based on the discussion in Chapter 5, it is likely that qwords are marked
by an intonational prominence-marking event in direct interrogatives, as they are in
many other languages. The follow-up question would then concern how this postlex-
ical prominence should be interpreted phonologically, and how it stands in relation to
the prosodic characteristics of the rest of the interrogative (i.e. Question 1). In section
6.2 I will report on a pilot experiment which compares the qword manaɡu ‘when’ in
direct interrogatives, i.e. speech acts expressing a request for information, and in em-
bedding contexts. It is likely that the qword is intonationally prominent by means of a
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pitch event (which likely conveys focus) in a direct interrogative (see Chapter 5.2.2.2).
At the same time, the expectation is that the same intonational marking is not found
for embedded qwords.
The second question pertains to how the intonational characteristics of qwords in
Tashlhiyt should be interpreted phonologically. After the pilot in section 6.2 has cla-
rified that qwords indeed are marked consistently with a pitch event, the main experi-
ment from section 6.3 onwards will serve to answer this second research question with
specific reference to qwords in phrase-initial position. This main experiment investig-
ates the properties of 11 different qwords (five simple and six complex), zooming in on
the alignment and scaling characteristics of the F0 event in question.
6.1.4 Data
All speech materials were developed in consultation with native speaker informants.
The data were recorded by the author in a quiet room in the Département des études
amazighes at the Université Ibn Zohr in Agadir, using a PreSonus Audiobox solid-state
recorder at a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz, and a head-mounted AKG C420 III microphone.
Pilot recordings took place in November 2014, recordings of the main experiment in
March 2015.
6.1.5 Overview of chapter
In Section 6.2, the pilot experiment and results are discussed. After this, in Section 6.3,
the methodology of the main experiment is presented, followed by the results (6.4),
with simple qwords being discussed in the first few sections and complex qwords after-
wards (6.4.5). A discussion follows in 6.5, with the research questions being answered
in Section 6.5.2. Finally, the last part of this chapter (6.6) gives a brief summary and
conclusion.
6.2 Pilot
6.2.1 Participants
The recordings for both experiments involved the same participants, with the exception
of one participant who completed the pilot but not the main experiment. Data from two
participants were excluded from analysis in both pilot and main experiment, which in
one case was due to reading difficulties and in the other case due to the speaker being
unable to finish recording. In the end, the pilot results are based on data from the seven
participants that did in both experiments.
Table 6.1 gives more detailed information about the main seven participants (six
female, indicated by ‘f’, and one male, indicated by ‘m’) who did both pilot and main
experiment. Participants’ place of birth varied, as shown in Figure 6.1. The three
participants whose place of birth is marked by an asterisk moved to Agadir sometime
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Participant Age Born/raised Repetitions
1f 21 *Tata 4
2m 23 Essaouira 2
3f 22 Ait Baamran 4
4f 22 *Ida-ou-Tanane 4
6f 21 *Essaouira 4
8f 26 Taroudant 2
9f 24 Sidi Ifni 4
Table 6.1: Participant details.
during their youth, the rest had come to Agadir for the purpose of their university
education.
All participants were native and dominant speakers of Tashlhiyt Berber, students at
the Département des études amazighes at the Université Ibn Zohr in Agadir at the time
of recording, and spoke Tashlhiyt regularly both with friends and family. Participants
were multilingual: They were all fluent in Moroccan Arabic, and had varying fluency
in Modern Standard Arabic, French and English as languages learnt in school (this was
expected, see also Section 1.2).
Agadir
Marrakesh
Rabat
1f
2m 3f4f
6f
8f
9f
Morocco
Algeria
Figure 6.1: Location of participants’ place of birth.
6.2.2 Speech materials and methodology
This pilot served to find out whether qwords are marked differentially in different con-
texts. It compared the qwordmanaɡu ‘when’ in direct questions, i.e. speech acts express-
ing a request for information, with cases in which it occurs embedded (in questions and
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statements).2 The basic expectation is that the qword is marked by intonational prom-
inence in a short direct interrogative, whereas it is probably not when it is embedded.
In order to elicit natural sounding instances of direct questions as well as embedding
contexts, a scripted mock telephone dialogue between two imaginary speakers was
used. The full script with gloss and translation is given in Appendix A. Participants were
familiarised with the content of the conversation beforehand and were then instructed
to read and act out both sides. The Tashlhiyt text was presented in Latin script a few
lines at a time on a screen. Pictures and speech bubbles were used to represent the
turns of the dialogue participants.
6.2.3 Results and discussion
As mentioned previously, the default position for qwords in Tashlhiyt is phrase-initial.
A typical intonation contour of an interrogative with an initial qword is given in Figure
6.2a. Qwords may occur in final position as in 6.2c, in a context where the question is
repeated. There was no apparent effect of position: Qwords in interrogatives were char-
acterised by the presence of a peak, with the rising and falling movements surrounding
the peak for the most part also being realised on the qword.
In contrast to qwords in interrogatives, embedded qwords that do not contribute to
interrogative meaning are not marked by a similar pitch event, as can be seen for medial
position in 6.2b and final position in 6.2d.3
On the other hand, qwords that are in medial (peninitial) position, preceded by the
discourse marker imːa ‘so’, were characterised by the same rising-falling pitch move-
ment as initial and final qwords. Figure 6.3 shows two intonation patterns that are
possible on the phrase imːa manaɡu rad tbdut lxdmt ‘so when will you start work?’.
The preferred way to produce these peninitial qwords was with the rise starting prior
to the qword, on the discourse marker, as in 6.3a. The pattern in 6.3b, a low level
stretch of F0 contour before a rise that is initiated at the left edge of the qword, was
produced by one speaker only.
The patterns of qword intonational marking just described were consistently pro-
duced by all eight speakers in the context of this dialogue task. It therefore seems that
a localised rise-fall is the defining characteristic of qwords in interrogatives, since it
occurs in different phrasal positions and across different discourse contexts (target sen-
tences occurred at different parts in the dialogue). Qwords that do not contribute to
interrogative meaning are not marked by the same intonational event.
2Dell & Elmedlaoui (2002: 185f.) note that the pronunciation of the final segment in manaɡu is subject
to free variation and may be produced either with a full high back vowel or with a labialised velar
stop, i.e. as [manaɡu] or [manaɡʷ]. In informal elicitation with all our participants the word was
consistently produced with a clearly identifiable final vowel, which motivated the transcription as
‘manaɡu’.
3The scripted dialogue also included a test stimulus with an initial embedded qword: manaɡu a ra nː
aʃkʁ, sːnʁ is rad t tːinit ‘when (that) I come home, I know that you want to say it’. However, given that
most participants struggled to understand this construction upon presentation, this item was excluded
from further analysis.
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Figure 6.2: Representative F0 contours and waveforms for interrogative qwords (a: ini-
tial and c: final) and embedded qwords (b: medial and d: final); target
word manaɡu ‘when’ highlighted in grey.
Figure 6.3: Two F0 contours and waveforms for questions with peninitial qword, with
target word manaɡu ‘when’ highlighted in grey.
An important follow-up question to these findings concerns the specific realisational
detail and phonological analysis of the relevant tonal movement, including whether it
should be considered prominence-marking or edge-marking. Turning point candidates
for further exploration include the sequence of low, high and low turning points that are
all seen to occur on or in the vicinity of the qword. Eyeballing the present data suggests
that the first (low) turning point that initiates the rise might be less important than the
following two. Firstly, in peninitial position, most speakers’ rising F0 movement starts
prior to the start of the qword, as exemplified in Figure 6.3a. This suggests that the
initial low turning point in the sequence might be linked to an intonational event tied
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to the left phrasal boundary and is not a target that needs to be realised on the qword
itself. Secondly, in final position, as in Figure 6.2c, the rising movement may be realised
largely prior to the qword. Following these observations of variability, the initial low
turning point appears to be less inherently part of the qword tune than the other two
that exhibit less variability in alignment. I will return again to the role of phonetic
alignment in determining phonological representation in the discussion of the main
experiment in Section 6.5.
The aim is to find out, by means of the main experiment reported in the following
sections, what the exact realisational details are of this rising-falling F0 pattern on the
qword. In the next section, the methodology of the main experiment will be described.
6.3 Methodology
6.3.1 Participants
Participants in the main experiment were the same as in the pilot, minus one speaker.
This resulted in data being analysed from a total of seven speakers. For details see
Section 6.2.1.
6.3.2 Procedure
Participants were instructed to act out the role of a primary school teacher doing an
exercise with their pupils that involved asking questions about pictures. The experiment
was presented to participants as a powerpoint presentation in slide presentation mode
with each slide showing a picture and a brief textual description of the scene depicted.
The target question asking about the picture was printed at the bottom of the slide
underneath the picture. Participants were instructed to read the picture description
out loud and then produce the question as if they were asking it to their pupils.
6.3.3 Speech materials
While there are independent reasons to believe that the question word acts as the de-
fault focus of the question (see Section 5.2.2.2), questions were also framed in a context
in which the question word constituted the phrase’s single focus. Short questions with
simple word order were used, and lexical items other than the qword were both textu-
ally and visually given. In addition, in the context of the task, with subsequent questions
having different phrase-initial qwords, qwords were subject to implicit contrast with
the qword from the previous qword interrogative. Thus, the following factors ensured
that stimuli were treated as constituting a single ‘focus domain’ (cf. Ladd 2008) with
narrow focus on the qword: i) the simple sentence structure, ii) the short length of the
phrase, and iii) the textual and visual givenness of all elements other than the qword.
An example context is given below for the target qwordmani. The first line represents
the Latin orthography used in the presentation to the participants, and the second line
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a phonemic transcription.
Context sentence 1
afruxafruχ
boy
annanː
dist
iZRaizˤra
3sg.m-see.aor
yanjan
one
aHuliaͬuli
sheep
ghʁ
in
ugharas.uʁaras.
road
‘The boy there sees a sheep on the road.’
Context sentence 2
tsaqsattsaqsat
2sg.f-ask.aor
imHDarnimͬdarn
students
nnmnːm
poss-2sg.f
:
:
‘You ask your students :’
Target question
manimani
where
ghʁ
in
iZRaizˤra
3sg.m-see.aor
aHuli?aͬuli?
sheep
‘Where does he see the sheep?’
The full set of 11 qwords (five simple and six complex) with their carrier sentences
are given in Table 6.2. Target questions had either qword-Verb-Object or qword-Verb-
Adverb structure and the number of syllables following the qword was always five.
Simple qwords varied in number of syllables from one to three, and included CV and
CVC syllables. Complex qwords consisted of the interrogative element man ‘which’
followed by either a disyllabic or a trisyllabic noun. Syllabification in Tashlhiyt has
been the subject of much previous work and is especially complex in the case of long
consonantal sequences (Dell & Elmedlaoui 2002, 2008; Ridouane 2008). In the case
of the simple qwords, which all had vocalic nuclei, the syllable boundary location is
uncontroversial. It is unclear if resyllabification takes place across the elements of a
complex qword constituent, which is why no syllabification is given for those qwords.
Picture slides were presented in blocks of 11 within which each target qword inter-
rogative occurred once. As the recording session involved a number of other tasks,
speakers completed a set of two blocks with the stimuli in each block having a differ-
ent semi-randomised order, followed by another task, and finally the same set of two
blocks again. Each set was preceded by five practice items. No fillers were included to
minimise the total duration of the session. Of the seven speakers, two completed only
one block, so that their number of repetitions per stimulus is two instead of four, as
shown in Table 6.1. This led to a total number of 24 repetitions per target word, result-
ing in a total of 120 tokens of the five simple qwords, and 144 for the complex qwords.
After the exclusion of disfluent items (misreading, hesitation) 107 simple (89%) and
120 complex qwords (83%) remained.4
4The relatively high number of exclusions is probably an artefact of speakers not being used to reading
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Simple Complex
ma ‘what’ man anu ‘which well’
ma iʃːta ʁ umalu? man anu nzˤra ʁ umalu?
‘what does he eat in the shade?’ ‘which well do we see in the
shade?’
mad ‘what’ man ananas ‘which pineapple’
mad nzˤra ʁ umalu? man ananas nzˤra ʁ umalu?
‘what do we see in the shade?’ ‘which pineapple do we see
in the shade?’
mani /ma.ni/ ‘where’ man aʜuli ‘which sheep’
mani ʁ izˤra aʜuli? man aʜuli nzˤra ʁ umalu?
‘where does he see the sheep?’ ‘which sheep do we see in
the shade?’
manwi /man.wi/ ‘who’ man tizi ‘what time’
manwi nzˤra ʁ umalu? man tizi nzˤra aʜuli?
‘who do we see in the shade?’ ‘what time do we see the
sheep?’
manaɡu /ma.na.ɡu/, /ma.naɡʷ/ ‘when’ man tili ‘which ewe’
manaɡu nzˤra aʜuli? man tili nzˤra ʁ umalu?
‘when do we see the sheep?’ ‘which ewe do we see in the
shade?’
man butili ‘which shepherd’
man butili nzˤra ʁ umalu?
‘which shepherd do we see
in the shade?’
Table 6.2: Target question words and their carrier sentences.
6.3.4 Analysis
Scaling and alignment measurements were taken from the F0 contour provided by the
standard pitch tracking algorithm in Praat (Boersma & Weenink 2015), with manual
correction of spurious pitch points and tracking errors such as octave jumps.5
Tashlhiyt aloud. The remaining productions, however, were judged to be natural sounding utterances
expressing the intended communicative function by two additional Tashlhiyt speakers who did not
participate in the experiments.
5Utterances were characterised by considerable microprosodic effects at the transition between vowels
and nasals. In an attempt to control for these perturbations in the analysis of alignment, measurements
were taken both from the raw and a smoothed version of the F0 contour. For this smoothed contour
the raw contour (already handcorrected) was manipulated in four additional steps with the customised
Praat script mausmooth (Cangemi 2015), which included two rounds of smoothing. Results from raw
and smoothed contour versions were highly similar and I will only report the results from the raw
contour here.
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Two measurements were used in the quantification of the properties of the maximum
occurring on the qword: A single absolute F0 maximum, and a measure of a ‘high
region’. It has repeatedly been shown that small and gradual F0 displacement within
a dynamic contour does not lead speakers to perceive pitch differences (’t Hart 1976;
d’Alessandro & Mertens 1995). Given the possibility, then, of a region in the contour
within which pitch is perceptually equivalent, it is also conceivable that a larger region
is involved in systematic tune-text association.
In order to quantify the high region, a heuristic measure inspired by earlier work
on pitch plateaux was used. Different measurements strategies for plateaux have been
used in the past, and some will be quickly reviewed here. Knight & Nolan (2006) and
Knight (2008) for example use the start and end of a region delimited by 4% of F0
values in Hertz below the absolute maximum when measuring high plateau accents in
British English. A slightly different measure is adopted by Niebuhr & Hoekstra (2015),
who use a 1 ST difference criterion around the peak in their discussion of North Frisian
plateaux. Both of these sets of authors refer back to more general pitch perception
findings by ’t Hart (1981), who had to draw the somewhat dissatisfactory conclusion
that the perception of pitch movement was highly speaker-specific: For a reliable dis-
crimination between pairs of pitch movements different speakers needed differences
that ranged in size from 1 to 6 semitones. Given this variability in perceptual discrim-
ination ability among speakers, the exact definition of what constitutes a perceptually
relevant plateau seems somewhat arbitrary. Knight & Nolan (2006) argue that there is
little difference between plateaux delimited by 4% and 6% Hz values around the max-
imum. This motivated the choice to use 6% difference values as plateau measures in the
present study, especially because in most of the present speakers’ ranges, 6% in Hertz
values was very similar to the 1 ST criterion used by Niebuhr & Hoekstra (2015). Figure
6.4 schematically depicts the adopted plateau measurements (start and end point).
Figure 6.4: Schematic representation of peak measure (absolute F0 maximum) and plat-
eau measures (6% lower values in Hz around maximum).
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6.4 Results
6.4.1 Global contours
Figure 6.5 below shows time-normalised phrasal contours for all individual qword in-
terrogatives with a simple qword.
Figure 6.5: Smoothed F0 contours for all target utterances with simple qwords
(N=107). Normalised duration based on ten equidistant measuring points
throughout each syllable. Dotted lines delimit target qword.
It can be seen that qwords are characterised by a region of high pitch, with a rise
towards a peak on the qword and a fall back to what seems to be a low baseline imme-
diately following the peak, around the right edge of the qword. Only in interrogatives
withmanaɡu the fall is achieved somewhat earlier, before the right of the qword. Inter-
rogatives withmad, finally, diverge only marginally from the general pattern in having
an additional, further fall, a few syllables to the right of the qword. Taken together,
these interrogatives provide a highly coherent picture of a rising-falling F0 movement
on the qword and a typical absence of additional intonational prominence anywhere in
the rest of the phrase.
6.4.2 Turning point scaling and alignment
This section presents results of peak alignment in the five simple qwordsma,mad,mani,
manwi and manaɡu. Figure 6.6 shows the alignment of the absolute F0 maximum per
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word (normalised duration), with word boundaries indicated by solid lines.6 Each dot
represents an utterance, i.e. one specific peak as realised on that qword.7
Figure 6.6: Alignment of absolute F0 maximum relative to normalised word duration
for the five simple qwords ma, mad, mani, manwi and manaɡu.
While maxima are not commonly realised in the very first part of the word, the
temporal domain across which they are realised is surprisingly large, and spans the
largest part of the word (excepting manaɡu, which exhibits an absence of peaks in the
second half of the word).
In order to investigate peak alignment in more detail, the location of F0 maxima
was considered in relation to individual segments. Figure 6.7 illustrates this for all five
qwords and for each speaker separately. The differing number of tokens per speaker is
a function of the speaker’s original number of repetitions, which was either two or four
(see Table 6.1), and subsequent exclusions.
As expected, the distribution of peaks over a large part of the word translates into
maxima that variably occur on different segments. In absolute terms, monosyllabic
qwords ma and mad ‘what’ exhibit the greatest degree of uniformity. For these words,
all speakers tend to produce maxima that occur on the vowel /a/ across multiple repe-
titions. In the polysyllabic words, maxima are spread across different segments as well
as different syllables. Peaks are observed on any of the segments from the second to
the last segment in mani and manwi, and from the first to the fourth in manaɡu. The
apparent restriction on the occurrence of F0 maxima at the start of the second syllable
(i.e. around /n/ in manaɡu and mani, and /w/ in manwi) can be explained in terms of
microprosody: There is a predictable dip in the pitch contour on those segments. It is
6The realisation of mad often underwent assimilation to the following consonant, whereby the target
sequence mad nzˤra became [man(ː)zˤra]. As it was impossible to distinguish between individual /d/
and /n/ segments, the whole sequence [man(ː)] is taken to reflect orthographic mad.
7Four peaks in the case of manwi were realised just milliseconds after the qword end, but this was in
cases where the absolute maximum was difficult to identify as a single point that was higher than the
rest. In the following I will simply assume that peaks align systematically on the qword.
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Figure 6.7: Alignment of absolute maximum with respect to segments (numbered and
separated by dashed lines) for all five simple qwords.
nevertheless clear from the above that there is no stable segmental anchor for the peak.
Peak distribution overall can moreover be characterised as exhibiting a gradient
spread rather than a categorical distribution, with most speakers producing a multi-
tude of alignment patterns. The attested variability can be classified along a number of
parameters:
• peaks that align with different syllables (e.g. 3f’s peaks in mani, and 4f’s peaks in
manaɡu)
• peaks that align with different segments within the same syllable (e.g. 1f’s and
9f’s peaks in manwi and mani, respectively)
• peaks that align with different syllables and with different segments within one
of these syllables (e.g. 3f’s peaks in manaɡu, 9f’s peaks in manwi)
The alignment patterns across words also display similarities, especially between
manaɡu andmani, both of which exhibit a general preference for maxima on the second
vowel. In both words, the earliest peaks occur around the segment boundary between
/m/ and /a/, and the latest peaks halfway through the second vowel. It appears, there-
fore, thatmanaɡu behaves like a disyllabic word in which the final syllable ɡu does not
count. A plausible explanation is that the word, despite being produced with a clear
final vowel, is treated as if it does not have a final phonological vowel that participates
in tune-text association, i.e. as manaɡʷ (see also 6.2.2).
Compared tomani andmanaɡu, manwi exhibits slightly more categorical peak align-
ment, reflected also in the greatest within-speaker variability (e.g. speakers 4f and 9f
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producing discretely different peak alignment, i.e. on different syllables, across repeti-
tions). Still, single speakers may produce any combination of ‘categorical’ peaks and
other more gradiently different peaks (excepting 3f). This suggests that manwi, too, is
characterised by a gradient distribution of peaks, which is simply obscured by the large
microprosodic perturbation of the labiovelar approximant in the middle. Additionally,
a comparison between late peaks in manwi and the right edge peaks in the complex
qwords (see Section 6.4.5) shows that the late peaks on manwi are not aligned as late
as the peaks marking the right edge of a complex qword. This suggests that the manwi-
peaks are qualitatively more like the peaks on the other simple qwords than like the
possible edge-marking strategy seen in complex qwords.
In sum, then, the alignment results presented so far indicate that there is little sys-
tematicity both within and across speakers in alignment of F0 maxima in TB qwords.
While peaks may occur on most segments in the word, and variably align within these
segments, the main consistent feature of all peaks is that they occur within the domain
delimited by the boundaries of the qword.
This degree of variation in alignment is unlike that in languages for which segmental
anchoring has been invoked as an explanation for the relatively stable alignment of
(specific) tonal targets in relation to the segmental string. To name one example of
consistent alignment results, Atterer & Ladd (2004) found that in rising L*+H accents
in two varieties of German, the low turning point characterising this accent was signi-
ficantly later aligned in one variety compared to the other. Crucially, cast in absolute
terms, this alignment difference roughly spanned half a segment. Speakers of each
language variety behaved so uniformly that the resulting difference, realised on a very
small temporal scale, functioned as a significant predictor of the variety spoken. In rela-
tion to these findings, the patterns discussed here are of an altogether different nature.
While it might be objected that the present data come from speakers with perhaps a less
uniform background than Atterer & Ladd’s (although this is debatable given that their
dialect regions were rather broadly defined as ‘Northern’ and ‘Southern’). Two further
points may be raised in defence of considering the present study’s speakers together as
representing a single variety. Firstly, alignment patterns from the two speakers with
the same birthplace (2m and 6f, both of whose parents are also from that same town),
are not more similar than those of any two other speakers. In a similar vein, the three
speakers who grew up in Agadir (1f, 4f, 6f) do not behave more alike than any other
grouping of speakers. Secondly, even if variability in alignment between speakers could
be explained by attributing differences to specific subdialects, we would still not expect
to observe the degree of intraspeaker variability exhibited in the present data if align-
ment patterns were characterised by segmental anchoring. It can be concluded that the
alignment of the qword-related F0 maximum exhibits genuinely variable alignment,
both within and across speakers.
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Figure 6.8: Plateau alignment for all individual repetitions of simple qwords by qword
and by speaker. Plateau onset and offset indicated by black dots, location of
absolute maximum within plateau indicated by orange dot, segments (dura-
tion normalised) separated by dashed lines and qword boundaries indicated
by solid lines.
6.4.3 High plateau alignment
The variability seen in the alignment of individual maxima is reflected in the results
from the plateau measures. Figure 6.8 depicts, for the simple qwords, the plateau onset
and offset (black dots linked by line) and the location of the absolute maximum within
it (orange dot). A pattern observed across all qwords is one whereby the plateau starts
in the second segment (the vowel /a/), and extends across a number of segments within
the qword, but usually does not cross the right qword boundary.
Within this general pattern, plateaux nevertheless exhibit considerable within-qword
variability in alignment of both onset and offset. Additionally, some of the qwords seem
to exhibit idiosyncratic alignment patterns. Mad exhibits what are arguably the most
consistent alignment patterns across repetitions, with the end of the plateau reached
well before the end of the word-final segment /d/ (realised as [n], see above).
Ma differs from the other qwords in that it may be marked by a high plateau that
extends far to the right of the qword boundary (in repetitions by speakers 1f, 4f and
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8f), matching the observations about an additional fall (or later fall) in this particular
interrogative phrase (Figure 6.5). Further research will have to show what exactly the
location of this fall reflects, and specifically whether this apparent categorical difference
between early and late falls is meaningful. Other speakers produce plateaux onma that
are more similar to the narrower plateaux characteristic of other qwords. Finally, the
qword manwi is characterised by another kind of variability in the realisation of its
high region, with both very wide plateaux and very narrow plateaux.
Considering all qword plateaux together, every single plateau parameter investigated
here seems to be characterised by gradient variation (with the exception ofmawith two
categorically different patterns): The plateau onset, the plateau offset, the duration of
the plateau and the peak location within the plateau region. The latter measure is
crucial to a discussion that takes into account peak shape as an important perceptual
cue to listeners’ categorisation of contours (cf. Barnes et al. 2012a,b). In the present
data, the varying peak location within the plateau indicates that different peak shapes
are being produced, even for plateaux characterised by similar spans. Speaker 6f, for
example, produces plateaux onmanaɡu that are similarly aligned in all her productions.
In one case, however, the peak is aligned differently from the rest, namely near the
end of the plateau, which indicates that there is a relatively shallow rise to a peak
and a steeper fall following it. Similar and more extreme variability is seen across
repetitions of the same word by most individual speakers. The different realisations
of the high region and, by extension, different peak shapes, once again suggest that
considerable variability is an intrinsic and non-spurious characteristic of intonational
events in Tashlhiyt Berber.
6.4.4 Summary of alignment in simple qwords
So far, the search for systematic alignment has proven unfruitful for qwords in TB. Align-
ment of the rising-falling event did not reveal a high degree of systematicity, neither
with reference to different levels of phonological structure below the word (segment
or syllable), nor in terms of different measures characterising the contour (a single F0
maximum and a more broadly defined high region).
In many languages, alignment of turning points in the contour is clearly defined
with respect to phonological units below the lexical level, like the syllable or mora. In
some cases, pitch accents aremoreover characterised by consistent segmental anchoring
of (combinations of) turning points. This is not what was found for the high region
occurring on qwords in TB.
At the same time, one finding was consistent: A local F0 peak systematically occurred
on the qword. In this sense, it appears that firstly, the peak is a defining component
of the qword tune, and secondly, that the qword forms the domain that constrains
its location. Together, these observations could be interpreted as suggesting that an
H(igh) tonal target is phonologically associated with the qword domain. Its phonetic
alignment, as reflected by the exact location of a peak or high region within this qword
domain, on the other hand, is variable in seemingly all possible ways.
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Figure 6.9: Alignment of absolute maximum with respect to segments (separated by
dashed lines) of the interrogative element man for all six complex qwords.
6.4.5 Alignment in complex qwords
Much in line with the patterns attested for simple qwords, complex qwords are also
marked by a rise-fall of which the peak always occurs on the interrogative element
man. Figure 6.9 shows yet again that the alignment of the maximum within these
words exhibits a considerable spread, in this case across /a/ and /n/. The vast majority
of maxima are realised towards the end of the vowel, but early alignment within the
vowel and later peaks on the following segment /n/ are also attested. What all speakers’
productions moreover have in common is that the peak is followed by a steep fall, with
most of the falling movement achieved before the right edge of the word man. In
line with the previous observations about simple qwords, a post-peak fall seems to
be an integral aspect of the qword tune. In complex qwords, which exhibited little
microprosody, a low turning point can be observed to occur somewhere around the
right edge of man, or early in the following noun.
In addition to the rise-fall on man, there may also be a rise at the right edge of the
qword constituent as a whole (i.e. at the right edge of the noun), which is then followed
by a fall on the next word, the verb. As an example, contours for the constituent man
butili ‘which shepherd’ are shown in Figure 6.10. Three out of seven speakers (1f, 6f, 9f)
are rather consistent across repetitions in producing a rise at the right edge of the noun,
indicated with the vertical solid line. The number of constituent-final rises by speaker
are shown in Table 6.3. Based on this information, speakers can be allocated to two
groups: One group produces final rises (1f in 100% of her questions, 6f and 9f in most
cases, and 4f and 8f variably), the other group never does (2m and 3f). The factors
determining the occurrence of a final rise near the end of the question constituent
remain unclear, but consultations with two native speakers suggest that the presence
of a rise is simply a stylistic variant which possibly reflects phrasing.
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Figure 6.10: Time-normalised smoothed F0 contours for all individual repetitions of
man butili, the first constituent of the question man butili nzˤra ʁ umalu?
‘Which shepherd did we see in the shade?’. F0 is shown in Hertz with
reference points of 200 and 350. Dotted vertical line indicates the right
edge of man, solid line the right edge of butili.
1f 2m 3f 4f 6f 8f 9f
N w/
rise
N w/
rise
N w/
rise
N w/
rise
N w/
rise
N w/
rise
N w/
rise
man anu 4 4 2 0 4 0 4 2 2 1 2 2 2 1
man ananas 4 4 2 0 2 0 1 1 3 3 1 1 4 4
man aʜuli 4 4 2 0 4 0 4 0 3 3 2 0 3 2
man tizi 4 4 1 0 3 0 4 1 2 2 2 2 3 2
man tili 4 4 2 0 3 0 3 0 2 2 2 1 4 4
man butili 3 3 2 0 3 0 3 1 4 3 1 0 3 3
sum 23 23 11 0 19 0 19 5 16 14 10 6 21 16
Table 6.3: Number of tokens produced per speaker and number of these produced with
final rise.
6.4.6 Pitch scaling and cue interaction
Given the variable alignment of peaks discussed in the previous sections for both simple
and complex qwords, the question arises whether variability in the alignment domain
can be related to facts about the scaling of potential tonal targets. Possible trade-offs
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and interactions between the two domains are well documented (e.g. Gussenhoven
2004) and have the potential to shed light on the reasons why peak alignment is so
variable. As was clear from Figure 6.10, scaling of the qword peak varies considerably
across subjects, with at the lowest end the single male speaker who produces maxima
around 200 Hertz, and at the highest end one of the female speakers, 3f, who produces
maxima in falsetto up to 850 Hertz. Such high values are not unusual for speakers of TB
(or speakers of MA for that matter), as large pitch excursions and the use of falsetto are
a recurrent feature of Moroccan speech (observed in semi-spontaneous recorded data
from Roettger & Grice (2015) and in general daily interactions).
Figure 6.11: Relatively stable scaling of F0 peak on qword for all simple and complex
qwords (N=227).
Figure 6.12: Somewhat lower scaling of F0 values at phrase onset with increasing peak
distance for all simple and complex qwords (N=227).
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Returning to pitch scaling of the individual turning points, Figure 6.11 shows F0
height for the peak on the qword as a function of peak distance from the left phrasal
edge (which coincides with the start of the qword). The correlation is rather weak
overall: R2=0.16. Speakers moreover appear to have individual preferences for the
scaling of this peak: Four speakers (2m, 3f, 4f and 9f) produce somewhat lower maxima
with increasing distance from the left phrasal edge. A further two speakers produce
more or less the same peak height irrespective of its alignment (1f and 6f) and the
remaining speaker (8f) produces marginally higher peaks with later alignment.
Cases in which decreased peak height correlates with later alignment are especially
interesting with respect to speaker 3f, who produces the highest but also the earliest
aligned peaks. In order to produce a rise from the phrasal edge to a peak shortly after,
this speaker must produce very steep pitch rises, or limit rise excursion. While the other
speakers exhibit varying interactions between alignment and scaling of the peak, peak
height in absolute terms is not influenced much by its alignment. It seems that whereas
alignment is relatively unimportant, there is more of a requirement to produce a high
target (H) with some specific peak height.
In the main experiment, qwords were phrase-initial, so that the left qword boundary
coincided with the left IP boundary. In these cases the minimum value preceding the
peak on the qword marked the start of the rise. This stands in contrast to the pilot
experiment, where a minimum or turning point usually occurred before the left edge
of the qword when it was non-initial (Section 6.2.3). For phrase-initial qwords, the
scaling of the F0 minimum at the phrase onset can serve to shed light on whether a
compromise is made on the excursion of the rise.
Figure 6.12 shows that when the peak on the qword is aligned later, the preceding
low F0 value is typically realised lower, with the strongest effects for the two female
speakers with the highest ranges. The overall correlation of R2=0.22 is not much
higher than for the scaling of the F0 peak but the trend is the same for all speakers. This
indicates that alignment of the peak and scaling of the low(er) F0 value at phrase onset
are in a trading relation: In cases that require a steep rise (when the peak is early), the
rise may be truncated by starting the rise at an initial F0 value that is somewhat higher.
The relative stability of peak scaling and the more variable scaling of the starting point
of the rise suggest that the peak is the more important turning point in the qword tune.
The properties of the low turning point following the peak on the qword were not
quantified here as microprosody would make elbow or minimum detection in the relev-
ant region unreliable. Based on observation, the fall following the peak usually entailed
a drop to a level similar to that of the phrase-onset F0 value, which is then maintained
until the end of the phrase, as illustrated with an example in Figure 6.13.
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Figure 6.13: Example of an utterance with post-peak fall to baseline in mani ʁ izˤra
aͬuli? as spoken by speaker 4f.
6.5 Discussion
6.5.1 Towards a phonological analysis
The results reported in the previous sections have shown that qwords in direct inter-
rogatives in TB are consistently marked by a localised pitch event on the qword (see
especially Figure 6.5). There were no other noteworthy intonational events in the sen-
tence and this section will therefore be concerned primarily with the analysis of the
intonational movement that co-occurs with the qword.
All 227 tokens of qwords, 107 simple and 120 complex, were characterised by a local
maximum that occurred on the qword, or on the interrogative element man in the case
of the complex qwords. These peaks often aligned on vowels and tended not to be
realised at the very edges of the qword, especially in the case of the simple qwords.
There were no apparent phonological or other structural factors that systematically
governed peak alignment in qwords: Peaks did not consistently align with a specific
syllable in polysyllabic qwords, nor did they align in general with specific structural
units such as syllable rhymes or even specific segments. These observations about align-
ment, together with the context in which qwords were produced (with narrow focus
on the qword), strongly suggest that the peak reflects an H target that is somehow
linked to the qword, and that it should be interpreted as a prominence-marking in-
tonational event rather than an edge-marking event. This interpretation in terms of a
prominence-marking event is further supported by the arguments brought forward in
Chapter 5: Qwords are pragmatically prominent, and intonational events co-occurring
with qwords in other languages are also usually interpreted as prominence-marking.
The variability in peak alignment in this experiment however presents a puzzle. On
the one hand, its consistent occurrence on the qword, and its rather consistent scaling,
suggest that it is a central component of the qword tune. On the other hand, its align-
ment exhibits a type and degree of variability that poses problems for an analysis in
terms of association to a specific TBU.
As a first step to arrive at a phonological analysis, the peak alignment in the present
study can be compared with the variability observed in previous work on intonation
in TB. Grice, Ridouane & Roettger (2015) showed that in phrase-final position, both
in yes-no questions and statements with a contrastively focused phrase-final word, the
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variability in alignment of a local high turning point in the contour could be captured
probabilistically by appealing to a number of constraints that favoured the peak to oc-
cur on heavier and more sonorous syllables. This raises a number of questions with
respect to the present data. Why is the apparent tonal attraction effect of ‘prosodically
privileged’ syllables in final position, as previously reported, not observed in initial po-
sition? Unfortunately a direct comparison is not possible, as stimuli in Grice, Ridouane
& Roettger (2015) were designed to vary in terms of syllable structure and sonority,
factors that only vary in a limited way in the present qwords. Among the present
qwords, syllable weight only distinguishes two minimal word pairs, namely ma/mad
and mani/manwi. There is nevertheless little reason to believe that any differences in
peak alignment between members of these minimal word pairs should be attributed
to syllable weight, as the peak distribution in the present study and the one in Grice,
Ridouane & Roettger (2015) is fundamentally different. Grice, Ridouane & Roettger
(2015) find a discrete peak distribution, with the maximum being aligned either on
the penultimate syllable or on the final syllable, with an attraction effect for peaks
to occur on the heavier or the more sonorous of the two syllables. This categorical
tonal placement was additionally supported by the authors’ auditory impression that
the peak was located either on one syllable or the other, and by the peak’s system-
atic alignment in the rhyme of the syllable it occurred on. In the present experiment,
peaks on qwords exhibited a far more gradient distribution, with peaks also occurring
on intervocalic consonants in onset or coda position, and lacking systematic alignment
relative to any specific segment or sub-lexical structural unit. While many of the target
words in Grice, Ridouane & Roettger (2015) had obstruents in syllable onset position,
which would have prevented peaks from occurring on onsets, an explanation in terms of
segmental make-up can account for only some of the differences in alignment between
experiments. Other target words in the earlier study had liquids in onset position, and
no peaks occurred on any of these onsets either. In contrast, in the present data nasals
in syllable onset position did carry peaks.
Differences in tonal alignment between experiments could be due to many factors,
including the difference in phrasal position of target words (initial in the present study,
versus final in Grice, Ridouane & Roettger 2015), as well as differences in the function of
the intonational event (narrow focus in the present experiment versus yes-no question
modality marking and contrastive focus). Some of the differences in alignment patterns
might nevertheless still be due to differences in the segmental make-up of the words.
At this point, peak alignment patterns in qwords do not provide enough evidence
to argue for the association of the peak, in the form of an H tone, to a specific sub-
lexical unit. There are of course other potential tonal targets that might form part of
the qword tune and are perhaps more systematically aligned, such as potential L tones
on both sides of the H, which might be invoked to represent the potential requirement
to have a local rise or fall. Their alignment could unfortunately not be investigated with
the present data. The results from the pilot however can be used to argue that the rise
is not as integral a component of qword intonation as the peak. Rises in interrogatives
with non-initial qwords preferentially occurred prior to the qword, with the start of the
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rise coinciding with the left phrasal edge. Alignment in these cases suggests that any
low turning point does not co-occur with the qword. Instead, if an L tonal target should
be posited to account for the presence of a steep rise, it could be interpreted as seeking
association to the phrasal edge.
Even more speculation applies to the realisation of the low turning point marking
the end of the fall. There were some differences between qwords, notably with ma
exhibiting a stepped contour down to some baseline level. All other words, including
the complex qwords, showed a pattern in which a local minimum was produced shortly
after the peak, suggesting that there does appear to be an L tonal target that accounts for
the steep fall. This will be left for future work, as the decision to include tonal targets
in a phonological representation should ideally also take into account paradigmatic
contrast. To this end, it would be useful to know whether a shallower fall, or a less
complete fall to a baseline, results in a different pragmatic interpretation from the steep
fall observed here. If so, this would form evidence to support an interpretation of an
HL tonal sequence marking the qword in the present case, in contrast to for example a
single H target to characterise cases with a shallower or no immediate fall.
In sum, the high turning point can be interpreted as representing an H tonal target
by virtue of its systematic occurrence on the qword. Since no further association to a
TBU below the level of the word could be determined, I suggest to analyse the H tone
as a ‘non-metrical pitch accent’. The ‘non-metrical’ part of this characterisation follows
from the variable alignment of the H tone paired with the absence of lexically stressed
syllables, and the ‘pitch accent’ part follows the AM tradition to distinguish between
delimitative ‘edge tones’ and culminative prominence-marking ‘pitch accents’. Even if
the analysis in terms of an H accent would have to be revised to include further tonal
targets, the absence of lexical stress in the language would still justify the use of the
term ‘non-metrical pitch accent’.
In the context of the discussion about the nature of the tonal event, it should be men-
tioned that rather different accounts of intonational movements have been proposed for
several other languages that are considered to lack stress. Intonational systems in such
languages are typically analysed in terms of predetermined tonal strings that associate
sequentially within small phrasal domains such as APs or PPs (for Korean: Jun 2005a,
for French: Post 2000; Jun & Fougeron 2002, for Mongolian: Karlsson 2014), or even
the IP (for Ambonese Malay: Maskikit-Essed & Gussenhoven 2016). The present results,
on the other hand, indicate that the intonational event marking qwords in TB can be
analysed rather straightforwardly as serving the purpose of prominence-marking, not
edge-marking. This makes the intonational event in question much like a pitch accent,
which by definition is prominence-marking, but unlike a pitch accent in the sense of its
lacking further association to a TBU, specifically a stressed syllable.
In sum, the present qword data exhibit a type of intonational marking that does not
refer to sub-lexical metrical structure. This means on the one hand, that Tashlhiyt
Berber clearly differs from languages with lexical stress and postlexical pitch accent,
and, on the other hand, from languages like Mongolian, French and Korean, in which
there is a role for the mora or the syllable in determining the location of intonational
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tones.
Finally, it is possible that an analysis in terms of non-metrical tonal association is ap-
propriate for other languages as well. A recent case has been made for Ambonese Malay,
which is another language that lacks lexical stress, as also exhibiting intonational tonal
alignment that does not involve reference to a “word-internal synchronisation point”
(Maskikit-Essed & Gussenhoven 2016). The intonational tones in question were ana-
lysed as boundary tone complexes associating with the right edge of an IP, but the
phenomenon of variable tonal alignment appears very similar to what is observed in
the present case.
6.5.2 Answers to the research questions
The research questions asked in 6.1.3 are repeated here:
1. What are the phrasal prosodic characteristics of question word interrogatives in
general and the prosodic properties of qwords in particular?
2. What is the prosodic prominence status of question words? How should any pros-
odic marking be analysed phonologically?
Question 1 can be answered as follows: Qword interrogatives in TB are characterised
by a main phrasal intonational event which co-occurs with the qword. This tonal event
takes the form of a rising-falling pitch movement with a peak or high region, with the
F0 maximum always aligned on the qword. Both peak and high region were unsys-
tematically aligned, suggesting that the realisation of the intonational event is rather
unconstrained. Following the fall from the maximum there are no further intonational
events: The contour stays low until the right edge of the interrogative phrase. An ex-
ception to this pattern are complex qwords, which are optionally characterised by an
additional, edge-aligned rise at the right edge of the noun following the interrogative
word.
As for question 2, it is clear that qwords attract the main phrasal prominence, whether
the qword is in initial position (as in the main experiment) or in non-initial (medial/fi-
nal) position (as in the pilot). In the context of the main experiment, qwords were
produced under narrow focus, so that on a semantic-pragmatic account, qwords are
prominent. Consequently, the intonational event marking this constituent was con-
sidered to serve a prominence-marking rather than an edge-marking function. This
interpretation is supported by the alignment of the peak, which occurred relatively
freely within the domain of the qword, rather than near one of the edges.
While the role of low turning points in shaping the qword tune could not be analysed
in great detail, it was clear that an H target is among the defining aspects of the qword
tune in TB. This followed from i) alignment and scaling of the peak (which occurred on
the qword and was scaled at a consistent height for each speaker), ii) the scaling of the
start of the rise (which was more variable and depended in part on the alignment of
the peak), and iii) the alignment of the start of the rise (with the pilot suggesting that
the rise starts prior to the qword when enough segmental material is available).
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In conclusion, an AM phonological analysis of the qword tune in Tashlhiyt Berber
involves at a minimum an H target associating to the qword, and an optional H associ-
ating to the right edge of the noun in a complex qword, as schematised in Figure 6.14.
The rise towards this high target can be accounted for by positing a low target that
reflects an L intonational tone associating with the left phrasal edge, i.e. an L%.
Figure 6.14: Tonal association in TB qword interrogatives.
6.6 Summary and conclusion
This chapter provided a first investigation of question word (qword) interrogative in-
tonation in Tashlhiyt Berber, which is also the first investigation of qword interrogative
intonation in Berber in general.
The results of a pilot experiment revealed that qwords attract the main intonational
event in a direct interrogative phrase. When they are embedded, in contrast, qwords
are not prosodically prominent.
The main experiment served to investigate the prosodic marking of qwords in more
detail. To this end, data were analysed from seven participants who read scripted
questions in context, with qwords that occurred in their default position phrase-initially,
and under narrow focus. It was shown that question word interrogatives in TB are
characterised by a rising-falling F0 movement that invariably occurs on the qword.
Following this movement there are no further intonational events and the intonation
contour typically remains flat, continuing as a level stretch of low F0 up until the right
edge of the phrase (an IP).
The main rising-falling event on the qword was interpreted as a prominence-marking
intonational event that associates with the qword. This interpretation followed on the
one hand from the pragmatic status of the qword as focused, and on the other hand from
the alignment of the high turning point, which did not behave like an edge tone in terms
of alignment. The alignment of the high turning point (F0 peak) specifically was prone
to a great deal of variability. Peaks always occurred on the qword, but did not align with
word edges, nor did they systematically occur on specific segments or syllables. The
alignment of the starting and end points of a high plateau, as a potential alternative
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characterisation of the intonational event, exhibited similar variability. Finally, the
presence of a rise preceding the peak was argued to follow from the likely presence of
a low phrase-initial boundary tone, and was provisionally accounted for by positing a
%L marking the left edge of the interrogative IP.
It was argued that the best representation of the qword tune is in terms of an H, non-
metrical pitch accent that associates with the qword, but has no further association to
a tone-bearing unit below the lexical level.
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7.1 Introduction
7.1.1 Prior work on the intonation of Moroccan Arabic
Most of what is currently known about Moroccan Arabic intonation is limited to qualit-
ative observations, found primarily in Benkirane (1998) and Maas (n.d.: Ch. 10). The
former’s analysis includes a concise inventory of the prosodic properties that are charac-
teristic of various sentence types, including yes–no questions, declaratives, imperatives
and question word (qword) questions. Whereas Benkirane’s (1998) claims are based on
read sentences from various speakers and his observations as a native speaker, Maas’s ()
work is corpus-based, describing, on a case by case basis, examples of various sentences
in context.
Experimental work on MA is limited, too, and can be divided into two main thematic
areas: Prosodic marking of focus, and prosodic marking of yes–no question intonation.
For the former, two papers discuss MA focus marking with reference to other lan-
guage varieties, namely Burdin et al. (2015) and Yeou, Embarki & Al-Maqtari (2007).1
While both sets of authors consider their work to look at contrastive focus, results of the
two studies are not directly comparable. Burdin et al. (2015) investigate focus marking
in a game setting, contrasting three focus conditions in noun phrases consisting of a
noun+adjective: i) noun–only focus, ii) adjective–only focus and iii) full noun phrase
focus. Yeou, Embarki & Al-Maqtari (2007) look at contrastively focused single words
in read speech consisting of question–answer sentence pairs.
For the latter, the intonation of yes–no interrogatives, there is one study based on data
from both elicitation and semi-spontaneous interaction between speakers (Hellmuth et
al. 2015).
What is currently known about the topic of this chapter, qword interrogatives, is
limited to observations. According to Benkirane (1998: 354), the qword attracts the
phrasal pitch peak, and this peak is followed by “rapidly falling pitch on the rest of
the utterance” . This is in line, he observes, with the description of qword interrog-
atives given by Rhiati-Salih (1984). Maas (n.d.: Ch. 10) also reports similar patterns,
supported by example F0 contours.
1The same dataset is reported on, from a slightly different angle, in Yeou et al. (2007).
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7.1.2 Stress and tune-to-text association in Moroccan Arabic
The role of word-level stress in determining intonational tune-to-text association re-
mains rather elusive. Benkirane (1998) makes comments in passing about the role of
stressed syllables in shaping intonational patterns. As discussed in Chapter 4, he as-
sumes that either the penultimate or final syllable of a word is stressed, depending on
the weight of the final syllable: As a rule, the stressed syllable is the penultimate syl-
lable of a word, unless the final is heavy, in which case stress targets this final syllable.
For a more detailed discussion and experimental results that shed doubt on this concep-
tion of stress see Chapter 4. In any case, from Benkirane’s (1998) general description
it can be deduced the default main sentence accent in a declarative, as well as focal
pitch accents, are characterised by a high target. He further states that default accents
typically have a rise on what he considers the stressed syllable, and that contrastive ac-
cent peaks align variably with respect to the stressed syllable depending on the word’s
position in the phrase.
Burdin et al. (2015) adopt Benkirane’s view on stress, but find that the location of
focus in the noun phrase (i.e. on the adjective, on the noun or on the noun phrase as
a whole) is not consistently differentiated by means of a different kind or alignment
of pitch prominence. They argue that MA instead uses phrasing to mark focus prosod-
ically, and conclude that MA lacks pitch accents altogether. This seems a claim that
extrapolates beyond the available evidence, since it is well known that there are dif-
ferences among languages in terms of whether focus within the noun phrase is marked
prosodically, and the absence of focus marking in this specific context does not imply
an absence of focus marking altogether (cf. Krahmer & Swerts 2001; Swerts, Krahmer &
Avesani 2002; Swerts 2007 on this type of difference between Dutch and Italian, among
other languages.)
Yeou, Embarki & Al-Maqtari (2007) also assume that there is lexical stress in MA,
although no information is given about how they determine the stress position in their
target words. The authors find that both broad and contrastive focus are signalled
by a rising–falling movement, where in broad focus “the F0 peak is aligned within
the end of the stressed vowel in closed syllables, but it is aligned after the stressed
vowel in open syllables” (Yeou, Embarki & Al-Maqtari 2007: 321). In the contrastive
focus condition, the rise–fall (which is realised as a localised pitch event in Yemeni
and Kuwaiti Arabic) may span the entire word in Moroccan Arabic. Finally, they find
that four out of their five MA speakers deaccented the words preceding the contrastive
focus. Judging from the single example contour they provide, neither does there seem
to be any pitch movement in the postfocal region.
Finally, Hellmuth et al. (2015) provide the only detailed investigation of yes–no in-
terrogative intonation in MA. The authors observe that the alignment of the rise–fall
which consistently marks the right edge of yes–no questions is neither fully predictable
with reference the right phrasal edge alone nor with reference to the stressed syllable
alone (their definition of stress is taken from Benkirane 1998). Instead, the rise–fall
is aligned with reference to both of these domains simultaneously, in that it aligns
consistently with the final foot of the phrase-final word.
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In sum, the role of stress in determining patterns of postlexical pitch prominence in
MA is currently not clear. Given the above sets of findings it seems unlikely, however,
that MA intonational prominence will be characterised by highly systematic tune-to-
text mapping, in the way we have generally come to expect turning points in the F0
contour to align to well-defined segmental landmarks (cf. Section 2.4.3.2).
7.1.3 Question word interrogative structure in Moroccan Arabic
Qwords in Moroccan Arabic typically occur in phrase-initial position and thus belong
to the syntactic category of languages that require qwords to occur in a position that
differs from the location of a corresponding non-qword constituent (cf. Section 5.2.1).
Qword questions with an initial qword in MA appear to exhibit structural similarities to
clefts (i.e. focus constructions). Ouhalla (1999: 339) for example argues that these con-
structions both involve movement to a specifier position in the left periphery. Although
typically found in phrase-initial position, qwords may occur phrase-finally in some con-
texts as shown with an example in Section 5.2.1. They are also found phrase-medially,
for example as in one of the target sentences used in this experiment, which was created
with the help of native speakers and independently confirmed to be felicitous by Jamal
Ouhalla (p.c.).
As for the morphological form of qwords, MA has qwords like imta ‘where’ and fin
‘when’, which are commonly used in other varieties of Arabic. MA also frequently uses
ʔaʃ, which may function as a question particle, or as a qword meaning ‘what’. In the
present study it is used in one interrogative in conjunction with a preposition, namely
fʔaʃ ‘in what’.
7.1.4 Research questions
The main research questions are identical to those in Chapter 6 on qword intonation in
Tashlhiyt Berber:
1. What are the phrasal prosodic characteristics of question word interrogatives in
general and the prosodic properties of qwords in particular?
2. What is the prosodic prominence status of question words? How should any pros-
odic marking be analysed phonologically?
Based on the aforementioned observations there are a number of predictions for the
answer to Question 1. The first is that the qword is most likely to be prosodically
prominent and that it can be expected to carry the main pitch event in the sentence,
specifically in that it takes the form of a peak followed by a fall. The right phrasal edge
of the qword interrogative as a whole is expected to be low rather than rising.
The possible answer to Question 2 remains more open. Does the phrasal maximum
align on the qword, and how is this high turning point best represented? These ques-
tions are concerned with the nature of the relevant pitch event as edge marking (a
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phrasal or edge tone) or prominence-marking (some type of accent), or even a combin-
ation of both (see also Chapter 2).
In addition to these main questions, there is one more area of interest, concerning
the effect of bilingualism. As discussed in Chapter 1, language contact in Morocco has
apparently led to convergence between the (Tashlhiyt) Berber and (Moroccan) Arabic
phonological systems on a macro-level. On a lower level, this chapter can contribute an
answer to the question as to what extent bilingual and monolingual speakers of these
languages show speaker-level differences (based on whether they speak both or one
language only):
3. Are there any differences in the patterns of MA qword intonation produced by
‘monolingual’ MA speakers on the one hand and ‘bilingual’ MA/TB speakers on
the other? If so, might any differences be explained by appealing to bilinguals’
transfer of patterns found in TB?
7.1.5 Data
This chapter reports on an experiment that involved questions being read aloud by par-
ticipants as part of a scripted mock dialogue, the transcription and translation of which
is given in Appendix B. As in Chapter 4, data are part of the IVAr corpus (Hellmuth &
Almbark 2017) and were kindly made available to me by the authors. Further details
about each specific interrogative are given in Section 7.2.3.
7.1.6 Overview of chapter
In the next section, Section 7.2, the methodology of the present experiment is explained.
This is followed by the results in Section 7.3. The discussion in Section 7.4 starts with
possible phonological analyses for qword interrogative intonation in Section 7.4.1, fol-
lowed by a more general discussion of intonational categories in MA in Section 7.4.2,
and answers to the research questions in Section 7.4.3. Finally, Section 7.5 gives a brief
summary and conclusion.
7.2 Methodology
7.2.1 Participants
There were 24 participants, identical to those in Chapter 4 on correlates of stress in MA
(for details see Section 4.2.1). All speakers were university students in Casablanca, with
the majority being born and raised there. Participants belonged to one of two groups
with 12 speakers each: One was a ‘monolingual’ group with participants who grew
up speaking only MA at home, and one ‘bilingual’ group with participants who spoke
Tashlhiyt as a first language in addition to MA. All speakers have some to near-native
proficiency in MSA and French.
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7.2.2 Procedure
The present task was performed by pairs of participants as part of a set of recordings for
the IVAr corpus. Recordings took place in a quiet room at the Université Hassan II in
Casablanca, with participants each wearing a headset microphone and being recorded
on a separate channel. Participants were presented with a scripted dialogue (Appendix
B) printed on paper, and were instructed to play one of the roles. The dialogue was
performed twice by each pair of speakers, so that each participant performed each role
once. All sentences in the scripted dialogue are therefore available for each participant.
7.2.3 Speech materials
The dialogue served to elicit a number of other constructions in addition to qword
interrogatives. There were in total six target qword questions which used five different
qwords: ʃnu ‘what’ (occurring in two different interrogatives), ʃkun ‘who’, imta ‘where’,
fin ‘when’ and fʔaʃ ‘in which’. Target questions and their glosses are given below, in
order of their IVAr code (not the order in which they occurred in the dialogue).
whq1 ʃnu (1)
؟�نم�لا ل�ارلا داه ��مس ونش
ʃnu
what
smit
name.poss.3sg.m
ɦad
this
lraʒəl
man
ljamani
Yemeni
‘What is the name of this Yemeni man?’
whq2 ʃkun
؟�مورلا سرعلا ىلع �هش�� ��ّلل نوكش
ʃkun
who
lːi
rel
ʁajʃɦad
fut.witness.ipfv.3sg.m
ʕala
on
lʕars
wedding
rːumi
civil
‘Who is it that is going to witness the civil wedding?’
whq3 imta
؟ان�د كمع �نب سرع ا�م�إ
imta
when
ʕars
wedding
bint
daughter
ʕamːək
uncle.poss2sg
dina
Dina
‘When is the wedding of your cousin Dina?’
whq4 fʔaʃ
؟ةن��م نم شأف نوك�� سرعلا
lʕars
wedding
ʁajkun
fut.be.ipfv.3sg.m
fʔaʃ
in.which
min
from
mədinə
city
‘In which city will the wedding be?’
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whq5 fin
؟ل�بن ان�د �فاش �نف
fin
where
ʃafit
see.pfv.3sg.f
dina
Dina
nabil
Nabil
‘Where did Dina see Nabil?’
whq6 ʃnu (2)
؟للاد تونا� نم ان��ل �ب���� ونش
ʃnu
what
ʁatʒibi
fut.bring.ipfv.2sg.f
ldina
Dina
min
from
ħanut
shop
dalal
Dalal
‘What will you bring Dina from Dalal’s shop?’
Target questions differed in a number of respects. A summary of the most relevant
differences is given in Table 7.1. The number of syllables is based on the phonological
transcription.
IVAr code Qword N syll qword Syntax of qword N syll in phrase
whq1 ʃnu (1) 1 phrase-initial 8
whq2 ʃkun 1 phrase-initial, clefted 9
whq3 imta 2 phrase-initial 8
whq4 fʔaʃ 1 phrase-medial, in-situ 8
whq5 fin 1 phrase-initial 7
whq6 ʃnu (2) 1 phrase-initial 11
Table 7.1: Details of target qword interrogatives used in the experiment
In addition to the factors listed in the table, whq4 additionally differs from the other
questions in that its qword is morphologically complex, in that fʔaʃ is historically de-
composable into fi ‘in’ + ʔaʃ ‘what, which’. Whq4 also differs from the rest with respect
to the type of qword, because fʔaʃ is part of the complex question constituent ‘in which
city’. 2 The relevance of these factors to the realisation of qword interrogative intona-
tion will be discussed in Section 7.4.
7.2.4 Analysis
The theoretical total number of utterances was 144 (6 qwords * 12 speakers * 2 groups
= 144). Out of this total, 11 utterances were non-targetlike due to mispronunciations
or major disfluencies and excluded. A further four utterances were excluded due to
smaller disfluencies in the vicinity of the qword. This resulted in a final number of
2Similarly, fin can historically be decomposed into fi ‘in’ and ʔajnə ‘where’, but this form has long been
grammaticalised.
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65 utterances analysed for the monolingual group and 64 utterances for the bilingual
group (total N=129).
Acoustic measurements were taken in Praat (Boersma & Weenink 2015). Initial
segmentation of utterances into words and segments was performed automatically by
Prosodylab-Aligner (Gorman, Howell & Wagner 2011). Subsequently all utterances
were manually checked and segmentation was adjusted where needed. F0 measure-
ments are based on a version of Praat’s automatically generated pitch contour which
was manually corrected for pitch tracking errors and smoothed with 15Hz bandwidth.
Local minima and maxima were detected automatically and verified manually.
Statistical analysis was performed in R (R Core Team 2016). For comparisons be-
tween speaker groups, linear mixed models were run with the package lme4 (Bates
et al. 2015). Significance for individual predictors or interactions between predictors
were calculated by means of LRTs between a main model and a corresponding null
model lacking the relevant interaction or predictor. The R syntax of the main model is
in each case given in a footnote.
7.3 Results
This section consists of three parts. First, in Section 7.3.1 an overview is given of the
phrasal intonational patterns of the read sentences is given. What is observed here
serves to motivate the choice to focus on the alignment and scaling of specific turning
points, the initial low and the following peak, as discussed in Section 7.3.2, as well as
the time course of the fall, discussed in Section 7.3.3.
7.3.1 Global contours
Figure 7.1 below shows time-normalised phrasal contours for all individual qword in-
terrogatives (total N=129). It is clear that qwords are characterised by a region of high
pitch, with for some qwords a visible rise to a peak, and for others a high onset (not-
ably ʃkun).3 The shape seems to vary from peak-like in interrogatives with ʃnu to almost
plateau-like high regions in ʃkun. A local maximum seems to occur either on or shortly
after the qword, followed by a considerable drop. Taken together, these interrogatives
provide a highly coherent picture of a rising–falling contour around the qword and an
absence of additional intonational prominence later in the phrase.
In terms of right-edge marking, most questions end low, which is in line with the
observations by both Benkirane (1998) and Maas (n.d.: Ch. 10). There is a handful
of cases with final rising F0 movement (N=5 / N=64 for the bilingual group and
N=8 / N=65 for the monolingual group). The five rises in the bilingual group were
3There was one exception in the whole dataset concerning a voiceless rendering of fʔaʃ as [fʔʃ] followed
by a rise–fall on the final word mədinə. This particular final contour is typical of yes–no questions
(Hellmuth et al. 2015) and I will assume that it was wrongly interpreted as a yes–no question (especially
as fʔaʃ can also be a question particle in a yes–no question). This particular utterance will further be
ignored.
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Figure 7.1: F0 contours for all target utterances (N=129; normalised duration based
on 10 equidistant measuring points throughout each word. Dotted lines
delimit target qword.
due to four different speakers (two male, two female), but in the monolingual group
there was one female speaker, f3, who produced five of the total eight rises. Finally,
rises were spread across most utterances, although ʃnu (2) lacked final rises altogether.
Interrogatives with ʃnu (1), on the other hand, exhibited relatively many rises (27%, or
six out of a total 22).
In sum, in this experiment, final rises for qword questions are firstly optional, and
secondly, representing only 10% of all qword questions, the more marginal option dis-
preferred to level or falling final intonation. The distribution of final rises also suggests
that there might be something specific about the interrogative with ʃnu (1) as opposed
to all other interrogatives (the attested six rises among the total 22 renderings for this
sentence represent a likelihood 0.014, given the overall frequency of 10% rises). Plaus-
ible explanations could appeal, on the one hand, to the notion of epistemic bias: This
particular question involved only given constituents that were all overtly mentioned in
the preceding turns, and the speaker would presuppose that the interlocutor knows the
answer (cf. Warren 2016 on similar contextual effects influencing final rising intona-
tion or ‘uptalk’ in English). On the other hand, final rises might be linked to the higher
social cost associated with asking a detailed follow-up question requesting highly per-
sonal information (see Chen 2012 for the suggestion that higher social cost of asking
certain questions might result in deviant accentuation of qwords in Dutch). In any case,
the presence of final rises does not in any obvious way correlate with any structural
linguistic factors, including information structure of the phrase.
For the sake of a clearer between-group and between-qword comparison, the aver-
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aged time-normalised F0 contours for are shown in Figure 7.2 (N=13 with final rise
and N=1 with final rise–fall excluded). Just as in the above figure, these contours
were based on frequency sampling at ten equidistant measuring points per word, but
are plotted retaining information about average word duration as well. It can be seen
that the average duration of the interrogative phrase with imta was shortest, and that
among the qwords, ʃnu (2) had the shortest duration.4
Figure 7.2: Averaged and time-normalised interpolated F0 contours across all target
utterances without final rise–fall) (N=105). Dotted lines delimit target
qword.
Two main observations can be made based on this figure. The first is that the global
contours for the different interrogative phrases look very similar to each other (except-
ing, for the moment, the phrase with medial qword fʔaʃ). Across the board, the qword
carries what seems to be the one and only intonational prominence in the phrase, and
it takes the form of a rising–falling pitch movement in most cases. The second point
is that these mean contours highlight the apparent absence of differences between the
two groups of speakers. There are no categorical differences, and the overall contours
look near-identical, suggesting that any differences in qword question intonation linked
to the linguistic background of speakers are expected to be subtle at best.
These preliminary findings are compatible with Benkirane (1998)’s observation that
the qword attracts the utterance maximum and is followed by “a rapid fall”. Clearly, a
rise–fall in the vicinity of the qword is a defining intonational characteristic of qword
questions.
4The considerable dip in the F0 contour occurring around 500 ms. in interrogatives with fin is due to
microprosody (the mostly voiced sequence /t d/ in /ʃafit dina/) and does not represent a linguistically
meaningful intonational movement.
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In the next sections I focus on the intonational movement characterising the qword,
or qword tune, trying to define any regularities defining the relationship between the
tune and the text for this particular word.
7.3.2 Turning point alignment and scaling
As seen in the previous section, qwords in MA are characterised by a rising–falling F0
contour, with the peak of this movement occurring on or in the vicinity of the qword.
Its exact alignment will be looked at in detail in Section 7.3.2.1.
Figures 7.1 and 7.2 also suggested that the magnitude of the rising movement towards
the peak varies across words (greatest in imta and fʔaʃ and smaller in ʃkun). These,
incidentally, are also the interrogatives that have qwords whose peaks do not co-occur
with the left phrasal boundary, which can straightforwardly be explained by appealing
to the presence of preceding segmental material that can carry intonational movements
(for imta because its first few segments are voiced and for fʔaʃ because it is phrase-
medial). Given that there is a rise where one is possible, a low and a high turning point
demarcating this rise should be identifiable. In order to determine whether either one
or both of these low and high turning points can be considered to constitute phonetic
reflexes of AM tonal targets I will consider the relationship between them, in terms of
the scaling and alignment of the peak and the scaling of the left-edge minimum (Section
7.3.2.2). The start of the rising movement (i.e. the low turning point) is predictable, as
it typically co-occurs with the onset of voicing. Given this predictability in alignment,
it should not be considered to yield a meaningful alignment measure on its own, but I
will still refer to its scaling in relation to the high turning point. Similarly, to investigate
properties of the fall, I will look at the temporal progression of the fall as a whole rather
than at the alignment of an individual low turning point (Section 7.3.3).
7.3.2.1 Peak alignment
Table 7.2 shows the distribution of qword-related maxima.5 A first observation con-
cerns the fact that in 83 out of the 129 utterances (64%) the absolute maximum of
the qword-related rise–fall occurred on the qword itself. Among the initial qwords the
percentage is just a bit lower, with 62 out of 108 (57%) attracting the peak.
In the following, I will discuss whether alignment of these peaks can be characterised
systematically by appealing to to several segmental landmarks: Absolute distance from
the qword start, absolute distance from the qword end, and relative position within the
qword.
Absolute distance from word start
Firstly, peak alignment was calculated with reference to the word start, or left qword
edge, to chart the temporal domain across which maxima are spread. There were no
5These frequency counts come from the smoothed contours but are almost identical to the peak distribu-
tion in absolute contours.
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Peak on qword Peak not on qword
fin 15 8imta 23 1
ʃnu (1) 11 11
ʃnu (2) 5 13
ʃkun 8 13fʔaʃ 21 5
Total 83 46
Table 7.2: Distribution of peaks on qword.
differences in absolute alignment relative to the qword start between the two groups
of speakers (LRT: χ2(1) = 1.8, p=0.17),6 and results are therefore shown pooled in
Figure 7.3. For all six qwords, the absolute distance between the word start (indicated
by dotted line) and the F0 maximum varies considerably. Mean peak alignment varies
between 174 ms. for bilingual imta to 244 ms. for monolingual ʃkun, but these varying
means are not very informative given large alignment differences within single words.
In fact, the smallest range of variation in alignment (latest minus earliest) for a single
word comprises 185 ms. for ʃnu (2).
Figure 7.3: Alignment of qword-related peaks for all six qwords relative to the left edge
of the qword (dotted line).
Nevertheless, maximum alignment is highly correlated with the word start. Predict-
ing maximum alignment (absolute values) based on the qword start revealed a signific-
6peak alignment from qword start ∼group + (0+group|qword) + (1|speaker)
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ant correlation coefficient of r=0.96 (LRT: χ2(1)=19.3, p<0.001).7
Absolute distance from word end
For the sake of comparison, peak alignment was also calculated relative to the word end
(right qword edge). Figure 7.4 shows, for all six qwords, the absolute distance between
the F0 maximum and the word end (indicated by dotted line). Again there were no
group differences and data are shown pooled (LRT: χ2(1) = 1.7, p=0.2).8 Negative
values indicate that the peak was on the qword, positive values that it occurred after.
Maxima are not quite consistently aligned, with peaks occurring before and after the
qword boundary (mirroring the numbers in Table 7.2). Again, there was an overall
correlation, with maximum alignment significantly correlated with the qword end, with
r=0.77 (LRT: χ2(1)=22.8, p<0.001).9
Figure 7.4: Alignment of qword-related peaks for all six qwords relative to the right
edge of the qword (dotted line).
The qword ʃkun in whq2 occurred in a cleft, and it seemed possible that peak align-
ment for this qword might be better correlated with the end of the larger constituent
that includes clefted /lːi/. A quick comparison shows that this is not the case. Maximum
alignment was better predicted with respect to the (simple) qword edge than with the
extended qword constituent edge (correlation coefficients of r=0.54 and r=0.34, re-
spectively).10
7peak alignment ∼qword start + group + (0+qwordstart|qword) + (0+qwordstart|speaker)
8peak alignment from qword end ∼group + (0+group|qword) + (1|speaker)
9peak alignment ∼qword end + group + (0+qword end|qword) + (0+qword end|speaker)
10peak alignment ∼qword end + group + (1|speaker) and peak alignment ∼extended qword end +
group + (1|speaker)
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Comparing word edge alignment
The above two ways of characterising peak alignment resulted in the observations that
there is, for every single qword, a large temporal domain within which peaks may occur.
At the same time, the phonological domain of the qword clearly plays an important
role in determining peak location. This was reflected in the high overall correlations
between peak alignment and both word edges.
relative to word start relative to word end
fin 185 (67) 13 (71)imta 174 (50) -84 (65)
ʃkun 244 (61) 19 (60)
ʃnu (1) 232 (90) 36 (86)
ʃnu (2) 237 (53) 38 (49)fʔaʃ 181 (96) -78 (112)
mean 209 (72) -9 (86)
Table 7.3: Mean alignment values of maxima, relative to qword start and qword end
(ms.), SD (ms.) in brackets.
In order to directly compare the magnitude of this variation with reference to each
edge, table 7.3 lists, per word, the mean alignment values across all participants. Two
main patterns are observed in the data, the first to do with average alignment and the
second with the degree of variability in the data.
Firstly, peak alignment is on average very close to the right qword edge, much closer
than to the left qword edge. In case of a global analysis only, this might be taken to
argue for right edge-alignment of the peak and subsequent interpretation as association
to the qword edge. However, given the overall variation and different behaviour of
individual words, this grand mean falsely suggests that all peaks align with the right
qword edge.
Secondly, the large standard deviations for both measures for each qword indicate
that the means are not very informative. Since there were high correlations for peak
alignment with both word edges, it seems that the edges play some role in peak align-
ment. The qword edges nevertheless do not constitute strong absolute limits on the
domain within which peaks are realised, nor do peaks align systematically within the
qword domain when they do occur within it. The range of absolute alignment values
seems especially large in comparison with results reported in earlier studies that set out
to test predictions of the segmental anchoring hypothesis (see Chapter 2).
In order to make this comparison explicit, I will quickly review the details on align-
ment from two much-cited studies. In Ladd, Mennen & Schepman (2000), the authors
investigate rising accents in Dutch by looking at the alignment of low and high turning
points marking the start and end of a rising movement on a stressed syllable. For the
high turning point, mean speaker alignment values ranged from 10.8 ms. (short vowel
condition) to 19.9 ms. (long vowel condition) (based on their Table 1). Similarly, in a
study on rising L*+H accents in two dialects of German, Atterer & Ladd (2004) found
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that the temporal domain across which high turning points occurred spanned 50 ms.
with standard deviations of 13 and 17ms. (values reflecting means per speaker/group
in their table 1). The high turning point is subsequently interpreted as the phonetic
reflex of a H trailing tone (and the accent thus being L*+H). Trailing tones are gener-
ally analysed as such by virtue of being less systematically aligned than the preceding,
starred, tone. This suggests that the range of variation for H alignment attested in At-
terer & Ladd (2004) is already relatively large compared to tonal alignment of starred
tones.
While these measures of variation in alignment concern small groups of speakers,
and controlled speech under laboratory conditions, it does seem that the alignment
patterns in the present data are of an altogether different nature. In the present data,
the temporal domain across which maxima are realised is, as mentioned previously,
91.8 ms. in the cases of the ‘smallest’ domain, and standard deviations for the variation
in alignment for individual words start at 49 ms. Even if not directly comparable, these
numbers are indicative of substantially different degrees of variability in alignment.
The next section will delve into alignment just a bit further, to see if relative measures
might still reveal a somewhat more systematic pattern otherwise missed. The phrase-
initial peak in MA qword interrogatives is apparently not systematically aligned to any
part within the qword, but the qword edges nevertheless delimit the domain within
which peaks are realised. So far, this is in line with the initial hypothesis that there
is no segmental anchoring for the peak in the qword rise–fall in MA. It could still be
conjectured, however, that some of the variation seen here can be explained away by
accounting for inter-speaker differences in speech rate. Additionally, the segmental
make-up of the words in the experiment varied and some words were more likely to
have post-qword peaks than others, see table 7.2. This suggests that some more vari-
ation can be accounted for by investigating peak alignment relative to segments.
In order to address whether one or both of the above factors might play a role in de-
termining peak alignment, the next subsection will investigate peak alignment relative
to segment duration.
Relative alignment within qword
In order to control for the potential confounds of speech rate and segmental make-up,
alignment was also considered in relative terms, for which peak alignment relative to
the duration of individual segments within and immediately following the qword was
calculated.11 Alignment of F0 maxima relative to segments is shown in Figure 7.5. No
peak was aligned more than six segments to the right of the start of the qword, and for
the phrase-medial word fʔaʃ no peaks were realised prior to the qword start.
Firstly, it is clear that there is considerable similarity in maximum alignment for
bilingual and monolingual speaker groups on this measure too, confirming that there
are no group differences (LRT: χ2(1) = 0.28, p = 0.6).12
11Since maxima were extracted automatically based on smoothed and interpolated F0 contours, maxima
may also occur on voiceless segments.
12normalised peak alignment ∼group + (0+group|qword) + (1|speaker)
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Figure 7.5: Alignment of F0 maxima in all utterances, relative to normalised segment
duration (dotted lines) and word boundaries (solid lines).
Secondly, there is a word-specific effect for imta and fʔaʃ in that peaks in these words
typically align before the right edge of the qword. An obvious explanation would appeal
to the fact that imta is disyllabic word and has a first segment that is phonetically voiced
(both unlike all other qwords). Interestingly, in none of its 21 renderings does the peak
actually occur on the initial vowel, with the /i/ instead being used to carry a rising
pitch movement. This suggests that if enough voiced segmental material is available,
both a rise and a peak will be realised on the qword. Under suboptimal circumstances,
as in all other qwords, the peak might be realised to the right of the qword, or the
initial rise gets truncated. To what extent either one of these possible strategies is more
consistent with the observed data will be explored in the next section in which scaling
is investigated.
Returning to the issues mentioned at the end of the previous section, it seems that
even if speech rate and segmental make-up are considered, peak alignment remains
highly variable. Based on both absolute and relative peak alignment results I conclude
that F0 peaks associated with MA qwords are not aligned systematically with reference
to segmental anchors. F0 peaks lacked consistent alignment in terms of:
• absolute distance from the start of the qword (left edge) (Figure 7.3)
• absolute distance from the end of the qword (right edge) (Figure 7.4)
• relative position within the qword (Figure 7.5)
Nevertheless, peak location does seem to be governed to some extent by the edges
of the qword domain, as peak alignment exhibited high correlations with both edges.
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From a pragmatic point of view (see discussion of prominence and focus in qword
interrogatives, Chapter 5) the qword is a good candidate of a domain to which a pitch
event might seek to associate. If the qword domain is indeed relevant in governing tune-
to-text association, it is worth exploring whether properties of the qword tune beyond
alignment can explain why peaks in some cases are realised outside this domain.
7.3.2.2 Scaling of initial low turning point and peak
The finding that peak alignment is not systematic while still being linked closely to the
qword raises the possibility that this variability is caused by other, potentially compet-
ing requirements on F0 realisation. For example, later peak alignment might stem from
the need to realise an initial rising movement of a given size, where a rise and a peak
on the qword compete for limited time.
Here I will explore whether it is the slope of the rise which forms a consistent feature
of qword intonational marking. For this, duration of rise (distance between maximum
on or after the qword and the preceding minimum) and rise excursion (difference in
ST between this maximum and minimum) were calculated. For all qwords, the qword
minimum was identified as the minimum F0 value between the qword onset and the
qword maximum.
The location of the minimum typically coincided with the onset of voicing. For the
qword fʔaʃ, which is largely voiceless, the minimum was identified in the interpolated
F0 contour, and typically yielded a point at the start of the qword. As mentioned
previously, I do not take this alignment measurement to yield an informative insight
into the alignment of a low turning point, but it is useful for purposes of rise duration.
The results show that scaling of both turning points exhibited much variation within
the dataset, with a range of around 30 ST for both the low and the high turning points.
There were no differences between speaker groups for either the excursion size of the
rise (LRT: χ2(1)=0.12, p=0.72) nor for the temporal distance between start and end
of rise (LRT: χ2(1)=2, p=0.16). The following analysis is therefore based on the full
dataset of N=129, pooled across the speaker groups.
For the excursion size of the rise, values ranged from 0.2 to 11.3 ST with a mean of
4.0, excluding the seven utterances for which there was a complete absence of a rise
(three renderings of ʃnu (1) and four of ʃkun). Additionally, the number of utterances
for which the excursion size was 2 ST or less was 32, equal to 25% of the total, which
suggests that the presence of a clear rise is a common but not a mandatory aspect of
qword intonational marking.13
Details of the rise are variable across qwords, as is also suggested by the mean con-
tours shown in Figure 7.2. Within each of the six utterances there was predictable
variability in alignment of the low turning point (which coincided with the onset of
voicing), and any correlation between its scaling and its alignment will be influenced
by this. The alignment and scaling of maxima, in contrast, seems to be independent:
132 ST is chosen here as a somewhat arbitrary cut-off point for perceptible changes in F0, see also Section
6.3.4).
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Maxima that are aligned later are not convincingly higher (weak correlations with R2
varying from 0.0001 for ʃkun to 0.19 for ʃnu (2)). Correlations can be expected in cases
where there are temporal constraints on the realisation of a series of tonal targets, espe-
cially if low and high targes occur in quick succession. In such cases the scaling might
be compromised or alignment delayed (see also Chapter 6). The lack of a correlation
between scaling and alignment of the high turning points in MA qwords suggests no
such bidirectional effects on realisation.
To consider the rising movement more holistically, Figure 7.6 serves to show the
relation between the scaling of the start and the end of the rise (minimum F0 value
near left phrasal edge and peak on or after qword, respectively). There is a correla-
tion between these two, manifested as a clear linear relationship indicating that the
ratio of maximum relative to minimum is constant: For any given minimum, the fol-
lowing maximum is scaled roughly 42% higher (overall R2=0.86). Similarly, a linear
model taking into account by-item and by-speaker variation also finds a strong depend-
ency between the turning points in the scaling domain (LRT: χ2(1)=32.7, p<0.001,
β=1.01).14 Of course, this correlation on its own does not give any information about
the directionality of the effect.
Figure 7.6: Scaling of qwordminima andmaxima, regression lines given for each qword
separately.
In terms of possible causation and directionality, the consideration of speech plan-
ning mechanisms suggests that the low turning point (i.e. the start of the rise) might
best be interpreted as providing the reference scaling in the relationship. If the refer-
ence were the high turning point instead, the scaling of the low turning point would
have to be determined in hindsight. In any case, the link between the two points in
the scaling domain suggests that both are involved in the qword tune together, which
can be interpreted as evidence for an analysis that posits an LH bitonal sequence to
14maxF0 ∼minF0 + group + (0+minF0|qword) + (0+minF0|speaker)
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represent the rising movement. Moreover, if one of the defining prosodic characterist-
ics of qwords involves the presence of a rising F0 movement, and the rise starts at the
left edge of the qword (or soon thereafter at the onset of voicing), then variable peak
alignment can be analysed to follow from the requirement to realise some degree of a
rise.
Similar argumentation, in which an L tonal target is posited based on a scaling de-
pendency with a following H target, is found in Ladd & Schepman (2003). This set of
authors argues for the existence of an L target based on a scaling dependency between
a low and high turning point in the context of a so-called sagging transition between
two H targets in British English. The particular low turning point they discuss had
previously been considered a mere transition effect with a phonetic explanation rather
than a phonological target.
7.3.2.3 Interim summary and implications for analysis
In sum, this section on turning point scaling and alignment showed the following res-
ults:
• in most cases there is an identifiable rise on the qword towards a peak
• the F0 maximum marking the peak is aligned variably: It may occur on or after
the qword
• there is a consistent scaling relationship between F0 minimum and maximum for
each qword rise
I interpret these findings as providing evidence for the qword tune involving both an
L and an H target, in the form of an L+H bitonal accent. No starred tone is included
for two reasons, which are to a large extent overlapping with the reasons given for the
absence of a starred tone in the TB qword tune (see Chapter 6).
Firstly, there is some unclarity about the alignment of the L, and much attested vari-
ability in the alignment of the H. If the alignment of the high turning point had been
consistent with respect to a specific sub-lexical phonological unit, then this would have
provided some evidence for phonological association to this unit. There is however no
apparent moraic or syllabic unit that serves the purpose of tonal anchoring.
Secondly, and more fundamentally, there is unclarity surrounding the existence of
stress in MA (see Chapter 4). If MA has no lexical–metrical positions in the form of
stressed syllables, then these cannot be expected to play a role in determining tonal
association, including starredness, in the first place.
A possible analysis of the L+H tonal complex is that it seeks association to the qword,
and the fact that the alignment of the peak is not always aligned within the domain
of the qword can then be explained by the requirement to realise at least some rising
movement. This discussion will be taken up in more detail in Section 7.4.
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7.3.3 Properties of the post-qword fall
So far this chapter has focused on the properties of the rise towards the peak and the
peak itself. As could be seen in Figure 7.1, and judging from Benkirane’s description
of “rapidly falling pitch”, qword peaks are also followed by a steep fall. This section
will explore the properties of this fall. The low turning point following the peak could
not reliably be extracted from either the raw or interpolated and smoothed contour due
to microprosody, and therefore the methodology employed here considers the overall
trajectory rather than a single low turning point. The trajectory of the fall was quanti-
fied as follows: For each utterance, one F0 measure was taken at the midpoint of each
vowel. Then, the F0 span was calculated based on these values (maximum as found on
the the qword vowel or the next vowel, minus minimum value as typically found on
the phrase-final vowel).
Figure 7.7 shows the mean trajectory of the fall for each utterance, the vowel with the
maximum F0 serving as reference point.15 The trajectory for fʔaʃ is noticeably shorter
because the qword and peak occur only 4 syllables prior to the end of the phrase.
Figure 7.7: Trajectory of fall as cumulative percentage of utterance F0 span covered,
starting with the vowel carrying the maximum. Dashed lines illustrate hy-
pothetical linear interpolation between peak and final vowel (for shortest
and longest interrogatives only).
It is clear that there is a steep fall following the peak in all cases: On average 28%
of the entire range is covered by the F0 distance between peak and immediately fol-
lowing vowel, and the 50% mark is reached around the second vowel after the peak
in all utterances. The trajectories then start to diverge. This seems best explained by
appealing to the number of vowels between peak and end of utterance. Fʔaʃ is followed
15The reason why the 100% mark is not reached for all utterances is due to averaging across all individual
fall trajectories, including those that exhibit smaller rising movements at any point after the peak
(utterances with a final rise were excluded from the mean calculation).
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by only four vowels and has a much steeper fall than the longer utterances with ʃnu (2).
The other four utterances have different lengths but nevertheless display highly similar
trajectories, suggesting that the differences in steepness of the fall for the short and
long utterances are indeed best interpreted as adjustments from a default.
The results for the fall are informative with respect to the earlier finding that peak
alignment was not systematic. The fall trajectory shows that once the peak is considered
relative to what follows (i.e. in controlling for varying alignment by taking the peak as
reference point), the observed contour is comparable across utterances, with the traject-
ory of the fall being highly similar for the first two vowels following the peak. Results
also indicate that there is some effect of utterance length in that there are adjustments
in steepness of fall after the second vowel following the peak: The longer the utterance,
the shallower the fall. Utterances are nevertheless alike in exhibiting a similarly steep
fall immediately following the qword peak.
On the one hand, this could be taken to argue in favour of the presence of another low
tonal target shortly after the peak. Further support for this comes from the idealised
scenario with a linear fall between the peak and the phrasal minimum at the end of
the utterance. This linearly-interpolated fall scenario is illustrated for the longest and
shortest utterances in Figure 7.7 with a dashed line. It can be seen that the trajectories
for the falls as they are attested in the present dataset deviate considerably from a linear
fall. While no interpolation between intonational tonal targets is ever really linear, the
difference seems appreciable enough to look like there should be another low target
causing the rather steep fall.
On the other hand, the inflection points in this figure do not necessarily represent
turning points in the actual F0 contours. At the very best, they give an indication as to
where steeper falls turn into shallower falls. Further work will be needed to determine
the location of an actual low turning point following a qword peak in MA, and to
investigate the possibility that there is a second L phonological target involved in the
MA qword tune.
7.4 Discussion
7.4.1 Towards a phonological analysis
The above findings showed that the MA qword tune consists of a sharp rise, starting at
the left qword edge, to a peak reached on or shortly after the qword, and a relatively
steep fall following this peak. Earlier in this chapter (in Section 7.2.3), it was men-
tioned that there were differences between the interrogatives investigated in terms of
phonological and syntactic structure, and there might have also been pragmatic differ-
ences (since each sentence occurred at a different point in the scripted dialogue). None
of these factors had an obvious effect on the intonational structure of the interrogat-
ives, since i) qwords in all interrogatives received the main phrasal pitch prominence,
ii) there were no other prominence-marking events in the utterance, and iii) the degree
of variability in phonetic realisation within and between utterances suggest that there
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are no categorical differences between utterances dependent on information structural
differences. Any small differences in alignment between utterances could be linked to
phonetic constraints on the realisation of pitch.
The result of main phrasal pitch prominence coinciding with the qword provides in
first instance strong evidence to posit some sort of high accent associating with the
qword. Further claims about the phonological interpretation of qword prominence in
terms of specific tonal targets will be discussed here. There are two sets of issues to
consider: The first has to do with the nature of the intonational movement, building
on observations about the domain it associates with, the second with the event’s phon-
ological or symbolic representation in terms of tonal targets.
The first issue deals with the question of what the nature of this intonational event is.
Presumably the rise–fall, or high region, serves a prominence-marking as opposed to
edge-marking function, an interpretation supported firstly by the inherent prominence
of the qword itself (see Chapter 5), and secondly by the fact that the phonetic maximum
of the F0 event is clearly linked to the qword domain. Very similarly to what was
observed for TB in Chapter 6, the peak does not consistently appear at either of the
qword edges, and instead occurs roughly anywhere on or shortly after the qword. The
peak also does not seek out a phrasal edge, as the phrase-medial qword illustrated:
The qword still carried the peak in this case. This behaviour would typically classify
the tonal event as a pitch accent, if it were not for a marked absence of association to
specific syllable (and specifically a stressed syllable). Metrical prominence as a criterion
for phonological association in MA is moreover problematic in itself, since the existence
of stress is generally doubtful, and unresolved at best (see Chapter 4). Any claims about
the event’s association to a specific syllable, stressed or otherwise, is hampered further
by the fact that qwords in this experiment, as in MA in general, are mostly monosyllabic.
The results for the only disyllabic word do not resolve the question of association. Peaks
in imta were just as well characterised by unsystematic phonetic alignment, and peaks
could occur on either one of the two syllables.
The second possible criterion to determine association are patterns of phonetic align-
ment. This criterion is problematic, too, because the alignment of turning points did
not reveal much systematicity. The location of the first low turning point was largely
determined by phonetics (the start of the rising movement, and thus F0 minimum, oc-
curred at the onset of voicing), and the high turning point was shown not to align
systematically with any phonological domain below the qword. The second low turn-
ing point, marking the transition from a fall to the level F0 characterising the rest of
the phrase, was difficult to locate reliably. An interpretation that could follow from
the present findings is one that invokes association of the pitch event to the qword
domain. Its prominence-marking function, which is highly similar to that of pitch ac-
cents in other languages, paired with an absence of evidence for association to a TBU
below the word level, would qualify it as a non-metrical pitch accent. This is much like
what seems to happen in Tashlhiyt. In the case of MA, the non-metrical pitch accent’s
domain of association also is the qword, which in direct interrogatives is likely to act
as a focus domain.
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The second issue deals with the F0 event’s symbolic–phonological representation.
Specifically, in an AM analysis, one could interpret the above findings as suggesting
that there is a series of low, high and low turning points that are candidates for a
phonological analysis in terms of L, H and L tonal targets, respectively. The maximum
appears to play an important role because it is pivotal in accounting for the relatively
high F0 and because it tended to phonetically align with the qword. If there is indeed
a role for an H target, the next question is whether it forms part of a monotonal or
bitonal (or even tritonal) sequence involving targets for the low start- and end points of
the intonational movement. The following observations constitute reasons to believe
that there is a role for L targets on one or both sides of the H target:
• For a preceding L: The local character of the rise towards the peak. There was
a steep rise preceding the peak on the qword. This is especially informative in
the case of whq4 where the rise towards the phrase-medial qword peak could
theoretically have started much earlier than at the onset of the qword.
• For a trailing L: The relatively steep fall immediately following the peak (Figure
7.7), and the notable absence of contours in which the high region on the qword
was extended into a high plateau, as in the case of TB (Chapter 6), or as reported
for Spanish (Prieto 2004; Henriksen 2014).
These observations could be taken as support for various analyses, for example along
the lines of an LH, HL, or even LHL non-metrical pitch accents.16
7.4.2 Intonational categories in Moroccan Arabic
No AM-style accentual categories have been proposed for MA as of yet, although two
recent experimental studies provide contributions to the topic of intonational categor-
isation. Yeou, Embarki & Al-Maqtari (2007), who investigated read MA sentences that
contained a single contrastively focused word, concluded that MA uses a rising–falling
F0 contour on these specific words. Due to its occurrence on pragmatically focused
words, the relevant tonal event seems a typical candidate for an analysis in terms of a
prominence-marking tonal event, but the authors do not offer a further phonological
analysis.
Hellmuth et al. (2015) (see also Section 7.1.2) investigate the intonational movement
found at the right edge of yes–no questions (a rise–fall). Their alignment results reveal
the hybrid behaviour of the tonal event in question, which exhibits some degree of edge-
alignment, while its location is also influenced by what is assumed to be a position of
metrical prominence (the stressed syllable as conceived of by Benkirane 1998).
Returning to the use of AM-style labels for analysis of the present data, one of the
main difficulties is the absence of information about paradigmatic contrast of intona-
tional events, i.e. about which accents may occur in the same context or position. At
16Tritonal pitch accents are typically avoided in AM-style analyses but are proposed in a few cases, e.g. El
Zarka 2011 for Egyptian Arabic.
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this point it is simply not known whether there is an interpretative difference between
a gradual and a steep fall following the qword peak, and by extension, if a trailing L
should be posited to distinguish one pragmatic meaning from another.
As for syntagmatic contrast, on the other hand, all work so far has noted the existence
of local rising–falling movements (rather than, for example, extended high regions,
rises without sharp falls or falls without sharp rises). It is not clear however whether
Yeou, Embarki & Al-Maqtari’s (2007) contrastive focus movement is any different from
the present qword rise–fall either in phonetic realisation or in terms of the domain of
association (although it seems that both rise–falls take words rather than individual
syllables as the domain over which they are realised, see also Section 7.1.2).
7.4.3 Answers to the research questions
Of the questions below, the first two questions were also answered for qword intona-
tion in Tashlhiyt Berber in the previous chapter. The third question is relevant to the
comparison of the two participant groups in this study.
1. What are the phrasal prosodic characteristics of question word interrogatives in
general and the prosodic properties of qwords in particular?
2. What is the prosodic prominence status of question words? How should any pros-
odic marking be analysed phonologically?
3. Are there any speaker group differences between Tashlhiyt/Moroccan Arabic bi-
linguals and non-Berber Moroccan Arabic speakers?
Question 1. can be answered as follows: Qword interrogatives in MA are character-
ised by main phrasal pitch prominence on the qword, irrespective of where the qword
occurs in the phrase. This intonational prominence takes the form of a rising–falling
pitch movement, followed by a flat stretch of F0 until the end of the phrase. The right
edge of the phrase is typically low but may end rising.
To answer Question 2. it was argued in Section 7.4 that the prosodic marking of
qwords reflects the pragmatic prominence of the qword rather than serving the purpose
of prosodic phrasing. The intonational event is clearly linked to the qword both in
terms of its phonetic realisation and in terms of its phonological association to the
domain of the qword, which for independent reasons may be assumed prominent if
not focused (see Chapter 5). As for its AM-analysis in terms of level tonal targets, I
argued that further tonal targets than H cannot be posited with certainty. While there
are good reasons to assume that either a leading L (i.e. an L+H accent) or a trailing
L (i.e. H+L), or both leading and trailing L targets will be needed to account for the
local character of both the rising and the falling movements, further insights in how
intonational categories in MA might contrast with each other would be required to
specify which, if any, of these L tonal specifications are needed. In sum, at this point,
the tune is best analysed simply as an H(igh), non-metrical pitch accent.
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The answer to research question 3. is negative. There were no obvious differences in
the overall shape of the contour nor were there statistical differences in the realisation
of the intonational event associated with the qword. The present results and the results
for Tashlhiyt Berber in the previous chapter are highly similar, in the sense that both
languages exhibit the co-occurrence of the phrasal pitch prominence, in the form of a
rise–fall, with the qword. They moreover exhibit similar phonetic properties such as
variable peak alignment. The absence of a group difference between monolingual (MA)
and bilingual (MA and TB) speakers is therefore unsurprising.
7.5 Summary and conclusion
This chapter showed that question word interrogatives in Moroccan Arabic are charac-
terised by a rising–falling F0 contour on the question word. Following this movement
there are no further intonational events that could be considered to serve prominence-
marking functions, as the intonation contour typically consists of a low stretch of F0
that continues right up until the right edge of the interrogative phrase as a whole. This
intonation contour (main high prominence on the qword) is in line with Benkirane’s
(1998) description of MA qword interrogative intonation. This experiment addition-
ally shows that there is an optional final rise at the right edge of the phrase (i.e. the
right edge of the IP). The choice of a rise over a continued low F0 seemed to reflect
speaker-specific preferences, but is also likely to depend on pragmatic factors. In gen-
eral, the present results did not reveal any differences between bilingual and monolin-
gual speaker groups.
As for the main rising–falling event on the qword, the alignment of the maximum (a
peak) was not systematic. Pitch maxima could occur on or after the qword, and overall
alignment patterns per qword spanned large temporal domains. Peak alignment was
however also highly correlated with both qword edges, suggesting that there is a role
for the qword as a domain to which the intonational event seeks association, even if
alignment is not systematic in the sense of exhibiting segmental anchoring. The start
of the rise was scaled with reference to the scaling of the peak, indicating that there
is an additional role for the relationship between the start- and end point of the rise.
The trajectory of the fall was similarly steep across all different interrogative phrases,
suggesting that there is also a requirement for a steep fall in the prosodic prominence
marking of qwords in MA.
In terms of tonal targets, I argued that the rising–falling qword tune is best analysed
in terms of an H target only. Even if there are reasons to assume that the local rise and
fall are best accounted for by positing additional L targets in the accent’s representation,
too little is known about MA intonational phonology at this point to be sure about their
inclusion in a phonological representation.
In terms of the nature and association of this H target, I argued that the accent is
best conceived of as a non-metrical pitch accent. Firstly, the function of high pitch on
qwords in MA can be appropriately analysed on a par with prominence-marking pitch
accents in other languages. There was also no evidence for an edge-marking interpret-
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ation of the tonal movement. Secondly, the absence of a role for stressed syllables in
determining tune-to-text association strongly suggests that phonological tune-to-text as-
sociation does not need to refer to TBUs below the lexical level. In conclusion, qword
interrogatives in MA are interpreted as involving a non-metrical H accent that associ-
ates to the qword.
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8 Prominence deafness in Tashlhiyt
Berber and Moroccan Arabic speakers
8.1 Introduction
8.1.1 Prior work
8.1.1.1 The phenomenon of stress deafness
Over the last two decades, a very productive line of research has investigated the
perception of prosodic contrasts reflecting lexical stress in participants with different
language backgrounds. Much work has been done by Dupoux, Peperkamp and col-
leagues (Dupoux et al. 1997; Dupoux, Peperkamp & Sebastián-Gallés 2001; Dupoux
& Peperkamp 2002; Peperkamp & Dupoux 2002; Dupoux et al. 2008; Skoruppa et al.
2009; Dupoux, Peperkamp & Sebastián-Gallés 2010; Peperkamp, Vendelin & Dupoux
2010). More recently, other groups of researchers have also conducted experiments
inspired by this work (Correia et al. 2015; Rahmani, Rietveld & Gussenhoven 2015;
Hellmuth, Muradás-Taylor & Karrinton to appear).
The main shared finding across all experiments is that certain groups of participants
(i.e. native speakers of specific languages) exhibit ‘stress deafness’. A prototypical stress
deaf group is formed by native French speakers, in contrast to for example Spanish
natives. Stress deaf listeners struggle with reliably distinguishing between stimuli that
vary in the location of prosodic prominence. Their relative inability to deal with a
prosodic prominence contrast is all the more robust because this behaviour is not only
different from other listener groups, but also stands in contrast to the same listeners’
ability to deal with segmental contrasts. Stress deaf and non-stress deaf participants
typically perform similarly well on segmental-phonological contrasts.
Over the years, stress deafness has been tested by in slightly varying ways, and the
perceptual tasks and stimuli have varied considerably between experiments. In the
following, I will describe a typical stress deafness experiment as conducted in the later
studies (i.e. Dupoux et al. 2008; Dupoux, Peperkamp & Sebastián-Gallés 2010; Rahmani,
Rietveld & Gussenhoven 2015).
The task that has proved to reliably yield stress deafness effects is a so-called sequence
recall task (SRT). In an SRT, listeners are presented with sequences of words (typically
nonce words in the native language of the participants) that differ only in terms of
where the main prominence is located. Two example word pairs that have been used to
test the ‘stress’ or prosodic contrast are /ˈnumi/ ∼/nuˈmi/ and /ˈmipa/ ∼/miˈpa/ (as in
Dupoux et al. 2008; Dupoux, Peperkamp & Sebastián-Gallés 2010). The exact phonetic
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correlates of the difference between these words will be discussed below. Example word
pairs exhibiting a segmental contrast as used in SRTs are /ˈfiku/ ∼/ˈfitu/ and /ˈmunu/
∼/ˈmuku/.
The first part of the task involves a learning phase that serves to ensure that parti-
cipants correctly associate the contrasting members of a minimal stress pair with des-
ignated keyboard keys (e.g. key ‘1’ for initial stress, and key ‘2’ for final stress). In this
phase, individual words are presented to the listener, and the answer involves a forced
choice between the two categories.
The actual experiment, the SRT, follows the learning phase and involves longer se-
quences of these words, ranging from two to six words. An individual experimental
trial thus could involve a three-word sequence such as /ˈnumi/ /nuˈmi/ /ˈnumi/, or
/ˈmuku/ /ˈmunu/ /ˈmuku/, followed by the word “OK”. The playing of the word “OK”,
typically in another voice, serves to prevent listeners from using acoustic memory, so
that the task taps into short-term memory and by extension reflects listeners’ categor-
ical representations. Listeners respond to what they have just heard by typing in what
they think are the appropriate keys in matching order (e.g. 121 for the aforementioned
sequences).
The crucial finding is that on the trials involving more than two words, different
groups of listeners exhibit markedly different behaviour, where those that exhibit low
accuracy on the prosodic contrast are considered to be stress deaf. This low accur-
acy is understood in two ways: i) low compared to the same participants’ scores on
the SRT involving the segmental contrast, and ii) low compared to the scores of other
groups of participants’ (with a different native language) on the prosodic SRT. A second
finding of these experiments is that response accuracy decreases at longer sequences
for all groups of listeners, irrespective of whether they are considered stress deaf or
not, and irrespective of whether the contrast is segmental or prosodic. The overall
difference in performance between stress deaf and non-stress deaf participants on the
prosodic SRT is nevertheless maintained even at longer sequences. Both types of ef-
fects (asymmetry between groups of participants and decreasing performance with in-
creasing sequence length) are shown for the five groups tested in Rahmani, Rietveld &
Gussenhoven (2015), in Figure 8.1.
This graph illustrates a typical stress deafness effect as occurring in some participant
groups as opposed to others. Firstly, all listener groups give correct responses for more
than half of the trials on the segmental SRT, irrespective of sequence length (although
accuracy does decrease somewhat with increasing sequence length). Secondly, clear
differences between the groups arise in the case of the prosodic, but not the segmental
SRT. Of the five groups that featured in the study by Rahmani, Rietveld & Gussen-
hoven, participants whose native language is Persian (Farsi), French or Indonesian are
considered stress deaf, whereas the Dutch and Japanese participants are not. Dutch
and Japanese participants give correct responses to more than half of the trials with se-
quence lengths of three and four words, and to about half of the trials with a sequence
length of five words. In contrast, at no sequence length do the other three groups
reliably recall sequences of words that differ in the location of prosodic prominence.
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Figure 8.1: Mean accuracy scores for segmental and prosodic SRTs, per native language
group and per sequence length, based on average participant scores from
Rahmani, Rietveld & Gussenhoven 2015 (Appendix). Dotted line reflects
50% or half of the responses correct.
It should be noted that stress deaf participants can nevertheless perceive the prosodic
difference between stimuli such as /ˈnumi/ and /nuˈmi/: This is why most of them
pass the learning phase of the task, where they learn to associate prosodically differing
words with a specific key. Words presented for discrimination in this phase are presen-
ted in isolation, which removes the element of memory storage seen in the sequence
recall phase. Additionally, an earlier study also showed that French (stress deaf) par-
ticipants’ performance on a task that appeals to purely phonetic–acoustic distinction
skills, such as an AX discrimination task, is clearly better than on SRTs (Dupoux et al.
1997). These observations highlight that stress deaf listeners are not incapable of hear-
ing a phonetic difference between prosodically different stimuli. Rather, they struggle
to encode the difference at a more abstract level, so that in more demanding tasks that
tap into categorical–phonological representation their performance deteriorates. Ex-
actly how linguistic background contributes to causing this stress deafness effect will
be discussed in section 8.1.1.3.
8.1.1.2 Nature of the prosodic contrast causing stress deafness
In order to avoid confusion, some terminological clarification is necessary at this point:
The term ‘stress’ as used in most stress deafness papers refers to the surface prosodic
contrast between syllables of a polysyllabic, typically disyllabic, word. This is not the
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same definition of stress as the one given in this thesis (‘the phonological property of
a syllable within a word of being special’). In fact, it is crucial to note that the surface
prosodic contrast between stimuli used in most stress deafness experiments is only partly
due to lexical stress proper. Specifically, typical stimuli used across all experiments are
(modified versions of) words spoken in isolation by a Dutch native speaker. Isolated
words form an IP on their own and are, therefore, subject to sentence-level prosody.
Isolated words thus exhibit what I will refer to as ‘double enhancement’: Characterist-
ics of lexical stress proper paired with characteristics of phrase-level prosody. Lexical
stress, in the case of Dutch, manifests itself as differences between the syllables in terms
of spectral tilt, vowel quality and duration. Phrase-level prosody involves a nuclear
pitch accent associated with the stressed syllable, and phrase-final lengthening primar-
ily targeting the final rhyme of the final syllable (cf. Cambier-Langeveld 2000). ‘Double
enhancement’ defined this way can be contrasted with ‘single enhancement’, referring
to acoustic differences caused by lexical stress proper, in the absence of phrase-level
prominence. This single enhancement is often referred to as ‘acoustic correlates of
stress’, as also discussed in Section 2.3.3.
In sum, the stimuli used in SRTs are typically of the double enhancement type.1
The acoustic properties of one such set stimuli are exemplified in Figure 8.2 for one
realisation of the words /nuˈmi/ and /ˈnumi/ each, spoken by a Dutch male speaker.
These particular stimuli are from Rahmani, Rietveld & Gussenhoven, but very similar
Dutch stimuli were used in a number of earlier studies (Dupoux et al. 2008; Dupoux,
Peperkamp & Sebastián-Gallés 2010; Peperkamp, Vendelin & Dupoux 2010).
Figure 8.2: Spectrogram, waveform and F0 contour for Dutch pseudo-words /nuˈmi/
(left) and /ˈnumi/ (right) spoken by a male Dutch native speaker. Stimuli
from Rahmani, Rietveld & Gussenhoven (2015)
Clearly, the surface acoustics of these stimuli exhibit big differences: The stressed
syllable is longer than its unstressed counterpart in the same position, the stress syl-
lable carries most of the pitch prominence on the word and it is spectrally enhanced.
Nevertheless, the individual words are by no means mirror images of each other in
terms of prominence, i.e. it is not the case that initial stressed syllables are marked by
exactly the same type of enhancement as final stressed syllables. As this is relevant for
1The main exception being Correia et al. (2015), which will be discussed below.
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the discussion in Section 8.4.3, a brief dissection of the prosodic properties associated
with both words is given here.
Firstly, while the nature of the pitch accent associating to the stressed syllable is the
same for initial and final stressed syllables (according to the ToDI annotation system
for Dutch intonation it would be H*L in both cases, cf. Gussenhoven 2005), this pitch
prominence is phonetically realised differently in the two words, with a much steeper
rise-fall on the word with final stress than on the word with initial stress. This is mainly
due to the phrasal position of the syllable the pitch accent belongs with. Final lexical
stress in /nuˈmi/ corresponds to absolute phrase-final position, while penultimate stress
in /ˈnumi/ coincides with penultimate position in the phrase. This results in the differ-
ence in the pitch movement, which in /nuˈmi/ is a rise-fall fully realised on the stressed
syllable, as opposed to in /ˈnumi/ where the fall is realised mostly on the non-stressed,
final syllable. This difference can be accounted for if we consider that the phrase-final
syllable also carries the modality marking L% IP boundary tone used for declarative ut-
terances. This results in a quick succession of tonal targets (H*L L%, i.e. a pitch accent
followed by boundary tones) on the final syllable in the case where it is stressed (i.e. in
/nuˈmi/).
Secondly, the durational asymmetry between the first and second syllable in /nuˈmi/
is more pronounced than the one in /ˈnumi/, a fact that can be explained by appeal-
ing to the interaction of phrase-final lengthening and accent-induced lengthening: In
/nuˈmi/, the position of the pitch-accented syllable is phrase-final, which means the fi-
nal syllable is subject to both of the just mentioned lengthening effects. In /ˈnumi/, on
the other hand, the lengthening effects are separated: The initial syllable receives most
of the accentual lengthening while the final syllable receives the bulk of phrase-final
lengthening, resulting in both syllables ending up with similar duration (cf. Cambier-
Langeveld 2000).
Based on the preceding discussion, it would thus seem that stress deafness as it
is typically conceived of really might better be called ‘failure to represent a phrase-
level prominence contrast parasitic on lexical stress’.2 Alternatively, one could say
that ‘stress deafness’ in its common use refers to a perceptual insensitivity relating to
the ‘double enhancement’ type of stimuli. Why it is so crucial to distinguish between
‘double’ and ‘single’ enhancement is highlighted by the results reported in Correia et al.
(2015). These authors report on two SRTs performed with native Portuguese speaking
participants. In the first SRT (their experiment 2), there were two sets of stimuli (all
spoken by Portuguese speakers): One set consisted of isolated words (double enhance-
ment stimuli) while the other set consisted of words excised from a phrase, where the
word in question was postfocal and non-IP-final (single enhancement stimuli). For the
single enhancement type stimuli, the enhancement consisted primarily of longer dur-
2Although stress deafness effects have repeatedly been shown for unmodified or little-modified Dutch
stimuli, several stress deafness studies used stimuli that were strongly manipulated in terms of duration
and/or pitch, or stimuli spoken by native speakers languages other than Dutch (including Spanish,
French, Persian and English). Since similar effects were found in most cases, the phenomenon of stress
deafness seems rather robust, although it must be admitted that these manipulations make it impossible
to directly compare the relative strength of the deafness effects in each case.
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ation for the stressed syllable (vowel quality differences might also be a correlate of
stress in Portuguese, but the vowels to which this applies were not used in this set of
stimuli, which incidentally also involved the words /ˈnumi/ ∼/nuˈmi/). Notably, these
stimuli were not characterised by the presence of a pitch accent, phrase-final lengthen-
ing, or boundary marking. The double enhancement stimuli, in contrast, additionally
did exhibit this latter type of enhancement.
Results indicated that among the prosodic stimuli, the presence of postlexical prom-
inence resulted in considerably better SRT performance. Specifically, participants gave
about 9% correct responses for the single enhancement type target words, and around
22% correct responses for double enhancement type words. They had more correct re-
sponses on the phoneme contrast (50%), but here there were no differences as a function
of enhancement type. Despite the relatively better performance on the double enhance-
ment type stimuli for the prosodic contrast, the error rates are nevertheless very high
for a group of participants who speak a language with variable stress and thus should
not exhibit scores that are reminiscent of stress deafness. The authors follow this result
up with a second SRT (their experiment 3).
In contrast to the high vowels in the /numi/ word pair, other Portuguese vowels ex-
hibit reduction when unstressed, and the authors’ follow-up experiment aimed to test
the relative contribution of vowel quality as a cue to stress position. The words used
for the prosodic contrast in this task were /ˈnemi/ ∼/neˈmi/ (with /e/ realised as [e]
when stressed and [ɨ] when unstressed). The words for the segmental contrast were the
same as in the previous experiment. The average percentage correct on the segmental
contrast, as expected, was the same as in the first SRT, namely around 50%. The aver-
age percentage correct on the prosodic contrast, however, was much higher than in the
previous SRT: 45% for the double enhancement type stimuli, and 25% for the single
enhancement type. Clearly, response accuracy on the prosodic SRT improves when
vowel quality differences are present, which is interpreted by the authors as indicating
that vowel quality is a necessary cue to reliably encode stress position in Portuguese,
whereas the presence of double enhancement as opposed to single enhancement plays
a secondary role. One observation however remains to be explained: Portuguese par-
ticipants still make about 75% errors on the single enhancement type stimuli in which
vowel quality cues are present. While this is a clear improvement with respect to the
91% errors (9% correct) without the vowel quality cue, a 75% error rate still seems
worse than the ca. 50% error rate on the phonemic contrast. This difference is also
not explained by the authors.3 It seems, therefore, that it cannot be concluded from
Correia et al. (2015) that vowel quality is a sufficient cue for reliable stress encoding
in Portuguese participants. Instead, it is safe to say that vowel quality in Portuguese is
an important cue to stress, but the same can still be said for the presence of postlexical
enhancement.
These results once more highlight two important points that have perhaps not re-
ceived due attention in the literature. The first is that the use of the term ‘stress’ in
3I have so far refrained from reporting any statistics here since they might be problematic to interpret:
The authors used ANOVAs on non-normally distributed data that were not transformed.
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‘stress deafness’ might, to some, rather misleadingly suggest that the relevant parti-
cipants are deaf to a lexical stress prominence asymmetry. This is clearly not the case,
since, all else being equal, the presence versus absence of postlexical prominence can
account for a considerable part of the stress deafness effect: Single enhancement type
stimuli result in considerably worse accuracy on SRTs than double enhancement type
stimuli, as the Portuguese results showed. Portuguese participants were in fact rather
deaf to correlates of lexical stress alone: 25% correct scores on stimuli that exhibit
only correlates of lexical stress (duration and vowel quality) is rather poor. The second
point to take away is the importance of considering the native language’s cues to lexical
stress in relation to the specific acoustic–phonetic properties of the stress contrast par-
ticipants are presented with. Portuguese listeners could be expected to perform worse
on a Spanish lexical stress contrast (which is not cued by vowel quality) than on a
Germanic stress contrast (which is cued by considerable vowel reduction in unstressed
syllables). Past studies have not always kept these points in mind.
In the following, I will discuss some of the past work and the explanations that have
been brought forward for ‘stress deafness’.
8.1.1.3 Explanations for stress deafness
Over the years, many (partially overlapping) explanations have been brought forward
as to why stress deafness occurs in some listener populations and not others. All of them
appeal to properties of the phonology of the native language, and the most important
ones are reviewed here briefly:
• The status of lexical stress as fixed or contrastive. This explanation is given in
Peperkamp & Dupoux (2002) to account for the fact that Hungarian and Finnish
subjects exhibit stress deafness, in contrast to Spanish speakers. Stress is fixed in
Hungarian and Finnish, since it always occurs on the initial syllable of a word,
whereas the position of the stressed syllable in Spanish varies depending on the
word, so that it may function contrastively. Stress deafness is expected to occur in
participants with native languages that do not require the representation of stress
in the lexicon (such as Finnish and Hungarian).
• The status of lexical stress as predictable. This explanation overlaps with the
previous one. In Peperkamp, Vendelin & Dupoux (2010), it is argued that southern
French listeners exhibit stress deafness due to the fact that they are native speakers
of a language with predictable stress (in this variety, stress is presumed to be final,
but penultimate in the case of a final schwa). According to this explanation, their
stress deafness could be explained in terms of the absence of a need to represent
stress in the mental lexicon. An issue with this explanation concerns the general
consensus that lexical stress in French (whichever Hexagonal variety) does not
exist, in the sense that prominence asymmetries are not lexically assigned, but
postlexically. See also Section 2.3. Better examples of languages with predictable
lexical stress would be most varieties of Arabic, in which the stressed position can
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be derived by rule based on syllable weight. None of the stress deafness studies
so far have tested uncontroversial predictable stress languages.
• Statistical tendencies towards stress position and the presence of exceptions to
a stress rule. Dupoux & Peperkamp (2002), Peperkamp & Dupoux (2002) and
Peperkamp, Vendelin & Dupoux (2010) appeal to this explanation in their dis-
cussion of Polish listeners’ behaviour. Polish stress is mostly, but not entirely
predictable due to it having fixed penultimate stress with a number of exceptions.
The very presence of these exceptions supposedly accounts for the fact that Polish
listeners are not stress deaf. The authors argue that due to the exceptions, stress in
Polish is unpredictable enough for native speakers to include stress in their lexical
representations of words, and therefore they would not exhibit stress deafness.
• The domain of ‘stress’ assignment. If the native language assigns ‘stress’ postlex-
ically (or in my use of the term: If lexical stress is absent), listeners will exhibit
stress deafness. In later papers, Dupoux, Peperkamp and colleagues (e.g. Dupoux
et al. 2008) use this explanation to explain findings with regard to French listeners.
The ‘domain of stress’ explanation is also used by Rahmani, Rietveld & Gussen-
hoven (2015) and accounts for the stress deafness effect they find for Persian,
Indonesian and French listeners as opposed to the absence of the effect in Dutch
and Japanese participants.4
The common denominator of the (partly) successful explanations is the idea that a
lack of a grammaticalised contrast for ‘stress’ in the native language leads to stress
deafness. It is important to note, however, that the absence of a lexical stress contrast
in a language may have various underlying explanations, with different phonological
properties leading to the same surface lack of the contrast. This part of the explanation
for stress deafness has so far not beenmade explicit. In what follows, I will briefly sketch
three different ‘reasons’ why languages may lack a surface lexical stress contrast.5
Firstly, languages like Finnish and Hungarian, whose speakers exhibit stress deafness
in some of the earlier experiments, are commonly considered to have lexical stress. In
these languages, the issue seems to relate to the fact that lexical stress is fixed (and thus
by definition not contrastive).
Secondly, languages like French and Indonesian, whose speakers also exhibit stress
deafness, lack contrastive lexical stress in a different way. In this case the absence of
contrast is due to the simple fact that lexical stress is absent altogether.
Thirdly, native speakers of Japanese were found not to be stress deaf (Rahmani, Ri-
etveld & Gussenhoven 2015). Several varieties of Japanese are commonly considered
to lack lexical stress in the sense that lexical prominence asymmetries are not of the
stress, but of the lexical pitch accent type. Thus, Japanese lexical phonology does en-
code lexical prominence asymmetries.
4Japanese has lexical prominence asymmetries in the form of lexical pitch accent rather than lexical
stress.
5Presumably, more reasons, such as the presence of lexical tone, can also be included, but no work has
so far been conducted to test speakers of lexical tone languages.
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In sum, it appears to be the presence of contrastive prominence asymmetries at the
word level, then, which seems to be the property that prevents ‘stress’ deafness. I sug-
gest to use ‘lexical prominence asymmetry’ as the term that best represents the phon-
ological property whose absence results in stress deafness. It should not be ‘lexical
stress’ because usage of the term ‘stress’ would imply that Japanese listeners should be
stress deaf. The property should also not be called ‘lexical prosodic markings’ (as in
Rahmani, Rietveld & Gussenhoven 2015: 5). Findings by Correia et al. (2015) showed
that participants can, to some extent, appeal to representations of lexical prominence
asymmetries even if prosodic cues are missing from the acoustic input. Finally, the
cause of Hungarian and Finnish listeners’ deafness is not entirely clear, but the experi-
ments that were performed with these listeners did use different stimuli from the later
experiments and thus results are not entirely compatible.
8.1.2 Research question
The preceding discussion of stress deafness has highlighted that native speakers of lan-
guages that lack lexical stress are expected to exhibit lexical prominence deafness.
This thesis so far has accumulated evidence from production suggesting that lexical
stress is absent in TB and MA. This raises questions about the perceptual status of
lexical prominence asymmetries for speakers of these languages. The main question
that this chapter aims to answer, therefore, is: Do native speakers of TB and MA exhibit
a perceptual insensitivity to acoustic prominence contrasts?
A positive answer to this question would lend support to the idea that the languages
lack inherent lexical prominence asymmetries, in this case lexical stress.6 If listeners
do not exhibit prominence deafness, this would be suggestive of the possibility that the
languages do in fact have some sort of prominence marking for individual words in the
lexicon.
The question is tested empirically by means of an experiment that consisted of two
SRTs (one on a segmental and one on a prosodic contrast), replicating the design of and
using the exact same stimuli as Rahmani, Rietveld & Gussenhoven (2015).
8.1.3 Overview of chapter
Section 8.2 will sketch the methodology, starting with a detailed description of par-
ticipant selection. The following section, Section 8.3, will report the results, and the
discussion after that, Section 8.4, will compare the present results in detail with the
study it replicates (Rahmani, Rietveld & Gussenhoven 2015). It will also deal with
the unexpected effect of one of the target stimuli. A brief summary and conclusion in
Section 8.5 will round this chapter off.
6Although it does not, of course, exclude other possible causes for a stress deafness effect.
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8.2 Methodology
8.2.1 Participants
In order to test effects of prominence deafness as a function of a given native language,
participants are ideally monolingual speakers of this language. This is an impossible
task when recruiting among university students in Morocco, so a number of measures
was taken to arrive at target groups of participants that would, despite not being mono-
lingual, still reflect perception effects that could be attributed to a single native lan-
guage.
In addition to the diglossic situation that characterises present-day Morocco, with
Berber varieties being used alongside Moroccan Arabic, there was the added complica-
tion of foreign languages learnt in school. These include French, English, and Modern
Standard Arabic, the latter of which Moroccans have semi-regular exposure to on ra-
dio and TV, and in written form for the purpose of official communications. Among
these three languages, only familiarity with French was deemed inconsequential, given
the past results on stress deafness in native French speakers (e.g. Dupoux, Peperkamp
& Sebastián-Gallés 2001; Dupoux et al. 2008; Peperkamp, Vendelin & Dupoux 2010).
On the other hand, familiarity with Modern Standard Arabic and English, as languages
that do have lexical stress, is potentially more problematic. Care was therefore taken
to select participants with minimal proficiency and exposure to these two (and other
stress) languages.
Two target groups of participants were recruited for the present study: One group
of native speakers of Tashlhiyt Berber and one group of native speakers of Moroccan
Arabic. While it was possible to find MA natives with zero proficiency in Berber, the
reverse was not possible. Care was taken therefore to find those TB speakers that almost
uniquely spoke TB and very little MA. To this end, prior to participation all participants
filled out a questionnaire which included questions about their proficiency in various
languages as well as the regularity with which they spoke these. No participants were
recorded who did not meet the criteria of clear dominance in either Tashlhiyt Berber or
Moroccan Arabic respectively. Participants also had to have no more than intermediate
proficiency in any language with lexical stress (these were English, Spanish and German;
Participants all understood MSA but did not speak it often).
All participants were recruited and recorded at the universities at which the experi-
ments took place (Université Ibn Tofail in Kenitra for the MA group and Université Ibn
Zohr in Agadir for the TB group).
In the TB group (N=39) none of the participants spoke MA as a first language (age
of onset for learning MA was six to eight) and all participants primarily spoke Tashlhiyt
with their family, their friends, and at university or work. Participants’ self-reported use
of Moroccan Arabic typically involved around 20% of their social interactions. Most
of the participants in this group were either students in the Département des études
amazighes, where the main language of instruction is Berber, or, in case of a few gradu-
ates, primary school teachers of Standard Berber (see also Section 1.2). For the MA
group (N=37), participants were selected from the French and physics departments,
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where the main language of education is French (as opposed to MSA or English).
In both groups, a number of participants had to be excluded, resulting in a grand
total of 62 participants, with 31 in each group. See Section 8.2.3 for the reasons why
these were excluded prior to analysis. Mean age in the resulting Tashliyt-speaking
group was 22 (range: 18 to 33), with 13 female and 18 male participants. Mean age
in the Moroccan Arabic group was 20 (range: 17 to 36), with 16 female and 15 male
participants.
8.2.2 Stimuli
The stimuli used in the experiment are the exact same ones as those used in the exper-
iment by Rahmani, Rietveld & Gussenhoven (2015).7
The experiment consisted of two parts, a segmental and a prosodic part, which were
separated by a voluntary break. The order of presentation was counterbalanced across
participants, see Procedure below. The segmental part tested listeners’ ability to discern
the contrast in the segmental minimal pair /ˈmuku/∼/ˈmunu/. These are non-words in
both Tashlhiyt Berber and Moroccan Arabic. The prosodic part tested listeners’ ability
to discern the contrast in the prosodic minimal pair /ˈnumi/ ∼/nuˈmi/. The word
/numi/ is a non-word in both Tashlhiyt Berber and Moroccan Arabic. Several phonetic
variants of these four words were used in the experiment: 12 per word as spoken three
times each by a female and male speaker of Dutch, and a female and male speaker
of Persian. The tokens were time-compressed so that all stimuli had a comparable
duration of around 450 ms. The word “OK” which concluded every sequence of target
words (see 8.1.1.1) was spoken by a different female speaker.
The acoustic differences between the members of the prosodic minimal pair /ˈnumi/
∼/nuˈmi/ were discussed in Section 8.1.1.2 and were visualised for one example pair
in Figure 8.2.
The exact order of words as used in the sequences were the same as in Rahmani, Ri-
etveld & Gussenhoven (2015), i.e. there were five different sequences for each sequence
length:
• Sequence length 3: 112, 121, 122, 211, 212
• Sequence length 4: 1211, 1221, 2112, 2122, 2212
• Sequence length 5: 12112, 12122, 12212, 21211, 21221
Each sequence was made up phonetic variants from a single speaker, and no phonetic
token occurred more than once in each sequence. Sequences such as 1211, with three
tokens of the same word, thus exhausted the three phonetic variants of that word as
uttered by a single speaker. Each of the above 15 sequences occurred twice in each
SRT: Once as instantiated by tokens from one of the two Dutch speakers and once by
tokens from one of the two Persian speakers. The total of 30 test trials (per SRT) was
7I am very grateful to the authors for letting me use their stimuli.
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thus made up of 3 sequence lengths * 5 sequences * 2 stimulus languages. The total
number of responses was 30 responses * 31 participants * 2 participant groups * 2 SRTs
(i.e. prosodic/segmental) = 3720.
8.2.3 Procedure
The two parts of the experiment, the prosodic and the segmental part, had the same
structure, with four subparts. In the segmental part, participants had to perform dis-
crimination on the stimulus pair with the segmental contrast /ˈmuku/ ∼/ˈmunu/. In
the prosodic part, participants did the same for the stimulus pair with the prosodic con-
trast /ˈnumi/ ∼/nuˈmi/. The four phases were the following, with 4. being the main
experimental task, or SRT test phase:
1. Word presentation phase
2. Word identification phase
3. Sequence recall practice phase
4. Sequence recall test phase
In phase 1, the word presentation phase, participants were presented first with all 12
phonetic tokens of a member of a contrasting word pair (upon pressing a designated
key, ‘1’), and then with all 12 phonetic tokens of the other member of the pair (upon
pressing the other designated key, ‘2’). After this, participants could press either key
as often as they wanted in order to listen to single instances of the words. They could
choose to continue to the next phase whenever they felt they had learned the key-to-
word association.
In phase 2, the word identification phase, participants had to achieve a number of
correct responses before they could proceed to the next phase. They were presented
with randomly selected tokens of the 24 phonetic variants for the contrast. For each
token they had to press the matching key, after which they received feedback as to
whether their response was correct or not. Only once a participant had given eight
correct responses in a row were they allowed to move on to the next phase. This
proved to be very difficult for some participants in the case of the prosodic contrast.
The average number of tokens participants listened to in order to get eight correct was
34 for the MA group, and 41 for the TB group. In order to get eight correct on the
segmental contrast, these groups required only 14 and 10 tries, respectively. Similarly
to Rahmani, Rietveld & Gussenhoven (2015), participants who needed more than 150
tokens before reaching eight correct in a row were excluded (six in the MA group, eight
in the TB group).
Phase 3, the SRT practice phase (‘warm-up block’ in Rahmani, Rietveld & Gussen-
hoven 2015), served to train participants in doing the recall task. Participants heard
eight sequences of two words with each of the four possible sequences (i.e. 11, 12, 21
and 22) occurring once in each stimulus language (Dutch/Persian). Each sequence was
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followed by the word “OK” as spoken by a different female speaker. All words (target
word 1, target word 2 and “OK”) were separated from each other by a pause of 120
ms. Participants gave their response by entering the numbers (keys) in a dialogue box.
They could only enter their response after the word OK, and they could check if they
had entered their intended response. They pressed enter to confirm their response. A
new sequence was presented following a 1500 ms. pause. Participants received feed-
back as to whether their response was correct or not, and trials that were responded to
incorrectly were presented again until the correct response was given.
Phase 4 was the main experimental SRT and used the same procedure as the practice
SRT. Sequence lengths in this phase however involved three, four or five words, and
participants received no feedback on the accuracy of their response. Sequences were
randomly selected from the pool of 30 trials, 15 of which were Dutch speaker stimuli
and 15 Persian speaker stimuli. Phonetic variants for each target word were selected
randomly among the realisations from a single speaker. The order in which the pros-
odic and segmental task were performed was counterbalanced: Half of the participants
performed the prosodic part first, followed by the segmental part, and the other half
performed the segmental part before the prosodic part.
The perception experiment took place in subsequent weeks in November 2017 in
quiet rooms at the Université Ibn Tofail in Kenitra for the MA group, and at the Uni-
versité Ibn Zohr in Agadir for the TB group. The experiment was run with E-Prime
3.0 (2017) on a laptop computer, and with headphones to listen to the sound. Pre-
experiment instructions were given orally in TB or MA, and on screen during the exper-
iment in French. The average duration to complete the whole experiment was compar-
able in both groups and was around 30 minutes (including an optional break).
8.2.4 Analysis
Responses were classified as either correct or incorrect. Incorrect responses included
reversals such as 121 for a target response 212.8
Statistical analysis was performed with binomial Generalized Linear Mixed Models
(GLMMs) in R (R Core Team 2016) with the package lme4 (Bates et al. 2015). The
accuracy of individual responses was modelled as a function of the predictors group
(MA/TB), contrast (segmental/prosodic), sequence length (3/4/5) and stimulus
speaker (DutchF/DutchM/PersianF/PersianM). Specific interactions between main ef-
fects were included, as well as random slopes allowing for interactions of main effects
with participant. The R syntax for each model is given in a footnote. The inclusion of a
8The decision to exclude reversals along with incorrect responses was motivated by the relative number
of reversals per participant. Three participants (two MA and one TB) produced more reversals than
correct responses on the prosodic SRT (eight reversals versus only six correct (and the rest incorrect),
and seven versus four, and two versus zero, respectively). Six participants produced more reversals
than correct responses on the segmental SRT (differences of one, two, two, two, seven and ten). It is
not clear from these numbers whether some cases involve the incorrect, but systematic, association
of words with keys, as suggested in some of the earlier studies. Exclusion seemed to be the the most
sensible treatment of these patterns, and mirrors what was done in most previous studies.
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main effect of stimulus speaker in the model followed from participants’ comments,
as well as my own impression, that the difficulty of some of the contrasts depended on
the speaker.
The binomial models used here are rather different from analysis methods in previ-
ous work, which are typically ANOVAs on averaged accuracy per participant per SRT,
expressed in percentages. There are some disadvantages to this approach, including the
fact that such data is bounded (0-100%). This means that the variance is not constant
across the scale and by consequence, that ANOVAs are a suboptimal, if not inappro-
priate method of analysis. Moreover, the aggregation of data achieved by averaging
error scores per participant, rather than using raw responses (correct/incorrect), leads
to an increased Type I error rate, i.e. an increased likelihood of reporting false positives.
These issues occur in all previous studies, with the exception of Rahmani, Rietveld &
Gussenhoven (2015), who performed arcsine transformation to the data before running
ANOVAs, eliminating the equal variance issue (although not the aggregation issue).
In any case, the comparison between the present and previous results should be made
carefully. The approach taken here is to compare the present data with the raw data
from Rahmani, Rietveld & Gussenhoven (2015) (after a reconstruction of single re-
sponses based on the aggregated scores per participant). The model that serves the
direct comparison between the TB/MA and the Rahmani, Rietveld & Gussenhoven data
(the ‘combined model’), has the same structure as the model run on the present data
only (‘the TB/MA model’), with one difference: The combined model has the predictor
stimulus language (Dutch/Persian) instead of stimulus speaker, since the exact
speaker for each trial is not available for the other dataset. Further details will be
discussed in Section 8.4.1.
In order to compare accuracy on the prosodic SRT, many previous studies check whet-
her the behaviour of groups is similar on the segmental SRT. Presumably, the segmental
contrast is equally easy for different participant groups as long as it reflects a phonemic
difference in the relevant native languages. If scores on the segmental SRT are consider-
ably lower for one group this might form an indication that groups are not comparable
in terms of working memory or other cognitive factors. In practice, however, there are
many reasons why the contrast might still more difficult for one group than the other,
relating to e.g. linguistic factors such as frequency of occurrence of the relevant phon-
emes in different native languages. Previous studies (Peperkamp, Vendelin & Dupoux
2010; Hellmuth, Muradás-Taylor & White n.d.) have used a so-called stress deafness
index, defined as the error rate in the prosodic SRT minus the error rate in the seg-
mental SRT to control for participant variability in terms of such general performance
factors. The present way of accounting for participant- and group-specific differences
is by including random slopes for the interaction of the main effect of contrast with
individual participants.
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8.3 Results
Mean scores for both participant groups, averaged across the four stimulus speakers,
are shown in Figure 8.3.
Figure 8.3: Mean accuracy per participant group for both contrasts and for each se-
quence length.
Mean accuracy is, on average, higher on the segmental SRT for both groups. The
difference between the participant groups seems minimal for the prosodic SRT, but
on the segmental SRT the TB group scores somewhat lower than the MA group. This
difference is however not statistically significant, see below. As was discussed in the
previous section, a difference on the segmental SRT precludes the reliable use of a
stress deafness index for which the segmental SRT serves as a baseline. Since Rahmani,
Rietveld & Gussenhoven (2015) also did not make use of difference scores, I decided
to base the comparison between the present and their study on the raw scores on the
prosodic SRT only. Most importantly, Tashlhiyt participants score well over half of their
responses correct on the segmental SRT (which is better than pure chance performance
given that a mistake in any of the three to five items in a sequence results in an incorrect
response for the entire sequence). Finally, cognitive differences between groups are
highly unlikely given the recruitment among university students in both cases.
I will turn now to the statistical comparison of accuracy on both the SRTs. A binomial
model was run with the aforementioned main effects, interactions between group and
contrast, and stimulus speaker and contrast, and random slopes for interactions
of contrast and stimulus speaker with participants.9 The ‘mixed’ function from the
afex R package (Singmann et al. 2015) and LRTs were used to obtain main effects in
the case of interactions, and the lsmeans package (Lenth & Hervé 2015) was used to
perform multiple comparisons (Tukey), yielding the following results:
9score ∼Group + Contrast + StimulusSpeaker + SequenceLength + Contrast:Group + Con-
trast:StimulusSpeaker + (0+Contrast|Participant) + (0+Contrast|StimulusSpeaker)
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• A main effect of contrast, in the sense that overall accuracy was lower on the
prosodic SRT: (χ2=38.21, p<0.001);
• A main effect of stimulus speaker (but see interaction below): (χ2=23.04,
p<0.001);
• A main effect of sequence length: (χ2=228.1, p<0.001). Post-hoc comparis-
ons indicate that all pairwise comparisons are significantly different at p<0.001
(i.e. accuracy is lower for five words than for four words, which in turn is lower
than for three words);
• An interaction of contrast with stimulus speaker: (χ2=38.97, p<0.001).
Post-hoc comparisons show that the Dutch female speaker’s stimuli result in sig-
nificantly lower accuracy than all other three speakers’ stimuli in the prosodic
SRT (p<0.001). There is an additional difference concerning the two Persian
speakers in the segmental SRT, where the Persian male speaker’s stimuli cause
lower accuracy than the female speaker’s (p<0.01).
Importantly, there is no effect of group, that is the scores of TB and MA participants
do not differ overall. There was also no interaction of contrast with group, that is,
TB participants do not perform significantly worse on the segmental SRT than the MA
participants (χ2=1.29, p=0.26).
Since the main effect of stimulus speaker was also involved in an interaction this
requires some further scrutiny. Post-hoc comparisons showed that of the four speakers,
the Dutch female speaker in the prosodic SRT carries most of this effect, for both parti-
cipant groups. The difference is visualised in terms of model predictions and confidence
intervals (on the prosodic SRT) for the different speakers in Figure 8.4.
8.4 Discussion
One of the crucial results so far is that there are no differences between the TB and
MA participant groups. That is, both groups exhibit the same degree of ‘deafness’ to
lexical prominence. Exactly to what degree this term applies will be discussed in the
following. I will compare the present results to earlier work on stress deafness (Section
8.4.1), and specifically to Rahmani, Rietveld & Gussenhoven (2015), whose experiment
was replicated here and therefore provides comparable reference groups. Following this
comparison I will sketch the implications for the interpretation of lexical prominence
structure in TB and MA (section 8.4.2), and finally I will try to explain the effect of
stimulus t൰pe by comparing the phonetic properties of the stimuli that cause this
effect (Section 8.4.3).
8.4.1 Comparison with earlier work
The present results on the main effect of contrast are in line with those by Rahmani,
Rietveld & Gussenhoven (2015), who found that the prosodic SRT was on average more
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Figure 8.4: Predicted probability of an accurate response, with 95% confidence interval
(based on model fixed effects only), per stimulus length and speaker group,
for the prosodic SRT. The Dutch female speaker’s stimuli result in reliably
lower accuracy than the other three speakers’.
difficult, with participants scoring fewer trials correct than on the segmental SRT. In
their analysis, this effect held irrespective of group, that is, stress deaf and non-stress
deaf groups performed alike in having worse scores on the prosodic SRT (i.e. there was
a significant main effect of contrast in their ANOVA, in addition to an interaction
which meant that all groups performed even worse on the prosodic SRT than others).
The groups who performed relatively badly on the prosodic SRT were consequently
considered the ‘stress deaf’ groups: Native speakers of French, Indonesian and Persian.
These observations are somewhat different to results by Dupoux et al. (2008), who
found that Spanish participants, representing a non-stress deaf population, performed
a little better on the prosodic contrast (scoring 80% correct) than the phoneme contrast
(75% correct). The phonemic contrast in this study concerned /t/ and /k/ in the seg-
mental minimal pair /fiku/ ∼/fitu/, a segmental-phonological contrast only of place
of articulation, which is arguably more difficult than the contrast between the voiceless
stop and the (voiced) nasal in present /muku/ ∼/munu/, a difference in both manner
and place of articulation, as well as voicing. In any case, despite the small differences
in means, the Spanish scores did not differ significantly as a function of contrast (pros-
odic/segmental) in their model.
The next important question is how, in absolute terms, the TB and MA groups com-
pare with ‘stress deaf’ and ‘non-stress deaf’ participants. Since the present study was
designed to be comparable with the Rahmani, Rietveld & Gussenhoven (2015) study
for this very purpose, I will consider their raw scores in relation to the present ones. A
similar model to the above was run on this combined dataset (MA/TB plus Dutch/Japa-
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nese/Indonesian/French/Persian), although there are two important differences: i) The
predictor stimulus speaker was changed to stimulus language (since stimulus
speaker is not available for the Rahmani dataset) and ii) an interaction is added for
the main effects stimulus language and participant language.10 This latter de-
cision follows from the hypothesis that there might be performance differences as a
function of whether the stimulus contrast is in one’s native language. This was the case
for neither TB and MA groups with Dutch and Persian stimuli, but it becomes relev-
ant when considering that two of the participant groups in the combined dataset (the
Dutch and Persian participant groups) each give half their responses to stimuli that
exhibit native acoustic properties.
Figure 8.5 shows the model’s predicted accuracy for all seven participant groups per
contrast and sequence length (collapsing across both stimulus languages).
Figure 8.5: Predicted probability (dots) and 95% confidence intervals of accurate re-
sponse, separated by contrast and sequence length (collapsed across stim-
ulus language Dutch/Persian), for all native participant groups tested in
Rahmani, Rietveld & Gussenhoven (2015) (Dutch, Japanese, Indonesian,
French, Persian) and the present experiment (Tashlhiyt Berber, Moroccan
Arabic).
It is clear that while there are some differences among these groups on the segmental
contrast, notably with Tashlhiyt participants scoring lower than the other participants,
the great divide concerns, as expected, the prosodic contrast. On the prosodic contrast,
the TB and MA participant groups score no different from the Indonesian, Persian and
10score ∼ParticipantLanguage + Contrast + StimulusLanguage + StimulusLength + ParticipantLan-
guage:Contrast + StimulusLanguage:Contrast + StimulusLanguage:ParticipantLanguage + (0+Con-
trast|Participant) + (0+StimulusLanguage|Participant)
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French participant groups, as suggested by the overlap in these groups’ confidence in-
tervals. In addition, at no sequence length is there any overlap in confidence intervals
between the ‘stress-deaf’ groups and the ‘non-stress deaf’ groups, confirming the ori-
ginal finding of a similarly clear-cut split by Rahmani, Rietveld & Gussenhoven (2015)
(despite the differences in statistical approach).
In sum, it is clear that TB and MA participants exhibit ‘lexical prominence deafness’.
The present results confirm many previous findings in showing how robust the differ-
ences are between groups, as a function of their native language, in their ability to
categorise a prosodic prominence contrast.
8.4.2 Implications for analyses of word prosody in TB and MA
An obvious explanation for the above results would be that the word prosody of TB
and MA influences participants’ ability to carry out the prosodic SRT, causing an effect
whereby they score much lower than some other participant groups. This explanation
would appeal to the absence of lexical prominence asymmetries (in any form) in these
languages. As discussed in Chapters 1, 3 and 4, there is currently no evidence for the
presence of lexical stress, the most likely prominence asymmetry in the phonology of
these languages (as opposed to lexical tone or lexical pitch accent). The fact that TB and
MA native speakers struggle with the encoding of prominence asymmetries, as required
during an SRT, is compatible with an interpretation along the lines of the absence of
stress. In this respect they are similar to speakers of French, Indonesian and Persian,
other languages known to lack lexical prominence asymmetries.
8.4.3 Phonetic properties of stimuli
So far, the exact nature of the prominence contrast exhibited by test stimuli has re-
ceived little attention, with the exception of Correia et al. (2015). As mentioned above,
Rahmani, Rietveld & Gussenhoven (2015) did not find an effect of stimulus language on
overall accuracy. The present study, in contrast, found an interaction between the stim-
ulus type with contrast, but this interaction did not concern stimulus language
per se, but rather an individual speaker’s stimuli, i.e. an interaction with stimulus
speaker: The effect specifically concerned the Dutch female speaker’s renderings of
the prosodic stimuli, which were responded to with significantly lower accuracy than
all other speakers’ prosodic stimuli. In order to understand this effect, Figure 8.6 shows
examples of the prosodic stimuli /ˈnumi/ ∼/nuˈmi/ for all four speakers.11
There is a striking difference between the Dutch female speaker’s realisations and
the ones of the other speakers, related to the durational differences between the two
syllables. While most speakers produce a difference in duration of the first syllable as a
function of stress status, no such clear asymmetry is seen for the Dutch female speaker.
Syllable durations per speaker and per token are given in Table 8.1.
11The male Dutch speaker’s stimuli shown here are the same as those in Figure 8.2.
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Figure 8.6: Spectrogram and F0 contour for /nuˈmi/ (left) and /ˈnumi/ (right). Ex-
amples show one out of three phonetic variants for each word by each of
the four speakers.
The Dutch female speaker’s initial syllable is on average 131 ms. long when it is
unstressed, and 139 ms. long when stressed, a negligible difference of 8 ms. which
means that for her stimuli, syllable duration differences cannot serve as a cue that helps
listeners reliably distinguish between /ˈnumi/ and /nuˈmi/. The Dutch male speaker, in
contrast, produces a stress-induced difference of 30 ms.12 In fact, not only is duration
missing as a reliable cue to stress position for the Dutch female speaker, it is potentially
even a misleading cue, since initial stress /ˈnumi/ displays relative durational properties
more appropriate for final stress.
12 Rahmani, Rietveld & Gussenhoven (2015) report mean syllable duration per stimulus language and per
stress contrast, but their values differ considerably from my own measurements. According to them,
the Dutch initial syllable in /ˈnumi/ would be 215 ms. long (as opposed to my measured average of
167 ms.).
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Token /nuˈmi/ /ˈnumi/
DutchF DutchM DutchF DutchM
1 104 157 130 208
2 147 191 156 218
3 142 148 131 160
speaker mean 131 165 139 195
language mean 148 167
Table 8.1: Initial syllable duration (ms.) of target words
In addition to the durational differences, the Dutch female speaker also produces
somewhat diverging F0 patterns for /nuˈmi/, also visible in Figure 8.6. All her three
phonetic variants of /nuˈmi/ are like the one pictured, terminating high as opposed to
falling, as is the case for all other speakers. It is not obvious that this F0 pattern con-
tributes to participants’ difficulties with these stimuli. While the non-falling terminal
intonation certainly differs from the other speakers’ realisations of word-final stress, it
is still a pattern exclusively used for /nuˈmi/ (not /ˈnumi/) and therefore could presum-
ably serve as a cue to final stress.
The question remains why the potentially conflicting durational cues (and/or final
non-falling terminal intonation for tokens with final stress) would negatively influence
TB and MA speakers’ scores, while other listener groups do not appear to be influenced
by it. Stimulus language, after all, was not a significant effect in Rahmani, Rietveld
& Gussenhoven (2015). Part of the explanation may relate to the fact that Rahmani,
Rietveld & Gussenhoven took stimulus language, not stimulus speaker as a pre-
dictor, thereby collapsing scores across trials with stimuli from the Dutch male and
female speaker. It is possible that the male speaker’s accuracy scores were high enough
to cancel out any potential effect relating to the female speaker.
In order to explore the possibility that there is no effect of stimulus language on
the prosodic contrast when collapsing across speakers, yet another GLMM was run on
the prosodic SRT results from all seven languages combined.13
Figure 8.7 visualises the effect of stimulus language (Persian/Dutch) for each lan-
guage, on the prosodic contrast (note that the predictions for TB/MA are marginally
different from the ones in Figure 8.4, which were based on a different GLMMwith stim-
ulus speaker as a predictor). The only participant groups for which there was no ef-
fect of stimulus language were Japanese (z=-0.18, p=0.85) and Persian (z=1.231,
p=0.21). The Dutch group performed marginally worse on the Dutch stimuli than
the Persian stimuli (z=-1.79, p=0.07). Indonesian and French groups performed bet-
ter on the Dutch contrast, whereas the Moroccan Arabic and Tashlhiyt Berber groups
performed better on the Persian contrast.
13score ∼ParticipantLanguage + Contrast + StimulusLanguage + StimulusLength + ParticipantLan-
guage:Contrast + StimulusLanguage:Contrast + StimulusLanguage:ParticipantLanguage + (0+Con-
trast|Participant) + (0+StimulusLanguage|Participant)
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Figure 8.7: Predicted probability of an accurate response, per participant group and per
stimulus language, on the prosodic SRT.
These results are not necessarily at odds with the lack of an effect of stimulus lan-
guage reported in the original study, but they do highlight the importance of differ-
ences in statistical tools. For their five original participant groups the present model
finds a clear effect of stimulus language only for the French and Indonesian groups
(better performance on the Dutch stimuli), which will have been counteracted in the
original model by tendencies in the opposite direction for Dutch and to a lesser extent,
Japanese.
The present results indicate that there is no straightforward effect of the language
in which stimuli are spoken per se. Rather, there are differences between participant
groups in the relative difficulty of specific stimuli. This in turn suggests that the acoustic
details of the prominence contrast, and speaker- or voice-related differences play an
important role in determining response accuracy, at least across participant groups. It
follows that, in general, it is crucial to ensure variability in test stimuli before making
claims about language-specific effects (cf. Roettger et al. 2014 for different speaker
voices).
At this point it is unclear if the female Dutch speaker’s prosodic contrast causes a
similar effect in different participant groups alike: The effect was observed for TB and
MA groups because stimulus speaker was logged, but it is possible that this specific
speaker’s effect also applied to (some of) the participant groups in Rahmani, Rietveld
& Gussenhoven (2015). In the absence of this information, it can only be conjectured
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why the Dutch female speaker’s realisation of prominence asymmetries should be so
difficult for the TB and MA groups. Apart from the Dutch female speaker’s stimuli, all
stimuli exhibit relative acoustic enhancement of the stressed syllable in terms of the
combined cues of duration, F0 and intensity, as well as some vowel quality differences
(cf. Table 2 in Rahmani, Rietveld & Gussenhoven 2015). For the Dutch speaker, the
durational cue is removed from this set, making the acoustic realisation of the contrast
less salient. Under the assumption that native speakers of TB and MA cannot rely on
a categorical–phonological representation of the contrast, but rather use the acoustics
only (which is why they succeed in the training phase), it is likely that a reduction
of the salience of the acoustic contrast significantly influences their performance. It
should be pointed out that the prominence deafness effect is observed for the other
three speakers as well, it is simply stronger for the Dutch female speaker.
Following this hypothesis about cue impoverishment, it would be worth finding out
whether, in the presence of all other original cues, the absence of F0 cues to stress posi-
tion would pose the same degree of challenge to TB and MA participants as the absence
of durational cues. Given the results on highly variable F0 peak alignment in both lan-
guages in Chapters 6 and 7, the expectation would be that TB and MA speakers are not
very sensitive to acoustic differences in terms of F0 movements. Perhaps, then, they
would not find the task that much harder without F0 cues. Such a result would further
strengthen the argument that the details of the acoustic cues involved in the contrast
tested in the prosodic SRT are not trivial, especially in the case of speakers whose native
languages do not provide them with the tools for categorical representation of lexical
prominence.
8.5 Summary and conclusion
The results from the ‘prominence deafness’ experiment discussed in this chapter show
first and foremost that native Tashlhiyt Berber and Moroccan Arabic speakers have low
scores on a prosodic SRT, a short-term memory task involving a prosodic prominence
contrast. Direct comparison of these results with results from an earlier study (Rahmani,
Rietveld & Gussenhoven 2015) served to confirm that the scores of both TB and MA
groups are compatible with an interpretation in terms of prominence deafness (‘stress’
deafness). Specifically, TB and MA participants behave no differently from French,
Persian and Indonesian participants, who are considered to exhibit stress deafness by
virtue of their native languages lacking lexically specified prominence asymmetries.
Along the same lines, it was argued that prominence deafness in TB- and MA-speaking
participants is compatible with a lack of lexical stress in their native languages.
In addition to these findings, a previously undiscussed effect of the acoustic correlates
of the prominence contrast was observed. Among phonetically different tokens of the
prosodic contrast, those in which the contrast was not cued in terms of duration were
more difficult for TB and MA participants. This effect adds further weight to the argu-
ment that prominence deafness follows from participants’ reliance on acoustic salience
rather than on a categorical representation of prominence.
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In conclusion, the results from the present experiment lend further credibility to
claims that were brought forward in earlier parts of this thesis, namely that there is a
lack of lexical prominence asymmetries in the form of lexical stress in both Tashlhiyt
Berber and Moroccan Arabic.
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9 Summary and general discussion
9.1 Summary of results
In this thesis I have reported results from various experiments that bear on the question
of phonological prominence structure in Tashlhiyt Berber and Moroccan Arabic.
Part II was concerned with correlates of lexical prominence in both languages. The
specific question asked here was whether, based on arguments relating to acoustic en-
hancement of syllables, TB and MA can be considered to lack lexical stress. For Tashl-
hiyt Berber (Chapter 3), the final syllable was not consistently enhanced relative to the
penultimate syllable in disyllabic words. This result could not confirm an earlier claim
that there is fixed final-position stress in Tashlhiyt. For Moroccan Arabic (Chapter 4),
no consistent enhancement was found of syllables that are presumed stressed under a
weight-sensitive view of stress in this language. This result provided no support for
the claim that stress in MA targets either the penultimate or final syllable. In conclu-
sion, the results of these experiments are compatible with the absence of stress in both
languages, a possibility that has also been raised independently by several authors for
each language.
Part III was concerned with the postlexical prosodic prominence structure of both lan-
guages, with specific focus on intonational prominence in interrogative phrases with a
question word (qword). Qwords in both TB andMAwere shown to attract themain pros-
odic prominence-marking event in the phrase: A rise–fall realised entirely or partly on
the qword. In neither language did the rise–fall exhibit phonetic properties compatible
with an interpretation along the lines of a pitch accent associating with a predetermined,
lexically stressed syllable. Based on considerations of semantic-pragmatic prominence
(focus) in qword interrogatives, and on the phonetic properties of the intonational event,
it was argued that the rise–fall functions as a postlexical prominence-marking event in
both cases. Unlike in languages that exhibit lexical prominence asymmetries, in which
stressed syllables are the typical TBUs, the pitch event was interpreted as associating
with a higher structural unit: The phonological domain of the qword. This aspect of
postlexical prominence structure is compatible with, if not a direct corollary of, the
absence of lexical prominence structure.
Part IV served to investigate the perception of prominence by native TB and MA
speakers. Chapter 8 reported on a ‘stress deafness’ experiment in which the perceptual
sensitivity of participants was tested with respect to a postlexical prominence contrast
parasitic on a lexical prominence contrast. Native speakers of both TB and MA were
shown to perform poorly on this task. Specifically, they performed significantly worse
than speakers of languages that do have lexical prominence structure. At the same time
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their behaviour was similar to that of speakers of (other) languages that are known lack
lexical prominence. Participants’ perceptual behaviour therefore is one more result that
provides support for the idea that lexical stress is absent in both TB and MA.
In the following, I will consider these converging results in light of the two secondary
goals of this thesis, as mentioned in Chapter 1.1, in shedding further light on:
• The result of language contact between Tashlhiyt Berber and Moroccan Arabic in
the (prosodic)-phonological domain
• The possible mappings between lexical and postlexical prominence structure and
the theoretical implications of the present findings
9.2 Language contact: Prominence structure in TB and MA
As mentioned in Chapter 1, more than 1200 years of contact between Berber and Arabic
in Morocco has resulted in linguistic convergence in several subdomains of phonology,
including syllable structure and phoneme inventories. For Tashlhiyt Berber and Mo-
roccan Arabic specifically, the results in this thesis suggest further similarities in terms
of lexical and postlexical prominence structure, with both languages lacking stress and
both exhibiting postlexical prominence events whose realisation exhibits a similar kind
of variability.
A question of specific interest is whether the lack of stress in TB and MA can plausibly
be explained by diachronic developments that favoured the loss of stress following
some earlier stage of the languages in which stress did exist. If so, did the loss of stress
arise independently in both languages or did it arise in one language first, spreading to
the other language through contact? To answer these questions, I will briefly review
what reference has been made to lexical prominence structure in other languages in the
Arabic- and Berber-speaking world.
In the literature on Berber, firstly, there has been limited mention of stress. The
main exception is Gussenhoven (2017) which includes an experimental investigation
of Zwara Berber, spoken in Libya, which does have lexical stress. Like Tashlhiyt, Zwara
belongs to Northern Berber, but is subclassified as Eastern Zenati, while Tashlhiyt is
subclassified as Atlas (Simons & Fennig 2017). In contrast, other varieties of Northern
Berber, which are all spoken in Morocco and Algeria, are “generally assumed” to lack
stress (Kossmann 2012: 33).
Stress in varieties of Arabic other than MA has been reasonably well researched. It
is therefore easy to observe that MA differs considerably in matters of stress from most
other synchronic varieties of Arabic, which typically exhibit unequivocal lexical stress.
Phonetic investigations have been conducted on several varieties, supporting native
speakers’ intuitions about stress positions, including Egyptian and Jordanian (Almbark,
Bouchhioua & Hellmuth 2014), Lebanese (Chahal 2003), Tunisian (Bouchhioua 2008),
and several more varieties based on ongoing work (Hellmuth & Almbark 2017). The
literature on Metrical Stress Theory adds a number of varieties to this list, with at least
nine synchronic varieties reported to have stress in Hayes (1995) alone. An overview
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of stress in Arabic is given in Watson (2011), including the observation that Modern
Standard Arabic is considered to have stress, like its precursor Classical Arabic.1
Based on these facts about Berber and Arabic it seems plausible that the lack of stress
in Moroccan Arabic is the product of language contact with (Tashlhiyt) Berber. Similar
reasoning is found in Zellou (2010), which is concerned with the origin of consonant
harmony in Moroccan Arabic, a feature not found in other varieties of Arabic but at-
tested in Berber. Unfortunately, little is known about the phonological prominence
structure of Proto-Berber, which was presumably spoken at some time after 1000 BCE
(Kossmann 1999, 2012). This makes it unclear whether, and if so at what point, (some
varieties of) Berber lost stress. If Proto-Berber was stressless, some varieties of Berber
including Zwara must have developed it at some point. If Proto-Berber had stress, some
varieties including Tashlhiyt must have lost it.
These open issues moreover raise the general question as to whether and how lan-
guages may ‘lose’ or ‘develop’ lexical stress, which has in fact rarely if ever been ad-
dressed.2 French is uncontroversially considered a language that has ‘lost’ stress, as it
is known to have evolved from Latin, the lexical phonology of which did include stress
(cf. Jun & Fougeron 2002). In contrast, there are no specific reports of stress coming
into existence from an originally stressless word prosodic system, although a general
hypothesis about language change is brought forward in Hyman (1977), taken up again
by Gordon (2014). According to this view of word stress, particularly in systems that
have fixed penultimate stress, stress might arise as the result of a generalisation of
phrase-level prosodic patterns. Neither author gives a very detailed description of such
a process, but presumably refer to a process like the following: The starting point is a
situation in which a language exhibits a consistent location of postlexical pitch (whether
this should be interpreted as prominence- or edge-marking is not clear). It most likely
takes the form of some sort of high pitch within a basic rising-falling intonational pat-
tern, which seems to be observed in some form or another in every language.3 When
an intonational pattern like a rise–fall is realised on a short one-word IP, some syllable
near the right edge, for example the penultimate, will be characterised by the pitch
peak and/or considerable pitch movement. This is schematised in Figure 9.1:
1This claim should nevertheless be evaluated carefully due the fact that both MSA and Classical Arabic
are not native languages and are to a large extent literary. When spoken they should be considered
second language varieties that most likely exhibit prosodic features of the first language of the speaker,
typically a ‘colloquial’ variety of Arabic.
2The changes in lexical phonological systems that lead to the development of lexical tone and pitch
accent, as opposed to stress, are much better researched. See among many others: Coetzee, Beddor &
Wissing (2014) and Coetzee et al. (2018) for tonogenesis in Afrikaans; Kingston (2005) for Athabaskan;
Kirby (2014) for Khmer; Kang & Han (2013) for (renewed) tonogenesis in Korean.
3The privileged status of high pitch crosslinguistically has been observed in many places (e.g. Gussen-
hoven 2004; Ladd 2008) and is also reflected in the title of a special issue of Journal of Phonetics:
“What’s so special about H(igh)?” (Evans 2015).
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[[ σ σ σ ]ω]IP
Figure 9.1: Schematised rising-falling intonational contour as typically realised on isol-
ated (phonological) words that form an IP.
The resulting pitch pattern could then be generalised to words that are not produced
in isolation, so that pitch prominence occurs in the penultimate position on each lexical
word. Presumably, the pitch-prominent syllable becomes reinterpreted as reflecting
fixed word-level prominence in that position, after which the pitch correlate might
give way to other correlates of prominence and other lexical–phonological interactions
that single this syllable out as prominent.
Some additional speculation can shed light on how exactly high pitch might diachron-
ically lose its primacy in singling out the syllable that is becoming stressed. A plausible
scenario is one in which high pitch involves increased articulatory effort, involving
greater jaw and lip opening, which may in turn also yield greater loudness (cf. Żygis,
Fuchs & Stoltmann 2017). It is also known that the presence of pitch movement tends
to cause durational expansion of the syllable on which it is realised (e.g. ‘accentual
lengthening’, see Cambier-Langeveld 2000). Once the point is reached at which this
prominence is reanalysed as being positionally determined or due primarily to non-
pitch properties, one could call it lexical stress. This last part of the process, in which
stress becomes phonologised, is reminiscent of the idea that differences in the quality
of vowels that may occur in stressed and unstressed syllables in Germanic languages
are the phonologised result of stress-induced enhancement (e.g. stressed [iː, aː] versus
unstressed [ɪ, ɑ] in Dutch, Gussenhoven 2004).
The above hypothesis about the phonologisation of stress involves a top-down explan-
ation, with higher-level prosodic structure percolating down to lexical-level structure.
The reverse, a bottom-up explanation, could presumably be invoked to explain the lack
of stress in French. The fact that it is considered a language with fixed prominence in
phrase-final position suggests that the lack of stress might have arisen as a result from
a generalisation of what at some stage would have been fixed word-final stress to fixed
position for prominence at the phrasal level.
At this point, not much is understood about how and why languages may come to
lose word stress, how they might develop it, and to what extent the location of postlex-
ical prosodic events, either in the form or prominence-marking or edge-marking, is
involved in bringing about lexical prominence structure. It is clear, however, that the
interaction between levels of prosodic structure plays some role, if not a crucial one,
in determining the presence or absence of stress. The next section will discuss the syn-
chronic correspondence between lexical and postlexical prominence in further detail.
For the two languages investigated here, the directionality of change is not entirely
certain at this point. Did TB and MA lose stress or did they never develop it in the first
place? With respect to the relationship between the two languages, however, it does
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seem likely that a prior absence of stress in TB has impacted on the lexical prosodic
structure of MA, causing it to develop away from some earlier state in which it did
have lexical stress, like other varieties of Arabic. Given the relative rarity of stressless
languages and given the well-documented influence of Berber on Arabic, it seems likely
that these similarities reflect linguistic convergence due to language contact, with Mo-
roccan Arabic being influenced by Tashlhiyt Berber, rather than independent language-
internal pathways resulting in comparable structures (see also Zellou 2010).
9.3 Phonological theory: Lexical and postlexical
prominence structure
9.3.1 Different types of tonal association
Under the assumption that TB and MA indeed lack lexical prominence structure in the
form of lexical stress, the results presented in Chapters 6 and 7 on the intonational prop-
erties of qwords raise the general question as to how the location of postlexical promin-
ence is determined in the absence of lexical stress. In both languages, the prominence-
marking pitch event on the qword in qword interrogatives was shown not to seek out a
specific syllable to associate with, in contrast to what a prominence-marking pitch ac-
cent in a language with stress would do. I have so far refrained from using the attested
tonal behaviour alone as either a clear diagnostic for the existence of stress or a clear
consequence of the absence of stress, as there are reasons to consider it as being both.
On the one hand, the variable alignment of the pitch event in question can be taken as
providing support for the absence of stress (since the prominence-marking pitch event
on the qword does not seek out a specific syllable to associate with). On the other hand,
the variable alignment can also be considered to follow from the absence of stress (since
there is no stress, there is no predetermined syllabic anchor for the F0 event). In the
following, I will consider the tonal alignment results from this thesis relative to findings
on yes–no interrogative intonation in TB (Grice, Ridouane & Roettger 2015) as well as
MA (Hellmuth et al. 2015) in order to arrive at a better understanding of variable tonal
alignment in both languages.
In Part III of this thesis I argued for both TB and MA that the intonational prom-
inence co-occurring with the qword is best interpreted as a non-metrical prominence-
marking event, or ‘non-metrical pitch accent’. The use of this term serves to highlight
the contrast with prominence-marking tonal events whose location is metrically gov-
erned, i.e. pitch accents associating to stressed syllables. Nevertheless, the absence of
a lexical–metrical association point does not necessarily mean that the realisation of
postlexical prominence is entirely unconstrained. In the present work, tonal realisation
in qwords was found to be constrained by the edges of the (phonological) domain of
the qword, a domain characterised by information structural prominence (in the con-
text of the TB experiment the qword was under narrow focus, and there are several
arguments that support an interpretation of qwords as inherently focused, cf. Chapter
5). However, as discussed previously, in earlier work on intonation in both TB and MA,
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different patterns of alignment were reported, with yet other constraints that governed
tonal association. For Tashlhiyt Berber, Grice, Ridouane & Roettger (2015) showed
that syllable sonority and weight govern the alignment of phrase-final peaks as found
at the right phrasal edge of yes–no interrogatives, implying that to some extent low-
level phonetic factors influence the realisation of intonational movement. Perhaps this
finding is not that unexpected: Many languages assign lexical stress based on stress-
to-weight principles, which might be a result from the phonologisation of similar con-
straints. For Moroccan Arabic, Hellmuth et al. (2015) proposed that there is a role
for the foot in the realisation of a phrase-final rise–fall in yes–no interrogatives. The
rise–fall in this case was interpreted to associate with both an edge (the right phrasal
edge) and a metrical position (the start of the phrase-final foot). While Hellmuth et
al.’s (2015) interpretation referred to lexical stress, the patterns could just as well be
interpreted with reference to syllable weight alone, since stress position according to
Benkirane (1998) is determined based on syllable weight. Specifically, the start of the
final foot would then simply coincide with the start of the final two moras (i.e. the start
of a heavy final syllable, or the start of a penultimate syllable in the absence of a heavy
final syllable). This would make syllable weight a factor constraining tonal association
in both TB and MA.
One of the implications of this interpretation would be that metrical structure does in-
deed play a role in tonal association in languages lacking stress, since tonal association
that makes reference to syllable weight entails reference to metrical structure. It is nev-
ertheless clear that there is a difference between metrically-constrained association that
makes reference to metrical structure in terms of weight and metrically-constrained as-
sociation that makes reference to stress (which may in turn refer to weight in languages
with stress-by-weight systems).
A more fundamental difference between findings on TB and MA intonation concerns
the nature of the intonational events. In the present thesis, the intonational event
associated with qwords is clearly prominence-marking, whereas in the aforementioned
studies, rising or high pitch at the right edge of yes–no questions functions as a modality-
marking edge tone. In contrast, the nature of the intonational movements that co-
occur with contrastively focused words in phrase-final position in TB appear less clear
(cf. Grice, Ridouane & Roettger 2015). While these pitch events are likely candidates to
serve prominence-marking purposes, the fact that they occurred in phrase-final position
makes it difficult to determine whether they in part (also) served right-edge IP-marking.
Grice, Ridouane & Roettger’s (2015) interpretation leaves this question open, and the
intonational marking in both yes–no questions and contrastive statements is interpreted
in terms of an H boundary tone that has secondary association to either the final or the
penultimate syllable of the contrastively focused word (there was in fact clear evidence
for alignment with a specific TBU, unlike in the present qword data, see also Chapter
6).
The postlexical prominence associated with qwords in the experiments presented
in this thesis did not exhibit clear distributional patterns below the word level, but the
materials were not designed to test non-stress related metrical influence. This leaves the
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question for future work whether prominence-marking and edge-marking postlexical
tonal events in TB and MA can be reliably distinguished in general. The expectation,
however, is that they can be, at least in cases where intonational events co-occur with
contrastively focused words that do not occur near a phrasal edge (see Section 9.4
below).
In conclusion, a synthesis of the present results with results from earlier studies leads
to the conclusion that tonal events in languages without stress may on the one hand be
characterised by non-metrical association (as in qwords) and on the other hand they
may still exhibit association that refers to metrical structure other than stress (as in yes–
no questions in both languages, and contrastive statements in TB). In this context, the
absence (thus far) of intonational events that align with reference to a specific syllable is
very much compatible with the absence of lexically stressed syllables that would serve
as such anchor points. The reverse, i.e. the existence of intonational events that seek
association to a specific syllable, does not by definition imply that the relevant syllable
is stressed (as in the case of the aforementioned studies that found weight-influenced
alignment patterns). Assuming this reasoning is correct, variable alignment of pitch
events can serve as a (possible) diagnostic for the absence of stress rather than as a
necessary consequence of the absence of stress.
9.3.2 Typology
Finally, the present discussion is also relevant to the analysis of postlexical prominence
across languages. Intonational events in stressless languages can still be prominence-
marking even if they do not associate to lexically stressed syllables. Using the term
‘non-metrical pitch accent’ to describe such events makes this explicit, and precludes
the need to resort to edge tones and phrase accents as the remaining options among AM
categories. Yet another alternative term could be ‘phrasal pitch accent’ in order to de-
scribe cases like French and possibly Mongolian, in which postlexical prominence seeks
a culminative position of strength at the phrasal level (as opposed to at the lexical level,
which would be the case for a standard pitch accent). The present view stands in con-
trast to the implicit idea in e.g. Jun (2014a) that if, for a given language, the category
of pitch accent is not available by virtue of the absence of lexical stress, all intonational
events must be interpreted as boundary tones. While the analysis of intonation in terms
of boundary tones only may be appropriate in the case of specific languages (e.g. Korean
and Ambonese Malay, see Section 2.5.2), the results from qword interrogative inton-
ation in TB and MA clearly indicate that postlexical prominence in these languages
exists. Analysing the relevant intonational events in terms of edge association does not
do justice to the facts and intuitions of several authors about prominence, including
Dell & Elmedlaoui (2002), and would wrongly suggest that these events are function-
ally different from pitch accents. As argued here, the main difference between the
intonational events discussed here and a standard pitch accent is one of form, rather
of function: The present cases are simply characterised by the absence of a metrical
anchor in the form of a lexically stressed syllable.
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The view on lexical and postlexical prominence brought forward here has conse-
quences for a typology that includes both levels of prominence, as shown in the fol-
lowing table (this is an updated version of Table 2.1 in Section 2.5.2, where a more
detailed discussion of the relevant languages can be found).
Postlexical prominence Lexical stress No lexical stress
metrical many, including: French,
most European languages, Mongolian
most varieties of Arabic
non-metrical Kuot, Tashlhiyt Berber,
Chickasaw Moroccan Arabic
absent Wolof? Korean,
Ambonese Malay,
West Greenlandic
Table 9.1: Proposed typology of languages as a function of lexical and postlexical prom-
inence structure.
The left column represents languages with lexical stress, the right column languages
that lack it. The top left cell represents many languages whose intonation is well-
documented. These are languages with lexical stress that have pitch accents associat-
ing to stressed syllables. The top right cell represents languages without stress in which
prominence-marking seeks out positions of (metrical) prominence above the word level.
In French this is AP- or PP-final position and in Mongolian it seems to be AP-initial
position. As previously mentioned, postlexical prominence in these cases is sometimes
termed ‘phrasal pitch accent’. The left cell in the middle row represents those languages
in which stress presumably exists, but in which intonational prominence-marking does
not seek association to these same syllables. The existence of this type of language
was called into question in Chapter 2.5.1. The right cell in the middle row contains
Tashlhiyt Berber and Moroccan Arabic as languages that lack lexical stress and exhibit
postlexical prominence that does not take account of metrical prominence structure
neither above nor below the word level. It was argued that the intonational promin-
ence associated with qwords in these languages could be characterised as ‘non-metrical
pitch accent’. Future work, especially the comparison with intonational marking of
other types of prominence (such as contrastive focus) might nevertheless shed further
light on whether the languages really lack postlexical–metrical prominence structure
altogether. The bottom row contains languages that are considered to lack any form
of postlexical phonological prominence. On the one hand, Wolof has been argued to
have lexical stress but no marking of intonational prominence at all. On the other
hand, there are languages that seemingly lack any phonological prominence, at both
the lexical and postlexical level: Korean and Ambonese Malay.
A final notes concerns the classification of a language as lacking both lexical and
postlexical prominence, as this does not entail that the language lacks prosodic means
altogether to mark differences in information structure, including, in particular, focus.
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Korean, for example, is known to mark focus by means of phrasing. The crucial point
here is that it would lack a culminative position at either the lexical, AP or other phrasal
level, that serves as the predetermined location for a localised pitch event that contrib-
utes to the percept of prominence.
9.4 Directions for future work
The above discussion of the potential of lexical stress to determine the realisational
details of postlexical prominence raises an important question about the advantages
of the presence of lexical stress. Given the relative rarity of languages lacking lexical
prominence structure altogether, one might raise the hypothesis that the presence of
stress or lexical pitch accent is an ‘optimal’ linguistic property, favoured over its ab-
sence, which might even be linked to language users’ cognitive abilities (this kind of
reasoning follows the train of thought in Evolutionary Phonology, as in Blevins 2004).
The advantages of the presence of lexical prominence asymmetries, specifically lexical
stress, are in fact well-documented and include most notably the idea that word re-
cognition and identification in continuous speech is facilitated by the known position
of lexical stress for all words in the lexicon (e.g. McClelland & Elman 1986; Cutler &
Norris 1988).
The advantages of lacking a representation of lexical prominence asymmetries are
less clear. It could be hypothesised that a lack of prominence representation would
mean a relative reduction of detail, which in turn might make available mental storage
for other purposes. This argument would hold more strongly for a comparison between
stressless languages and languages with variable, unpredictable stress, where stress po-
sition for each lexical item should be memorized, than for a comparison with languages
with fixed stress or stress derived by rule. Results from the SRT in Chapter 8 in any case
strongly suggest that native speakers of TB and MA do not have lexical representations
for prominence structure within individual words.
Additionally, the absence of lexical stress as a predetermined lexical anchor for inton-
ational pitch events might be considered a favourable feature of a phonological system,
if it is assumed that intonational tonal realisation is the result of active effort on the
part of the speaker to realise a specific timing. This idea is voiced in a stronger form in
Bolinger (1978: 483): “Of all the various kinds of stress systems, the most advantage-
ous of all for intonation, is the rarest: that in which… no particular syllable of a word is
marked to carry the accent.” As was discussed in the previous section, tonal alignment
and association are not entirely unconstrained, even in TB and MA, languages that lack
positions of culminative prominence at both lexical and postlexical levels. Therefore,
the idea that intonational prominence is “free to move” in languages without stress is
perhaps a little too strong (cf. Van Heuven & Faust 2009).
Further work on the realisation of prominence-marking intonational events will be
able to shed more light on the factors that constrain the realisation of intonational tones
in both Tashlhiyt Berber and Moroccan Arabic. Specifically, the marking of contrastive
focus in positions not adjacent to phrasal edges (as has been the case in most studies
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to date, including Chapters 6 and 7) will be informative. Edge adjacency might impose
production constraints on the realisation of tonal targets that obscure any potential
metrical (e.g. weight-related) factors that would otherwise play a more important role.
At this point it is known that contrastive focus in phrase-medial position, at least in MA,
is cued by local F0 protrusions (Yeou, Embarki & Al-Maqtari 2007). This experiment
yielded the insight that the rising–falling F0 contour in MA was less localised in its loc-
ation than a comparable event that occurred in the same context in two other varieties
of Arabic that do have stress.
Similarly, the results on intonational prominence in TB reported in Chapter 6 raised
many questions about the language’s intonation system. What are the intonational
characteristics of contrastively focused words that occur phrase-medially? Do factors
like syllable weight and sonority play a role in determining tonal alignment (as in
Grice, Ridouane & Roettger 2015) or do intonational movements rather exhibit gradient
alignment (as in the case study on qwords in Chapter 6)? More detailed studies of tonal
alignment in both TB and MA will be required to gain a better insight into how both
intonational systems deal with the realisation of postlexical prominence in the absence
of lexical stress.
More generally, it is hoped that future work on other languages that lack lexical
prominence structure will uncover which possible correspondences there are between
metrically prominent positions at lexical and postlexical levels of phonological struc-
ture.
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A Tashlhiyt Berber scripted telephone
conversation
The below gives the English translation of the scripted telephone dialogue between two
speakers, M(other) and S(aid). The four target sentences (printed in bold) are glossed
as well, in order, the lines represent i) (in italics) the Latin script version as presented
to participants, ii) a phonemic transcription, and iii) a morphological gloss.
M. Hello Said! What are you doing now?I want to know when you are coming home.
riR
riʁ
want.aor.1sg
ad
ad
comp
issangh
isːanʁ
know.aor.1sg
managu
manaɡu
when
rad
rad
fut
tackt
taʃkt
2sg.come.aor.2sg
s
s
to
tgmmi.
tɡmːi.
ea.house
S. Sorry, mother, that I’ve kept you waiting. If I tell you what it is, you will know why I
am so happy. I’ve found work in Marrakech! I will stay here until I have acquired some
papers which they asked of me at my work.When I get home, I know [it’s that] you want to ask.
managu
manaɡu
when
a
a
comp
rann
ranː
fut
ackR
aʃkʁ
come.aor.1sg
ssnx
sːnʁ
know.aor.1sg
is
is
comp
rad
rad
fut
t
t
cl.acc.3sg.m
tinit
tinit
2sg.say.aor.2sg
S. So you then, mother, everything okay with you?
M. Fine, my son, since you just found work in Marrakech. I’m very happy for you, my son.So when will you start work?
imma
imːa
then
managu
manaɡu
when
rad
rad
fut
tbdut
tbdut
2sg.start.aor.2sg
lxdmt?
lχdmt?
work?
[… The line is breaking up … As for Said, his mother cannot hear him very well.]
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M. I am not hearing you very well.When will you start work?!
managu
manaɡu
when
rad
rad
fut
tbdut
tbdut
2sg.start.aor.2sg
lxdmt?!
lχdmt?!
work
S. Possibly this month or the one that will come after that, I don’t know.
M. Ah! But your sister will marry this month!
S. Ah, you had not yet said to me when.
Ah,
Ah,
Ah
ur
ur
neg
iyi
ij
dat.1sg.m
yadlli
jadlːi
which
tnnim
tnːim
2pl.m.say.aor.2pl.m
managu.
manaɡu.
when
[ … Said is cut off (from the network) … ]
M. There’s a big problem, how come?
S. Alright, so when in this month will the wedding take place? Because I have many things
to do in Marrakech.
M. We said that we would have the wedding on the 12th of this month. Well, now you know
the date, when will you come?
S. Alright I will come there three days before the wedding, because they said to me that I
will start work on the 20th of this month. Well then, bye, stay well, mother.
M. Wait! Wait! Don’t hang up!You will start work when?
rad
rad
fut
tbdut
tbdut
2sg.start.aor.2sg
lxdmt
lχdmt
work
managu?
manaɡu?
when
S. On the 20th of this month, mister, they said, you will start work with us.
M. Ah alright, stay well!
S. Bye mother, stay well, say hi to the family.
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The dialogue is given in Arabic on the right and the English translation is given on the
left. The two speakers in the dialogue are referred to as A and B (if the participant was
male, they were given a version with initial call to Ziyaad, if female to Manaal). Target
qword questions as reported on in Chapter 7 are printed in bold and identified by their
IVAr code.
A Ziyaad / Manaal! !لانم / دا�ز
B Yes, who is it? ؟نوكش
A Good evening! ر��ل اسم
B Welcome, good evening, please
come in.
�لضف� ر��ل اسم ًلاهأ
A How are you? ؟كراب�ش ؟ةَر�َا�ِك
B I’ve been tired for two days. �نمو� يداه ةنا�ّع
A Why? What’s up? ؟كلام ؟شلاع
B These days, we are inviting for
the wedding of my uncle Maazin’s
daughter.
لا�د سرعل سانلا ىلع وضرعنك ان�ا و �نمو� يداه
نزام �مع �نب
A Oh, is your cousin getting married?
Congratulations.
كوربم جّو��ا� كمع �نب
B Thank you and I wish the same for
you.
مك�لابقعلا و ك�ف كراب� للها
A Who is getting married, Dina or
Mayyaada?
؟ةدا�ّ�م ّلاو ان�د جّو��ا� ��ّلل نوكش
B Dina is the one who is getting mar-
ried. And how are you?
؟ا��ن ةَر�َا�ِك و .ان�د �ه جّو��ا� ��ّلل
A Thank god, everything is fine.
What have you been up to today?
؟مو�ل ��رد ونش .ساب لا �ش لك لله �م�ل
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B Early evening, we played sport
with Layla. And we got coun-
tryside flowers on our way from
the shop Manaal.
لانم تونا�ل ان�شم .ىل�ل عم بولكل ان�شم ة�شعلف
ي�ْلِبلا درولا وب��ن
A Did you go to the Yamani sport
centre?
؟�نم�لا قوّسل ���شم شاو
B No, I went to the Japanese sport
centre.
�نابا�لا قوّسل ��شم لا
A Did you go to the sport center with
Layla or Lina?
؟ان�ل ّلاو ىل�ل عم قوّسل ���شم نم اعم
B I went to the sport center with Lina. ان�ل اعم قوّسل ��شم
A whq3 When is the wedding of your
cousin Dina?
؟ان�د كمع �نب سرع ا�م�إ
A Dina’s wedding is in two days. �نمو� انه نم ان�د سرع
B Is Dina’s groom Lebanese or Ye-
meni?
؟ �نم� ّلاو �نانبل ان�د س�رع شاو
A Dina’s groom is Yemeni. �نم� ان�د س�رع
B whq1 What is the name of the Yemeni
man?
؟�نم�لا ل�ارلا اذ ��مس ونش
A The Yemeni man’s name is Nabil
Al-Badawi.
يو�بلا ل�بن و��مس �نم�لا ل�ارلا اذه
B Did they meet through Zeena? ؟ةن�ز مه�اقلا شاو
A Yes, they met each other through
Zeena.
ةن�ز مه�اقلا هأ
B whq5 Where did Dina and Nabil meet? ؟ل�بن ان�د �فاش �نف
A She met him at the Alghali cafe. �لا�لا ةوهقف و�فاش
B Does that mean that she met him
in the cafe which is in the Morocco
centre?
؟�بر�لما لولماف ةن�اك ��ّلل ةوهقل ك�داهف و�فاش امعز
A Yes, she met him at the Al-
Maghribi shopping centre.
�بر�لما لولما �ف ه�لع �فرع� هأ
B Is it going to be a religious or civil
marriage?
؟�مور ّلاو ي�لب سرعلا شاو
A The marriage is mostly civil. �مور ًابلا� سرعلا
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B whq2 Who is going to witness the civil
marriage?
؟�مورلا سرعلا ىلع �هش�� ��ّلل نوكش
A Noor and Zeen are going to witness
the civil marriage.
�مورلا سرعلا ىلع و�ْهِش�� ن�ز و رون
B whq4 In which city will the wedding
be held?
؟ةن��م نم شأف نوك�� سرعلا
A The wedding is most likely in
Dubai. Will you be able to go to
Dubai?
؟�ب�ل �شم� ير�ق� .�بد �ف ًابلا� سرعلا
B I will try because Dina is very dear
to me.
فاّزب ة�لع ةز�زع ان�د. لوا�ن� للها و
A This wedding will be a mixture of
urban and bedouin styles.
�مورلا و ي�لبلا �نب طل�م سرعلا ذاه
A Is the civil wedding going to be
held at the Al-Baladi building?
؟ي�لبلا رصقلاف نوك�� سرعلا
B Yes, Dina’s wedding is at the Al-
Baladi building.
ي�لبلا رصقلاف نوك�� ان�د سرع هأ
A Is the party going to be in Layalina
or Bayaan hall?
؟نا�ب ّلاو ان�لا�ل ةعاقف نوك�� ةلف�لا شاو
B They will most likely book Al-
Bayaan hall.
نا�بف و�Ȕرز�ر�� ًابلا�
A Are they going to Dubai or to Le-
banon after the wedding?
؟نانبل ّلاو �ب�ل سرعلا �عب نم و�شم�� شاو
B They are going to spend the days
after marriage in Lebanon.
نانبلف سرعلا �عب نم تاما� �ش وزو���
A Does it mean that she will visit her
sister Layali?
؟�لا�ل اه�� فوش� �شم�� امعز
B Yes, she will visit her sister Layali
for a few days.
تاما� �ش �لا�ل اه�� فوش� �شم�� هأ
A Is Nabil’s father going to be there? ؟دو�وم نوك�� ل�بن تاّب
B Yes, everybody will be there. دو�وم نوك�� �شلك هأ
A whq6 What are you going to get for
Dina from Dalaal’s shop?
؟للاد تونا� نم ان��ل �ب���� ونش
B I am not going to Dalaal’s, I
am thinking of getting her a
teddy bear from the White Flower.
Today you’ll get the invitation with
Walid.
نم سونون اه�ل ب��نر ِّكف .للاد �نع شادا� ام انأ
��لو ك�لع ضرع� يدا� مو�لا .اض�بلا ةدرولا �نع
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B Moroccan Arabic scripted dialogue
A Yes sure, anyway, congratulations.
I will call her and congratulate her
now.
اباد اه�ل كرابن و اه�ل ط�ّعن� .كوربم مهلما ؟�صلاب هأ
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